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ABSTRACT

The COBRA/TRAC computer program has been developed to predict the

thermal -hydraulic response of nuclear reactor primary coolant systems to small

and large break loss-of-coolant accidents and other anticipated transients.

The code solves the compressible three-dimensional, two-fluid, three-field

equations for two-phase flow in the reactor vessel. The three fields are the

vapor field, the continuous liquid field, and the liquid drop field. A five-

equation drift flux model is used to model fluid flow in the primary system
piping, pressurizer, pumps, and accumulators. The heat generation rate of the
core is specified by input and no reactor kinetics -calculations are included
in the solution. This volume is-the Users' Manual. It contains the input

instructions for COBRA/TRAC and its auxiliary programs, SPECSET and GRAFIX.

It also contains a users' guide to the code and is intended to aid the new

user in becoming familiar with the capabilities and modeling conventions of

the code.
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*COBRA/TRAC - A THERMAL-HYDRAULICS CODE FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

OF NUCLEAR REACTOR VESSELS AND PRIMARY COOLANTý SYSTEMS

VOLUME 3: USERS' MANUALý

1.0 INTRODUCTION:,,

The COBRA/TRAC computer program has been developed by merging the-

COBRA-TF( a) and TRAC-PD2 (Ref., 1). codes.. _The COBRA/TRAC -code is used to'

predict the therm~al-hydraulic response of nuclear reactor primary coolant

systems to small- and large-break loss of coolant accidents and other

anticipated transients. The, COBRA-TF computer code provides a two-fluid,,.

three-field representation of two-phase fl Iow with continuous li~quid,,continous

vapor and entrained i qui ddropl ets. Each field is treated in three

dimensions and'is compressible. The conservation equations for. each of the

three'fields and for heat transfer from and within the sol id structures iln

contact with the f~luid are solved using a semi-implicit finite-difference

numerical technique on an Eul eri an meh CBRAT features extremely. flexible

noding for both~ the hydrodynamic mesh and the heat transfer sol~uti on. Thi s

flexibility prov i de6s' the c a"p"a'b ility t o model the. wide variety o9f geometries.

encountered 'in v~ertic:al coimpo'nfents' of nuclear. reactor primary, systems.

TRAC-PD2 is a sýystems code designed to model, the behavi orrof- the: enti re

reactor, primary system. It features special .models. for each ,componient in the

system, including accumulators,, pumps, valves,.p~ipes, pressurizers, steam.

generators and the reactor vessel. With the exception of.the reactor~ vessel,

the thermal-hydraulic response of these components is treated with a five-

equation* drif -t flu'x- representation of .two-phase flow. The vessel component.,of

TRAC-*PD2 is somewhat restric~ted in'-the geometries that can be modeled. and

(a) COBRA-TF is a two-fluid thermal hydraulics code developed a 't PN *L under
sponsorship of the NRC, Reactor Safety Reseach Branh oue n
of this report are the first complete documentation oflthe;CO.BRA-TF code.
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cannot treat the entrainment of liquiddrops from tecontinuoslqiphe

directly. -The TRAC-P02 vessel. module has been' rem~oved,,' and'COBRA-TF has been

implemented as the new vessel component in 'TRAC*-PO?. The resulting code is

GOB RA/TRAC.

The COBRA/TRAC code has the extended capabilities in the vessel component

module provided by the three-field representation of two-phase flow and the

flexible no 'ding of COBRkA-TFplus th'e' ability to model the entire primary

systemi with the'o'ne-dimen~sional component modules of TRAC-P02.

The documentation of the COBRA/TRAC program consists of five volIumes.

Volume 1 'contains a description of the basic three-field conservation

equations and constitutive models 'used in the vessel component ,(COBRA-TF).

Volume 2 describes the finite-difference equations for the v ess el,, component
and the numerical t .ech'ni ques 'used to solve, these equations. The coupling
between the TRAC-PD2 equations and the COBRA-TF vessel equations is al~so_._-
desc'ri-bed'. Vo Ilume ý3 is the User's Manual. It contains-,the input instructi~ons
for COBRA/TRAC and its auxiliary, _programs. SPECSET and GRAF.IX., It also
includes a user's guide 'to the, code and is intended to aid the new user .i.n,,
becoming f amiIi ar with the capabilities and model ing conven~ti ons of the

code.- VolIume -4 i s the Ap'plications ,Manu~al containing the, resul ts of,.,
simul atio~ns a6ssessin~g code pe'rformance. These 'include a variety of two-phase

flow experiments conducted to s'imu'late important phe n om ,e n a antici pated during

postulated accidents and transi-ents.- ,Volume .ý5 i s the Progýýý4r amm e r s Manual. It

describes the ýp ro grammi ng c harac ter i~stics§ o f the co~de', i ncluddin g' the overlay

structure and machine-depeindent features,

The COBRA/TRAiC code is' an integrat'ed entity that solves the, thermal -

hydraulic equations for the reactor primary syste~m as ,a whole,.-but from, the..

standpoint of the user, the separate origins of COBRA-TF and TRAC-PD2 are

readily apparent. The input for the VESSEL component--which is essentially

the input for COBRA-TF--differs significantl~y in,,style and form~at from the:..,

input. .for the. one'-di~mensi on~al components, such as PIPEs, TEEs and PUIMPs. The

VESSEL component can be'used 'to" model a'ny" vertilcal component of 'the system in

one, two or three dimensions. The one-dimensional components can be used to

model parts of the system that are essentially pipes, some with special

1.2



characteristics, such as TEEs, PUMPs, VALVEs, ACCUMulators, PRessurIZERS, and

STeam GENerators. The components connect one to another by means of flow

junctions specified in the input. The system may consist of closed loops, as

does a normal reactor primary system, controlled by pump speeds, pressurizers

and trip setpoints. Special boundary conditions can be applied with BREAKs or
FILLs, to model pipe breaks, open relief valves, broken feedwater lines and
similar disruptions of the system.

The input for the COBRA/TRAC code is necessarily complex since it is
designed to model extremely complex systems in a relatively sophisticated

manner. To effectively utilize this code, the user must have an understanding

of how the code works, what it does with the input data, and how to interpret

the results.

Section 2.0 contains the input instructions for each of the components in

,COBRA/TRAC. Every line of input is listed for each component with the format

it-must be entered in and a brief explanation of the meaningý and usage of each

in-put variable. The one-dimensional components show a unity of structure and
.format that will be immediately apparent to the user and will make learning

.the input for these components comparatively easy. The one-dimensional

-co mponents are essentially pipes, each wi-th a few special lines of input to

make them behave as their namesakes. The input for the VESSEL component,

however, reflects the quite different modeling philosophy of COBRA-TF and is

easily as long as the input instructions for all the other components

combined.

The user's guide to Section 3.0 is devoted almost exclusively to
explaining the modeling conventions and input requirements for the VESSEL

component. This section discusses the input for the vessel hydrodynamic mesh,

the rod input for the conduction model , and the various features for setting

vessel boundary conditions. The DUMP/RESTART capability is discussed in

detail, and there is also a recommended procedure for obtaining steady-state

solutions with the code. Section 3.0 also contains a brief explanation of

each of the one-dimensional components, consisting mainly of information

garnered from the TRAC-PlA User's Manual (Ref. 2).
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2.0 COBRA/TRAC INPUT INSTRUCTIONS-

Input instructions :for COBRA/TRAC are-provided in this section. The

input for this code is not simple. Users unfamiliar-with COBRA/TRAC should

refer to Section 3.0 for a more complete explanation of. the ,input. requirements

before attempting to set up the d ata, .for a. specific problem.

COBRA/TRAC- input -is-divided into -five major secti-ons, -each, of which

provides input for a particular, purpose.

The: ýfirs t section provides data- for the overall description of the
problem, such as the number of:-components, number of trips and 'component

identification numbers. Problem control parameters, such as convergence

criteria and iteration limits, are entered in this section.

..The second sectio'n-provides data for the occurrence of trips. Trips.

control such events as s-witching puimps on or off and opening and closing
valves under specific conditions.

In the third section, geometry and initial conditions for the one-

dimensi onal components--ACCUMul~ators, BREAKs,. PIPEs, PRessurIZERs, PUMPs,

STeam GENerators, TEEs, and VALVEs-,-are defined.

The fourth secti~o~ndefines-the.,VES.SEL component input data. The geometry

and initial :and operating.,conditions-for the vessel are specified in this
section.

The fifth'section' defines the length of the calculation with the problem

time domain data. Time intervals for the output file, restart file and

graphics dump are also specified".

The data arrays for the first three-sections, including the input for the

one-dimensional components, are entered. in the LOAD format. The LOAD format

is an automated data entry procedure that can,.significantly reduce the volume
of -data, that must. be supplied,. especially, for, the onet-dimensional
components.- It permi ts:

1) automatic repetition of -elements in an array;

2)ý array filling with specified constants
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3) i nterpol ation between array el ements to f ill a specified number of

intervening locations

4) skipping from an incomplete record to the next record--to continue

array. f il i ng...

The LOAD format has the following r-estrictions:`

1) The end of data for ea'c'h array must be identified' wi't'h an E.

2) -The-array -mu st: be exkac tly filled (no over ,or underfilling Allowed.)

3) Interpolation of integer data is not allowed.,

The LOAD_ format all1ows, forý,, entry of up to five (5) array elements on a

record. Each array element ~occupies 14 spaces, on.-the record in ýthe following

format:

Position Format Description_

1All Operation,. co~ntrol. Valid entries are:

E End of array.

F Fill the array starting at the current index with

the' specified constant.

"I ýInterpol'ate betwee6n this data constant and the'

succeeding' data con~stan't.

MMul ti pl~e repeti tio oh"f data constants;

-(repeats constan't 10*12 times--.12 described

below).

R Repe~titilon of data, con~stan~t-12, times;, (12,

described below),

S Skip to next card.

Blank Enter the data constant in the array at the

cu'rrent index-.

2 --3 12 Enter ýa couniter for da ta c onstan t rep etition or

i n'tepo'l ati on.

If'there is an M in column 1) enter 'the number of tens of
times the data constant will be''repeated. (For example,
if-the data ýconstantli-s to* be repeated 20 times, enter 2

for 12.).
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If thei're ýis'an- R -in column` 1', enter, -the number of times"

the data constantis to be' repeated.

If there is an I in column 1, enter the number of val ues

to be interpolated between the data.. constant and the data

constant in .:th~e next- 14--wi de field.

If there is An Eý, F or S;ýin column 1, 12 is left blank.
.Enter. the 'data .constant, (real or integer'lnumber). i.4-14 "Ell..2

or Ill

An.,entire array-,can be filled--with, j~ust one set of 14 columns on one input

record. For exampleý, the input. record

F 2,5.O'~;.

will fill the entire array with the value of 25.0. (The user does not specify

the size of the array 'since the LOAD format logic determines that

automatically.)
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21 MAIN

INPUT. 1:

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

.PROBLEM _CONTROL DATA,-read by, subroutine,:INPUT

NUMTCR, ITRAC, ICOBRA FORMAT(5114)

Variable -Description

NUMTCR Enter 'the number of ýtitle cards to be read.

(At: least one fitec6ar~d must be entered.)

,ITRAC .EnterA input uni ts ýopti oni for the one-

dimensional components:

0 Use metric units (default).

1 =Use English "units; code will' convert

'all "data to 'Metric.

ICOBRA Enter vessel input units option:

O0 Use English units (default.)..

1 =Use .metric uunits; code will convert the

data to English units.

NOTE: The working units in the code for the one-dimensional components are

metric; the working units for the vessel component are English.
Although the code will perform the units conversion if necessary, it

is recommended that the one-dimensional component data be entered in

metric units and the three-dimensional vessel data be entered in

English units.

Title Card(s):

INPUT.2: (TITLE(I),I=1,20)

Col umns

1-80

Variable

TITLE(1)

FORMAT(20A4

Description

Enter alphanumeric information describing this

simulation.

Repeat card INPUT.2 NUMTCR times.



Restart Data:

INPUT.3: DSTEP, TIMET FORMAT( 114,E14.0)

Col umns

15-28

Vari able6

DSTEP

TIMET

Description

Enter the time step number of th-e dump. to be

used for restarting.

Enter zero (0) if this is not a restart.

Enter the restart time for the problem.

Enter zero (0.0) if this is not a restart.

Component Data:

INPUT.4:- NCOMP, NJUN, IPAI

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

Variable

NCOMP

NJ UN

I PAK

K FORMAT(314)

Description

Enter the number of components.

Enter the' number 'of junctions.

Enter the one-dimensional component water-

packing option.

Valid ýentrie's-are:

0- =off
.1 =on

AX FORMAT(E14.0,2114)

Description

En'ter the outer iterationconvergence

criteri~on; suggested value =0.001.

Enter the maximum number of outer iterations;

suggested value, = 5.-

Enter the maximum number of ve~ssel itera~tions';

suggested value = 40.

Iteration Control:

INPUT.5: EPSQ,OITMAX,IITMi

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

Variable

EPSO

OITMAX

IITMAX
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Trip Control Data:

INPUT .6: NTRX ,NDMPTR

Col umns

114

15-28

Variable

NTRX:

NDMPTR

FDRMAT( 2114)

Description

Enter the number of-tr-ips.

Enter ýtheý number of trip S fo r which a dump is

t ,o be written when the trip is set.

Order Array:

The ORDER array contains a list of the identification numbers of the

components in the system. Exactly NCOMP entries must be provided. The code-

rearranges the entries in the ORDER array. to. reflect. the seque.n Ic.e. in whi ch the

system of components will be solved, but the user may enter the numbers in any

order he finds convenient.-

INPUT.7: (ORDER(I),1=1,NCOMP) FORMAT(5114)

Col umns

1-14,....

Variable

ORDER(I1)

Descri ption

Enter the the, NCOMP component numbers.

Enter NCOMP component numbers with a-.,maximum of five (5) entries per card.

The ORDER array is entered via the LOAD format previously described. The

final entry in the array should be followed by an E.

Trips that Initiate Dumps:

INPUT.8: (IDMPTR(I),1=1,NDMPTR) FORMAT(5114) Read only if NDMPTR > 0.

1£

Col umns .Variable

IDMIPT R(1.):

Descri pti on-

Enter Identification number of the trip that

initiates dumps to the restart file.

Repeat this card until NDMPTR values have"ýbeen entered with up to five (5)

.val-ues per card;' If-NDMPTR is'Szero, -this card is omitted.
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TRIP SPECIFICATION, read by subr'outine RDTRIP

Trips are used to simulate the action's of power plant protection systems

during a transient or as reacti ons to abnormal conditions in the system.

Trips control such things as valve openings and pump startup or shutdown. A

problem may reference many trips, but each trip acts on only one compon~ent.

Trips are defined by a- si-gnal index, a signal set point, and a signal
ti me del ay. The ,si gnal i ndex speci f ies the -vari abl1e that wi~l,. ýtri gger the

trip (such as pressure, temperature or transient time). The signal setpoint
defines an upper or, lower i mi t for the vari able that wil~l,,initiate the-

trip. :.The signal time del-ay simu~lates the -time required for -the operating

system to respond to the trip signal'.

RDTRIP.la: I-TID,ISID,TSP,TDT: ýFORMAT.(2I14,2E14.O) Read only if NTRX > 0.

Col umns

1-14

15-28

Vari abl e

ITID

,ISID

Description

Enter. a unique trip identification number.,

If ITID >1000 the time step size will be set

tQ ,DTMIN_..,

.Enter theq trip signal index.

Entr anegative value if the trip setpoint is

.to be the lower limit.

-Enter a positive value if the trip setpoint is

to be the-upper limit.
Val id. entries are:

0 =transient time
±1 pressure

±2=liquid temperature

±3=vapor. temperature

t4 =vapor. fraction
t51- wall. -temperature

.,7T = -accumul ator or pressurizer water -level

___8 = mixture ývelocity

±9 = relative velocity
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29-42

43-'66

TSP Enter the trip setpoi~nt (the.value of the trip
signal variable that will initate the tri'p).

For example:

If 1510 2, enter the liquid temperature

that will initiate the trip.
Enter the trip delay time, in seconds.TDT

RDTRIP.l1b: 101~, 102, 1D3,'ID4 'FOR MAT (4 114) Read only if NTRX > 0.,

Col umnsý
1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

Note:

Vari able Descri ption
'01Enter the number of 'the component initiating
this trip"

Enter 0 if trip is on transient time (ISID=0).
Note: Only one-"dimensional component numbers

are valid. Trips cannot be set on
.VESSEL, variables.

I1D2 Enter the-component qualifier:

0 ifDI'does not specify a steam generator
component number.

1 to' tri p ,accordi ng to condi ti ons on *the
'primary'side of the steam generator.

2 to trip according to conditions on the
secondary-side of the steam generator.

103 Etrtenode. number of the array element to
watch,'if ISMD = 1,2,3,4,5,8 or 9.
If ISID =0, enter zero.
4f 1510 = 17, enter 1.

104 ýEnter a second (optional) node number of an
array element to watch, if ISID =1,2,3,4,5,8

Enter zero if ISID 7 or 0.
,If the tri p is ~on reactor time (ISID 0) IDi, 102, 103 and 104
are not used,"; This'card: can ýbe entered as a blank line.

10

0
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RDTRIP.1 is read for NTRX trips. Note that this input consists of 2 lines of

data for each trip.

2.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL ýCOMPONENT DATA

A set of data for each of the components in the problem is normally read

from an input file. On a restart'run, only those components that must be

redefined are entered via the input file. The remaining components are

obtained from the restart dump file. New components may be added to the

system on a restart by adding them t6 the input -file. This enables the user

to change the physical characteristics of the system during the transient.

Component data, cossts of ,geometry. data, information connecting the

component to adjacent components, and data describing the fluid state in the

component (such as void fraction, temperature and pressure). The. following

subsections list the input required for each one-dimensional component.
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2.2.1 ACCUMulator Component Data,

ACCUM.1 TYPE,NUM,ID,CTITLE FOf

read by subroutine.RACCUM

ZMAT(A5,9X,2I14,3A1O)

DescrizptionCol umns

1-5

15-28

29-42

43-7 2

Vari abl e

TYPE

NUM

- ID -

CTITLE

Enter ACCUM

Enter a unique component number.
Enter an,-arbi trary- i denti ficati on number.

Enter alphanumeric-identifier for this

component.

NOTE: To minimize confusion, it is often
convenient to set NUM and ID to the same
'Value -for' each component.

FORMAT( 2114),

Description
Enter the number of fluid cells.

Enter the junction number to connect the
accumulator to its adjacent component. (This
is the accumulator discharge.)

entered using the LOAD format and define the

ACCUM*2' NCELLS,JUN2

Col umns

1-14

15-28

Variable

NC ELL S

J UN2

ACCUM.3 through ACCUM.14 are

accumulator data arrays.

'Cards

ACCUM.3

ACCUM.4

ACCUM. 5

Variable

DX array

VOL array

FA array

Description
Enter NCELLS values for cell lengths, in meters
(if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if ITRAC =1).
Enter NCELLS values for cell volumes, in m3 (if

ITRAC = 0) or ft 3 (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for cell flow areas,

in m 2 (if ITRAC = 0) or ft 2 (if ITRAC = 1).
Enter (NELLS + 1) values for additive loss

coefficients.

A

ACCUM.6 FRIC array
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Cards

ACCUM. 7

Vani abi e

GRAV array

.HD array

NFF array

ACCUM.8

ACCUM. 9

Description

Enter (NOELLS + 1) values for the cosine of the
angle between a vertical vector and-the vector

frmcell N to cell N I .

,(NOTE: The _cell numbering conventi-on for the
.ýaccumulator -component places the discharge at
node (NCELLS +,1).)

.Enter (:NCELLS *+ 1) values for hydraulic
diameters, iJn meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if
ITRAC = 1).

Enter,(NOELLS-+ 1) :values;for, "friction factor

correlation options. Valid entries are:
0 = constant friction. factor, user i~nput

.±1 =-homogeneous flow

±2 =,Armand

±3I = C ISE1ý

±4 = annular flow
±5ý = ýChi sol m

.(Use a negative entry for automatic form loss

.computation due to area change at node N.)
Eýnte~r NCELLS values for void fraction.
Enter (,NCELLS + 1) values for mixture velocity,
in in/,sec (if-,-TRAC = 0) or ft/sec :(if
ýITRAC, = 1).
Enter NCELLS values for liquid temperature, in
0K(if ITRAC = 0) or OF (if ITRAC -= 1).

Enter NCELLS.-values for vapor temperature, in
.*K:-(if ITRAC7* 0) or OF (if ITRAC = 1).
Enter NCELLS values for pressure, in N/in2 (if

'ITRAC =0) or psi a ( if ITRAC =1).

ACCUM.10,

ACCUM. 11

ACCUM. 12

'ALP array

V/M array

TL array

ACC UM. 13 TV array,

ACCUM.14 P..array
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2.2.2 BREAK Component Data, read by subroutine RBREAK

BREAK.1- TYPE,NUMIDCTITLE

Columns Variable

1-5 TYPE

15-28 NUM,

29-42 IDý--

43-72 CTITLE

BREAK.2 JUN1,IBROP,NBTB,ISAT

FORMAT(A5,9X,2I14,3A10)-1-

Description

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

Variable
J UNi

IBROP

NBTB-

I SAT

'Enter BREAK

4Enter a uniqu'e component number.
.:Enter -an arbitrary component identification

:number'(m'ay be the same as NUM).
Enter alphanumeric identifierl for this
.component.

FORMAT( 4114)

Description
'Enter-the junction number where this break is
located.

Enter the break table option. Valid entries

are,
o0 n break' tables
-1 =:pressure table

- 2 - temperature and pressure tables
j13 = -temperature, pressure: and'void frac tion

tabl es
Enter the numhber of points .(pairs of values) in
each of'the:'br'eak tables if IBROP > 0.
ýEnter zero (0) if IBROP is zero.
Enter a'value to control the use of the break
-tables-if,'IBROP:> 0. Valid entries are:

o 'use:TIN or the break table value for

liquid a'nd vapor temperatures

1 = use TIN or the break table value for
liquid temperatures; use Tsat for vapor

temperature

A
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2 =use T IN'or the break table for vapor

temperature; use Tsat for liquid

temperature

3 =use Tsa t for both liquid and vapor

temperatures

Note: If ISAT =0, 1, or 2 and no temperature

table is available (IBROP = 0 or 1), then

TIN and Tsat will1 be used :as specif ied by.

.ISAT.

BREAK.3 DXIN,V0LIN,ALPIN,TIN,PIN FORMAT( E14.0)

Col umns,

1-14

15-28

29- 42

43-56

57-70

Variable Description

DMIN Enterthe-length of the break cell, in meters

(if ITRAC -0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

(Usually DMIN sh ould equal the length of the

-neighboring cell in Ithe adjacent componenit.):"

VOLIN Enter the volume of the break cell, in mn3 (if

ITRAC 0) oft3 (if..ITRAC,=., 1).

ALP IN Enterý the' break' cell void f rac~t'ion.

TIN Enter'athe mixture temperature at the break, in

*K (if ITRACI= 0O) or *F (if ITRAC = 1).

PIN . Enter the break pressure, in N/rn2 (if

-ITRAC = 0);or in psia (if ITRAC = 1).

BREAK.4 through BREAK.6 are entered using the LOAD format.

% BREAK.4 (TDUM(I),PDUM(I),I=1,NBTB) FORMAT(5E14.O) Read only if IBROP > 0.

Col umns

1-149 ...

Vari abl e

TDUM( I)

Description

Enter the time for element I of the pressure

versus time table. Units on time must be

seconds.
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15-28 PDUM( I Enter the pressure for element I of the

pressure versus time table. Units on pressure

must be.N/rn2 if ITRAC =0 or psia if ITRAC =1.

BREAK.5 (TDUM(I),TPDUM(I),I=1,NBTB) FORMAT(5E14.O) Read only if IBROP > 1.

Col umns

1-14, ...

15-28,....

Variable.:;

TDUM( I)

TPDUM(I)

Descri pti on

Enter the time for element I of the temperature

versus time table. Units on time must be

seconds.-

Enter the temperature for element I of the

temperature versus time table... Units on,

temperature must be OK if ITRAC ='0 or OF if

ITRAC = A. .

BREAK.6,,, (TPUM(I),VDUM(I),I=1,NBTB) FORMAT(514.Q) Read only if IBROP =3.

Columns Variable Description
1-14,.... TDUM(I) Enter. the timeý for element I of 'the void

.fraction versus time table. Units on time ýmust
be in seconds.ý

,.Enter the voidt fraction for elem~ent I of the
-. void- f raction -versus time table.

.15-28,.... VDUM(I)

w
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2.2.3 FILL Component Data,

FILL.1, TYPE, NUM,IID,,CTITLE,

read by subroutine RFILL

FORMAT(A4:,1OX,2I14,3A10)

Col umns

1-4

15-28

29-42

43-72

Vari abl~e

TYPE

NU.M

ID

CTJTLE

Description

Enter FILL

Enter a unique component number.,

Enter ;an arbitrary identification number (may

be, the, same-as, NUM) .

Enter. alphanumeric identifier for-:this

component.

FILL.2 JUN1,,IFTY,IFTR,-NFTX- FORMAT( 41.14)

Col umns

1-14

15-'28'

29-42

43-56

JUN

IFT

Vari abl e ,Description

1Enter the junction number where the fill is
located.

Y Entern the FILL.,type option. Vali~d entries *are:

1 l constant velocity
2 =velocity vs time

ý3 velocity vsrpressure
4 =constant velocity until a trip occurs,

then velocity vs time
5=constant velocity until:a,.t~rip occurs,

then velocity vs pressure

R En ter,,a trip i~dentification number
corresponding to a value specified for ITID on
trip specification card RDTRIP.la.
E~nter zeo()if-this fill does not reference

a .:trip,.,

X ,Enter, the _number of points (pairs qf val~ues) in
fill tables.

Enter zero 'if no fill tables are needed.

I FT

NFIT
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FILL.3 DXIN,VOLIN,ALPIN,VIN,TIN FORMAT(514.6)

Col umns
1-14

15-28

29-42
43-56

57-70

Vari abl e Descri ption
MXIN Enter the; length of the FILL cell, in meters-

(if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if ITRAC =1).

(Gnealy .the. same as. the neighboring c~el n

the adjacent-component.)

V 0 LIN`_' En'te~r ;th!ie' fillcell volume, in M3 :(if

I TRAC = '0) or ft3 (if ITRAC =1).

ALPIN Enter ý'the' 'fill void fraction.
VIN Enter the entrant mixture velocity, in rn/sec

(if ITRAC = 0) or ft/sec (if ITRAC =1).

TIN Enter the entrant mixture temperature, in- OK

(i TRAC =0) 'or OF' (ifITRAC 1)

FORMAT(E14.6)IFILLA.4 PIN

Col umns Vari abl e Description
1-14 -"PIN Eter the fill pressure, in N/mn (if ITRAC

or psia (if ITRAC = 1).

FILL.5 (VELDUM(I),TPDUM(I)-,I=1i,NFTxý' "FORMAT(5E14.Q) Read only if NFTX >

0)

0.

Col umns

15-28,..o

Van abi
'TPDUM(I)

le Descri ption
-If IFTY2=' 2 or 4, enter the time for element I

in the locity versus time table. Units on

' time 'must be -seconds.
If IFTY = 3 or'-5, enter the pressure for

element Iin the velocity versus pressure

table. Uni tsý'on pressure are N/rn2 (if ITRAC=0)
or psia (i f ITRAC=1).

Entr ý"th~e"vel~o'city for element I in the

velocity vers'us'ti~me or pressure table. Units

on ve'loci~ty are rn/sec (if ITRAC = 0) or ft/sec
(if ITRAC = 1).

'VELDUM(I-)
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2.2.4 PIPE Component Data, read by subroutine RPIPE

PIPE.1 TYPE,NUM,ID,CTITLE

Col umns

1-4

15-28

29-42

43-72

Vari abl e

TYPE

NUM

I D

CTITLE

FORMAT(A4,1OX,2I14,3A10)

Descri ption

Enter PIPE

Enter a unique component number.

Enter an arbitrary identification number (may

be the same as NUM).

Enter an alphanumeric identifier for this

component.

PIPE.2 NCELLS,NODES,JUNI,J .UN2 MAT F0RMAT( 5114)

Col umns

1-14

.15-28

-29-42

43-56

57-70

Variable Description

NCELLS Enter the number of fluid cells in the pipe.

NODES Enter the number of radial heat transfer-nodes

in the pipe wall. (Zero (0) implies that there

is no wall heat transfer.).

-JUN1 .Enter the junction number for the -connection-to

cell 1 of the pipe.

'JUN2 Enter the junction number for the connecti~oln to

cell NCELL of. the pipe.

MAT 'Ente r material type index for the, pipe wall.

Valid entries are:

16 =SS 3014
7=SS 316

8 =SS 347
9=Carbon steel A 508

10 =Inconel 718
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PIPE.3 ICHF,IHYDRO

Col umns

1-14

15-28

Variable

I CHF

IHYDRO

FORMAT(2114)_

Descri ption
Enter the CHE calculation option. Valid

entriesý are:

0,= no-CHF calculation

1 = Zuber/.Bi asi .for- rod -CHE (recommended for

inclined or vertical tubes)

2 =Biasi (recommended for unheated and/or

horizontal pipes)

3 =Bowring

Enter a, hydrodynami cs option. Valid entries.

are:

0 = partially implicit,
1 = fully- implicit

P IPE.4 RADIN-,TH ,HOUTL-,H'OUTV ,TOUTL F -ORMAT( 5E14.6)

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

57-70

Vari abl e

PAD IN

TH

HOUTL

HO UT V

TO UTL

Descri ption-
.Enter the inner radius of the pipe wall , in
meters (CIf ITRA C = 0) or feet (if ITRAC =1,)..

Enter the pipe wall thickness, in meters (if

ITRAC' = 0).or in feet (if ITRAC,= 1).

Enter the heat transfer coefficient between the
outer boundary of the pipe wall and the

liquid. Uni -ts are W/mn20C (if ITRAC 0) or

Btu/ft -hr-'F (if ITRAC =1).

Enter the heat transfer coefficient between the

outer boundary of the pipe wall and the
vapor. Units are W/M C (if ITRAC = 0) or

Btu/ft2 _hr-OF (if ITRAC = 1).
Enter the liquid temperature outside of the

pipe wall, in 0K (if ITRAC = 0) or *F (if

ITRAC = 1).
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PIPE.5 TOUTV PIPE.5 TOUTYFORMA(E 14.-0)

Col umns

1-14

Vani ablIer-

TOUTT

Description

.Enter the vapor temperature outside of. the pipe

wall, in *K'.(if ITRAC = 0) or *F (if

ITRAC = 1).,

PIPE.6 through PIPE.18 are entered using the LOAD format and define the pipe

data "Arrays.

Cards :Va rfiale

PIPE.6 DX array

PIPE.7 VOL array

PIPE.8 FA array

PIPE.9 FRIC array

P.IPE.1O GRAY array

PIPL.11 HO array

PIPE.12 NFF array

Descri ption

Enter NCELLS values for cell lengths, in meters

(if ITRAC "0), or feet (if ItRAC =1).

Enter NCELLS 'values for cell volumes, in m3 (if

ITRAC = ) rft 3 (if ITRAC =1).

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for cell flow areas,

in m2 (if ITRAC = 0) or f t2 (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter WNELLS + 1) values for additive loss

coefficients.
Enter (NCELLS- + 1) values for the cosine of the

angle between a vertical vector and the vector

from cell N to cell N + 1.

Enter (WELLS + 1) values for hydraulic

diameters, in meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if

ITRAC = 1).

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for friction factor

correlation options. Valid entries are:

±0 = constant friction factor, user input

±1 = homogeneous flow

±2 = Armand

±3 = CISE

±4 =annular flow

+5 =Chisolm

(Use negative entry for automatic form loss

computation in node N.)
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P IPE. 13

'PIPE.14

PIPE.15

P IPE. 16

P IPE. 17.

PIPE. 18.

QPPP array

.ALP. array-

,VM array

TL array

P array

TW array

Enter NCELLS values for volumetric heat source
in the pipe wall, in W/m3 (if ITRAC= 0) or
Btu/hr-ft3 (if ITRAC = 1)i

EtrNCELLS-values for void, fraction.
ýEnter WNELLS + 1) values for mixture velocity,
in rn/sec (if ITRAC =0) or ft/sec (if ITRAC=

Enter NCELLS values for liquid temperature, in
*K (if ITRAC = 0) or OF (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NOELLS values for -press-ure in N/rn2 (if

ITRAC =0) or psia (if ITRAC =1).

Enter NODES*NCELLS values for wall temperature

i n *K (if ITRAC = 0) or OF (if ITRAC = 1).
Note:- If NIODES = 0, omit card PIPE.18.
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2.2.5 Pressurizer (PRIZER) Component Data, read by subroutine RPRIZR

PRIZER.1

Col umns
1 -'6
15-28

29 42

43-72

TYPE,NUM, ID,CTITLE

Variable

TYPE

NUM
ID

CTITLE

FORMAT(A6,8X,2114,3A10)

Desc~ripti on

ýEnter PRIZER

Ehter a unique component number.

ýEnteir an arbitrary-identifi-cation number (this

number may'ýb6 the same as NUM).

Enter an alphanumeric identifier for this

.component.

PRIZER.2

Col urnns,

1-14

15-2.8

NCELLS, JUN2

Variable

NC ELL S

J UN2

FORMAT( 2114)

Description

Enter the number of fluid cells in the

pressur-izer.7

Enter::the junction number for the connection to

cell 'NCELLS -of the Pressurizer. (Ti sthe.

presurzerdischarge.)

PRIZER.3 QHEAT,PSET,DPMAX,ZHTR FORMATM414.6)

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

IVariable

QHEAT

PSET

OP MAX

ZHTR

Description

Enter the total heater power, in watts (if

ITRAC = 0)or Btu/hr (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter the pressure setpoint for heater/sprayer

controller, in N/rn2 (if ITRAC = 0) or psia (if

'ITRAC =1).

Enter pressure differential at which the

heater/sprayer has maximum power. Units are

N/in2 (if ITRAC = 0) or psid (if ITRAC 1).

Enter water level for heater cutoff, in meters

(if ITRAC'-= 0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).
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PRIZER.4 through PRIZER,.15 are enteried using the LOA fomt d d'fn h

pressurizer array data.-

Cards

PRIZER.4

_.PRIZER.5_,.

PRIZER.6

PRIZER.7_

PRIZER.8

PRIZER.9.

PRIZER. 10

PRIZER. 11

PRIZER. 12

Vari abl e Descri pti on:

DX array Enter'NCELLS values for cell lengths, in meters

(if ITRAC =,.0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).
.VOL array -Enter NCELLS values for cell volumes, in m3 ,(if

ITRC =0) r f 3 (if- ITRAC = 1).

FA array Enter (NCELLS _+ 1) values for cell flow areas,
e 2 2(i TA 1)in m. (if ITRAC = 0) or ft(iITA 1)

FRIC array Enter (NELLS + 1) values for additive loss

coefficients.-

GRAV array Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for the cosine of the

angle between a vertical vector and the 0vetor
:from cell N to N + 1. (Note': The cell

numbering-convention for pressurizer components
-places lthe discharge at node (NCELLS + 1f).

HD array-, Enter: (NCELLSý+ 1) values for hydraulic
diamete~rs, -in meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if

ITRAC = 1).

NFF array Enterý -(NCELLS + 1)' values for friction factor

correlation options. Valid entries are:
0 =constant friction factor, user input

±1=homogeneous flow

t2 =Armand

'13 CISE,

t4 = annular flow

i5ý = Ch~isol m
(Useý_aý negati ve entry for automatic form loss

computationat node N.)
ALP array. -Enter.NCELLS values for void fraction.
VM array ,.Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for mixture velocity,

in rn/sec (Of ITRAC =0) or ft/sec (if

ITRAC = 1).

I*
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Cards

PRIZER. 13

PRIZER. 14

PRIZER.15

Variable

TL array

TV array.

P array.

Descriptiodn

Enter NCELLS values for liquid temperature, in

OK (if ITRAC = 0) or *F (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NCELLS values for vapor temperature,.in

OK (if ITRAC =0-) or OF (if ITRAC = 1).

-.Enter NCELLS values for pressure, in N/rn2 (if

1.:-ITRAC, = 0)- or .psi a (i f ITRAC = 1) .
4
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2.2.6 PUMP Component Data, read by subroutine RPUMP

PUMP.1' TYPE:NUMID,CTITLE

Col umns

1-5

15,-28

29-42

43-7 2

,Vari'abl e

TYPE

NUM

I D

CTITLE

PUMP.2 NCELLS,NODES,JUN1,JUN2

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

57-70

Vari abl e

NC ELL S

NODES

JUN 1

JUN2

MAT

FORMAT(A4,1OX,2I14,3A10)

Description'

'-Enter PUMP

Enfter a unique component number.
ýEnter a-n arbitrary identification number (may

be the same as NUM).

Enter an alphanumeric identifier for this

component.

,MAT FORMAT(5114)

Description
Enter the number of fluid cells in the pump,

(minimum of 2). (Note: The momentum source

for the pump is always added at node 2,

regardless of the number of cells in the pump.)
Enter the number of radial heat transfer nodes
in the pump wall. Zero (0) implies that there
is no wall heat transfer.

Enter the junction number connecting to cell 1
of the pump.

Enter the junction-number connecting to cell
NCELLS of the pump.

Enter the material index for the pump wall.

Valid entries are:

6 = SS 304

7 = S5 316

8 = SS 347

9 = Carbon steel A 508
10 = Inconel 718
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PUMP.3 ICHF,IHYDROIPMPTY,IRP,IPM FOMT51)FORMAT.(5I14)

Columns Variable

1-14 ICH F

15-28 IHYDRO

29-42 IPMPT.Y

43-56 1IRP:

57-70 1PM

PUMP.4 IPMPTR,NPMPTX

Description

.Enter the. CHF calculation option.

Valid entries are:

Q. = no CHF c alrcul ati on

1 = Zuber/Biasi for rod CHF (recommended for

inclined or vertical- tubes)

.2 Bia Isi CHF corr .el1.ation (re~commended for

unheated and/or horizontal pipes)

3 =BowrJ ng C HF c o rrelIa tio n

Enter the hydrodynamics option. Valid entries

are:

0 pa~rt~ially implicit

1=fully implicit

Enter pump type., Valid entries..are:

1 =,,pump speed variation will1 be specified

-by Ii np ut

2.= pump speed is calculated after the

-occuirrence of a trip

En ter a, re~verse speed option. Valid entries.

are:

0 =no reverse rotation allowed

1I reverse rotation allowed

Enter two.-phase option.

Valid entries are:

0 use single phase only

1 -.use two phase'

FORMAT( 2114),

Col umns

1-14

Variable

IPMPTR

Description

Enter the index number of trip (corresponding

to a value of ITID entered on RDTIRRiP.1a) Itha t

affects this pump.
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Enter zero (0) if this pump does not reference

a trip.

Enter the-number of points (pairs of values)- in
the! pump speed table.

15-28- NPMPTX

PUMP.5 RADIN,TH,HOUTL,HO~

.Columns Variable

1-M14 RADIN

15-28 TH

29-42 HOUTL

43-56 HOUTY

57-70 TOUTL

JTV,TOUTL FORMAT( 514.6)

Description

Enter the inner radius of the pump wall, in

meters '(if ITRAC =0) or feet (if ITRAC =1).

Enter the thickness of the pump wall, in meters

(if TRAC =0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter the heat transfer coefficient between the

outer boundary of the pump wall and the

li quid. Units are W/m2 OC (if TRAC = 0) or

Btu/ft -hr-OF-'(if ITRAC = 1).

'Enter the heat transfer coefficient, between the

outer-,boundary of the pump wall and the

v Iap ,or. r Units are W/M2 0C (if ITRAC = 0) or

Btu/ft2_hr-OF (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter the liquid temperature outside of the

pump wall, in *K (if ITRAC = 0) of *F (if

I TRAC= )

PUMP .6

Col umns

1-14

TOUT V

Vari abl e

TOUTV

FORMAT(E14.6)

Enter the vapor

wall, in OK (if

ITRAC =1).

0'
Descripti on

temperature outside of the pump

ITRAC = 0) or *F (if
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PUMP.7 RIHEAD,RTORK,RFLOW,RRIHO,ROMEGA. FORMAT(514.6)

1.

Col umns

15-28

29-42

43-56

'57-70

Vari abl e Description,

RHIEAD "'En'ter t~he' pump rated head, (ýP/p),* in N-rn/kg.

(if. ITRAC = 0) or ft-lbf/lbrn (if ITRAC =1).

RTORK Enter the pump. rated torque,, in N-rn (if

ITRAC =0) or. ft-lbf (if ITRAC =1).

RFLOW ,Enter the pump rated flow rate, in m3/sec. (if

ITRA ~=0) r f 3/sec (if ITRAC =1).

RRHO -. Enter the pump rated density,, in kg/rn (if
ITRC =0) r im/f3 (if ITRAC =1).

ROMEGA ,Enter the pump rated speed; in-radians/sec.

PUMP.8 EFFMI,TFR1,TFR2,OMEGAN FORMAT(4E14.6)

:Col umns

.15-28

29-42

43-56

Variable

EFFMI,,.,

TF RI

TF R2

OMEGAN

Description

Enter the effective moment of, inertia, in kg-rn2

(f, ITRAC = )or 1ibm-ft2 (if; ITRAC =1).

Enter the constant torque due to friction, in

..N-rn (if ITRAC =. 0) or ft-lbf (,i-fITRAC = 1).

.,..Enter the bearing and windage torque constant,

in,.N-m.(.if- ITRAC =0) or ft-lbf (,if ITRAC=' 1)ý.

Enter the initial pump speed, in radians/sec.

FORMAT(I114)PUMP.9 OPTION

Col umns

1-14

Variable

OPTION.

Description

Enter a pump curve option. Valid entries are:

0=u~ser- spec if ied pump. curves.ý

1I use the default pump curves (Semiscale

type).

PUMP.10 through. PUMP .31 specify the l:pump C urve s and are read by subroutine

RODIM. This input is,.omi~tted if OPTION =1.
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PUMP.10 (NDATA(.I),I=1,5).

Cal umns

1-14

15-28

2§-42

43-56

57-70

PUMP. 11

Cal'umns

1-14

15-28

29-42:

43-56

57-70

Vari abl e
NDATA(1)

NDATAR2)

NDATA(3)

NDATA(4)

NDATA(5)

(NDATA( I),I=6, 10)

FORMAT(5I114) Read only if OPTION =0.

Description

En ter the nuniber of points (pair's of values) 'in
curve HSP1. of the single-phase head curves.

Enter' the number of points in curve HSP2 of the
.single-phase head curves.
.Enter the number of points in curve HSP3 of the

single-ýphase head curves.

Enter th~e h-inumlber of points in curve HSP4 of the

singe-pase eadcurves.

Enter the nu'mber of points in curve HTP1 of -the

fully degraded head curves.

FORMAT(5I14) Read only if OPTION =0.

Description

0

IVariable
NDATA

;NDATA

NDATA

NDATA

ND ATA

~(6) ýEnter the n umber of
61 'uly" delgraded head

~(7) Enter the -number of
fully degraded 'head

L(8)' Enter* 'the 'number of
full y delgraded'head

b(9) Enter the, number of.
si ngl e--,phase ýtoirque

~(10) Enter the number of
Single-phase-torque

points 'in curve HTP2 of the

curves.
points in curve HTP3 of the
curves.
points in curve HTP4 of the
curves.
-poi~nts in curve TSP1 of the
curves.
point ,s in curve TSP2 of th e
curves.

PUMP-12 (NDATA(I),I=11,15)

Columns Variable
1-14. NDATA(II)

FOMAT(5114) Read only if OPTION =0.

Description

._Ente~r the number of -pointsJ'in-curve TSP3 of "the
si ngl e-phaseý torque,. curves..
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15-ý28

29-42

43-56

57-70

NDATA,(12.)

NDATA( 13)

NDATA( 14)

NDATA( 15)

Enter the number of

si ngl e- phase torque

Enter the number of

fully'-degrAde-d head

Enter the number of

fully degraded head

Enter the number of

fully degraded> head

points in

curves.

points in

curves.

points in

curves.

points in

curves.

curve TSP4 ,of-t~he

curve TTP1, of the

curve TTP.2 of the

curve TTP3 of the

PUMP.13 NDATA(16) ,NHDM,NTDM

Col umns

1-14

1 5-28-

29-42

PUMP-. 14

form-at..

entered

Vari abl e

NDATA( 16)

NHDM

NTDM

through PUMP.31 define

Refer to Section 3.5.

onfly if OPTION = 0.'

FORMAT(3I14) Read only..,if OPTION =0.

Description

Enter the number of points iii curve TTP4 Qf the

fully degraded head curves.

Enter the number of points in the head

degradation -multiplier curve.
Enter-the numbr opins in- the oqe

degradation multiplier curve.

the p .um .p curves and are entered

5 for examples of these curves.

via the LOAD-

These cards are

Cards

PUMP. 14

PUMP. 15

PUMP. 16

PUMP. 17

PUMP. 18

PUMP. 19

PUMP. 20

PUMP. 21

PUMP. 22

PUMP. 23

PUMP. 24

Variable Descripti on

HSP1

HSP2

lISP 3

HSP4

HTP 1

HTP 2

HTP3

HTP4

TSP 1

TSP2

TSP 3

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Curve

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

NDATA(1I points,

NDATA(2) points,

NDATA(3) points,

NDATA(4) points,

NOATA(5) points,

NDATA(6) points,

NDATA(7)* points,

NDATA(8) points,

NDATA(9) points,

2 values per

2 values per

2 values per

2 values per

2 values per

2 val~ues per

2 values per

2 values per

2 values per

po i nt.

point.

po i n t.

point.

po i nt.

poi nt.

po i nt.

poi nt.

poi n t.

NDATA(1O) points, 2 values per point.

NDATA(11) points, 2 values per point.
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.-. Cards

PUMP.25

PUMP .26

PUMP .27

PUMP. 28

PUMP.29

PUMP. 30

PUMP.31

I-.-Variable

TSP4 Curve

TTP1 Curve

TTP2 Curve_~

,TTP3 Curve

TTP4 Curve

,HDM.Curve,

TDM Curve

Descri pti on,,

E.n te r NDATA(12) points, 2 values per point.

Enter NOATA(13) points, 2 values per point.

Enter NDATA(14) points, 2 values per point.

Enter NDATA(15) points, 2 val~ues: ,per point.

Enter NDATA(16) points, 2 values per point.

Enter NHDM points, 2 values per point.

Enter NTDM points, 2 values per point.

PUMP.32 through.PUMP.45-a~re entered via', the LOAD format, and define:-the, pump

array data.

.Cards Vral

PUMP.32 SPTBL array

PUMP.33 DX:,array

PUMP.34 VOL array

PUMP.35 FA array

PUMP.36 FRIC array

PUMP.37 'GRA array

PUMP.38 HD array

Description

'Enter NPMPT pairs of values for table of pump
speed versus-.time since trip. (time-speed.
pai rs).
Enter NCELLS values for cell lengths, in meters

(if ITRAC .= 0.)-or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NOELLS val ues. for cell I olumes.,, i n, m3,_, (if

ITRAC =0) or ft' (if ITRAC,,= 1.

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values,,for cell flow areas,

in m2 (if ITRAC =0) .or ft2 (if ITRAC 1).

Enter WNELLS + 1) values for additive loss

coefficienrfts.

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values *for the cosine of the

angle ,between a vertical v~ector..and the vector

from cell. N to cell N + 1

Enter (NCELLS +' 1) values for hydraulic

diameters, in meters (if ITRAC.= 0O) or feet (if

ITRAC A ).
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PUMP.ý39.

PUMP.40.

PUMP. 41

P UMPR. 42

PUMP. 43

PUMP. 44

PUMP. 45

NFF array

QPPP array

ALP array

VM..array_

TL array

P array

TW array

Enter (t4CELLS + 1) values for-frito factor

co~rrel ati on. opti ons. Val id, entri es are:
0=constant friction. factor, user, input

.±1-= homogeneous flow..

±2 =Armand,

±3 CISE
-±4 =annular flow

±5,= Chi-soim

(Use negative entry for automatic form loss

computation.)

Enter NCELLS. values for volumetric heat source

in the pump wall. Units are W/m 3 (if

ITRA O ).or. Btu/hr-ft3 (if ITRAC = 1).

Ente~r..NCELLS.,values for void fraction.

,Enter (NOELLS + 1) values forl-mixture velocity,

in in/sec,(if ITRAC =-0) or ft/sec,(i-f

ITRAC =1).

.Enter NCELLS.-values for litqui~d temperature - in

OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF (if ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELLS values for *pressure, in N/m?2 (if

:2TRAC =-0) or-psia (if ITRAC 1)

-EnterNODES*NCELLS values for wall temperatures

i K(i-f ITRAC = 0) or OF (if 4IT-RAC =1~

Omit this data if NODES = 0.
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2.-2.7 Steam Generator (STGEN) Component Data, read by subroutine RSTGEN*

Only thetiu'be region 'of th e steam generator is modeled with the one-
dimensional s ,team''g'ene'rator com-po0ne'nt. The flow rate specified into the
secondary side of the steam generator should correspond to the total
recirculation flow rate and not just the feedwater flow rate. The complete
steam generator can be modeled using the-vessel component.

STGEN.1 TYPE,NUM,ID,CTITLE

Col umns

15-28

29-42

43-'72

Variable

TYPE

NUM

I D:

'CTITLE'

FORMAT(A5,9X,2I14,3A10)

Description

Enter' STGEN

Enter a unique component number.
En'ter' an arbitrary identification number (may

be the same as NUM).
Enter-an alphanumeric identifier for thi s

;component.

STGN.2 NCELCL1NODES,JUN11,JN12 MAT FORMAT(5114)

Col urnns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

Variable"

NCELL1

NODES

JUN11

JUN12

Description

Enter the 'number of fluid cells on the primary

side of the steam generator.ý
Enter the number of radial heat transfer nodes

in ýthe -steam: *generator wall (minimum of one).
Enter the junction number adjacent to cell 1 on
the primary side.

Enter the junction number adjacent to cell
NCELL1 on the primary side.

,I
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57-70 MAT Enter the'material index for the steam

generator tubes. Valid entries are:

6, SS 304.

7 =SS 316

8 =SS 347

9:= Carbon steel A 508

_10 =Inco, nel 718

KIND,IHYDRO,ICHF1,ICHF2 FORMAT(4114)STGEN.3

Col umns

1-14

29-42

43-516

Variable

.KIND

IHYDRO

Descri ption

Enter-the steam generator type.. Valid entr ies

are:

1U-tube

2 =once-through

Ente r the hydrodynamics option. -Valid entries

are:

0=partially implicit

1 = 'fully implicit

-ICHF1 Enter the primary side "CHF ýoptio'n. Valid .-..-.
entries are:,--

0 = no CHF calculation

1 = CHF calculation
ýICHF2 ý-Enter ithe secondary side CHF option. V~a~l'd

entries are:'

0 = no CHF calculation

1 = CHF calculation

Note: Boiling heat transfer-is-not calculated in the steam

generator unless.CHF calculations are specified with. ICHF1 and

ICHF2. -For most calculations, it is recommended that ICHF1 -:0.

and ICHF2 = 1.
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STGEN.4

Col umns

1-14

15-28

RADINJH RADITHFORzMAT( 2E14.6).

Variable

RAD IN

TH

Description

Enter. theAnner radius of the steam generator

wall,-.in meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if

-4

I TRAC

Enter

I TRAC

the-tube wall thickness, in meters (if

=0)- or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

FORMAT( 3114)STGEN.5 NCELL2,JUN21 ,JUN22

Col umns Vari able' Descri ption

1-14 NCELL2 Enter the number of cells on the secondary side
of th~e steam generator.

15-28 JUN21 Enter the junction number adjacent to cell 1 on

the secondary,,side of the steam generator..

29-42 JUN22 Enter the junction number adjacent to cell
NCELL2 on the secondary side of the steam

generator,.

STGEN.6 through-STGEN.ý32ý! are entered ývi~a the LOAD format and define the array

variables for both the primary and, secondary- sides of the steam generator.

Cards

STGEN .6

STGEN.7

STGEN .8

STGEN .9

Variable

DX1 array

VOLl array

FAl array

FRICI array

Description

Enter NCELL1 values for cell lengths for the

primary side, in meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet

4ýEnter NCELL1 values for cell volumes for the

lprimary ýside, in m 3 (if ITRAC =0) of ft 3 (if

ITRAC =1).

Enter. (NCELL1 .+ 1) values *for cell flow areas

for the primary side, in in2 1 (if ITRAC = 0) or

ft2 (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter (NCELLI +1) values for additive loss

coefficients for the primary side.

A
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Cards

STGEN.10

STGEN.11

STGEN. 12

STGEN. 13

STGEN. 14

STGEN. 15

Vari abl e

GRAVi array

H1array

NEFi array

WAl array,

ALPi array

VM1 array

Description

Enter (NCELL1'+ 1) values for the Icosine of the

angle between-a vertical vector and the vector

.from cellN to cell N + 1 for the primary side.

Enter (NCELL1,;+ 1) values for hydrauli'c'

diameters. for the primary side, in meters (if

ITRAC =. 0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter.ANCELL1-+ 1) values for friction factor

correlations options for the primary side.

Valid entries are:

-:07= constant friction factor, user input.

i1 homogeneous flow

±2 .=Armand

±3,= CISE.
.±4 ='annular flow

±t5 = Chi~soim.

(Use negative entry for automatic'form loss --'

computation at node N.)

Enter*NCELL1 values for wall heat transfer area
for. the',Primary side, in m2 (if ITRAC : )or

f t.2 ( if IT RAC =:1.

ýEnter NCELL1 values for void fraction for the

-primary. side.

Ente-r (NCELL1 + 1) values for mixture velocity

for the primary side, in rn/sec (if ITRAC = 0)

or ft/sec (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NOELL1 values for liquid temperature for

the primary~-side, in OK (if ITRAC = 0) or 'T

.(if -ITRAC:= 1).
'Enter.NCELL1 values for vapor temperature for

the primary side, in *K (if ITRAC = 0) or *F

(if ITRAC 1 ).

Enter NCELL1 values for pressure for the

primary side, in N/rn (if ITRAC =0) or psia

(if ITRAC = 1).

STGEN.16 TL1 array

SIGEN. 17 TV1 array

STGEN.18 P1 array
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Cards

*STGEN. 19

STGEN.20

STGEN. 21

STGEN. 22-

STGEN. 23

STGEN. 24

STGEN. 25

Variable

DX2 arrayý

VOL2 array

FA2 array

FRIC2 array:

GRAV2 array

HD2 array.

:NFF2 array:

Description

Enter.NCELL2 values for cell lehgths for th e
secondary si.de, in meters (if ITRAC =0) or
feet (iffITRAC = 1).

Enter NCELL2,,values for cell volumes for the"'
-secondary., side, in mn3 (if ITRAC =0) or ft3 (if

.ITRAC = 1).i

Enter (NCELL2. + 1) values for cell flow areas:

for the secondary side in in2 (if ITRAC =0) or
.--ft2 (if ITRAC;-1)
.Enter7 (NCELL2 + 1) values for additive loss
ýcoefficients for the secondary side.

Enter (NCELL2 + 1) values for the cosine of the

angle between a vertical vector and the vector
from cell N to cell N + 1 for the secondary

side.-:

.'Enter (NCELL2.+ 1) values for hydraulic

."diametersfor the secondary side, in meters (if
ITRAC 0) or feet (if ITRAC =1).

Enter (NCELL2 -+ 1) values for friction factor
correlation options for the secondary side.
Valid& entri esý are.

.-. =.constant friction-factor, user input
±1l = homogeneous flow

12 = Armand

131 = CISEý

±4.= annular flow

ý±5 =Chi sol m
(Use -negative entry for automatic form loss
computation at-node N.)

'a
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Cards

STGEN.26

STGEN.27

STGEN.28

STGEN.29

Vari abl e

WA2 array

ALP2 array

VM2 array

TL2 array

Description

Enter NCELL2 values for wall heat transfer

areas on the secondary side, in rn2 (if.

ITRAC-= 0) or. f~t2 (if ITRAC'= 1). (see

Section 3.5.6 for guidance on specifying wall

area .on secondary side, particularly for u-tube

ste'am-generators.)
*Enter NCELL2 values for void fraction for the

secondary side.
Enter (NCELL-2 + 1) values for mixture velocity

for the secondary side, in rn/sec (if ITRAC = 0)

*or' ft/sec (if ITRAC~= 1)..

Enter NCELL2 values for liquid temperature for

the.,secondary side, In *K. (if ITRAC = 0) or OF

(if ITRAC =1).ý

Enter NCELL2 values for vapor temperature for

the 'secondary- side, in OK (if, ITRAC = 0) or' OF

(if ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELL2 v4alues for pressure for the

secondary- side",: in N/rn2 (if ITRAC= 0) or-psi~a

'(if ITRAC = 1)

Enter N0DES*NCELL1 values for initial tube wall

temperatures in *K (if ITRAC = 0) or OF (if

ITRAC 1)

STGEN.30 TY2 array

STGEN.31

STGEN.32

P2 array

TW array
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2.2.8 TEE Component Data, read by subroutine RTEE

TEE.1 TYPE, NUM,-ID,CT ITILE FORMAT,( A3, 11X, 2114, 3A10)

Col umns,

1-3- 1
15-128

29-42

43-72

Vari abl e

ý.T-YPE

NUM

-ID

CT ITLE

TEE.2 JCELL,NODES,MATI.D,CO~

Col umns.-

1-14

15-218

29-42.

43-56

57-70

-. Vari abl e
JCELL

NODES

MAT ID

COST

I CHF

- I -, '.I .ý I Description

EnterTEE

.Enter a unique component number.
ýEnter an arbitrary identification number (may

be the same. -as NUM).

Enter an alphanumeric identifier for this

component..-

3T,iICHF FORMAT(5I14)

Description

Enter the TEE junction cell number (cannot be 1

or NCELL1).

'Enter -the number of radial heat transfer nodes

in the wall.1 Zero (0) implies no wall heat

transfer.i
Enter the material type index for the wall.

Valid entries are:

.6 SS$ 304

7, =, SS. 316-

8.-= 55 347

9 = Carbon steel A 508

10 = Inconel 718

Enter the cosine of the angle between the

primary tube and the secondary tube. The angle
is measured between a line from cell 1 to JCELL

on the primary tube and a line from JCELL to
NCELL2 on the secondary tube. (See Figure

3.45.)
Enter the CHF calculation option. Valid

entries are:
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0-= no CHF calculation
.1 = Zuber/Biasi for rod CHF (reconmmended for

Inclinded or vertical tubes).

ý2 Ba'si ('reconmmended for unheated and/or

horizontal tubes.)

3-= Bowri ng'

TEE.3 IHYD1,NCELL1,JUN1,JUN2 FORMAT (414)

Columns Variable Description

1-14 IHYDi, Enter the hydrodynamics, option in -the primary

tube-. VIalid entries are:

1.01 partially implicit

1=fully' implicit

15-28 NCELL1 Enter the number of fluid cells in the primary

tube: (minhimtim of two).

29-42 JUNI Enter the number of the junction adjacent to

43-56 JUN2 -Ete h number of the junction' adjacent to

cell TCELL1.

TEE.4 RADIN1,TH1,HOUTL1,HOUTV1,TJOUTL1 FORMAT(514.6)

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

VNariablel.

RAD I N 1:-

THI

HOUTUi

Description

Enter 'the radius of the primary tube wall, in

meters(i0f 'ITRAC = 0) or feet (if ITRAC =1).-

Enterthe thickness of the primary tube wall,

in'hmeterslif ITRAC =0) or feet (if

ITRAC= )

Enter -"the heat transfer coefficient between the

outer surface of the primary tube wall and the

surrounding liquid, in W/m2 0c (if ITRAC = 0)

or Btu/ft2 -hr-*F (if ITRAC = 1).
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43-56 HOUTV1 En-ter the heat transfer coefficient between the
outer-,surface of the primary tube wall and the

surrounding vapor, in W/m2 0 (i ITA =0)o

- Btu/ft2 hr OF (if ITRAC = 1).

57-70 TOUTUi Enter the temperature of the liquid outside of

the primary, tube wall, in *K (if ITRAC =0) or

OF (if ITRAC =0).

TEE.5 TOUTV FORMAT(E14.6)

Col uiins

1-14

Variable,

TOUTV Vi

Description
.Enter the temperature of the vapor outside of

,the-prim~ary tube wall, in OK (if ITRAC =0) or
0F (if; ITRAC =1).

FORMAT (4.114.)_TEE.6 IHYD2,I4CELL2,JUN3,ISEP

Cal umns

1-1:4

15-28

29-42

43-56

Variable

NCELL2

J UN3

Description
Enter the hydrodynamics option for the side

tube.; Valid entries are:

0 =partially implicit

1= fully'zirpl icit

Enter the number of fluid cells in side tube

Enter the junction number-adjacent to the fr
end of-the-side tube (cell NCELL2).

Enter flag for phase separation calculation.
<,':,Val~id en~tri~es :are:

.0= no. phase separation

1 = <phase ýseparation above void fraction

.~ ALSEP-(eqntered on TEE.81)

ee

I SEP

of
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TEE.7 RADIN2,TH2,HOUTL2,HOUTV2,TOUTL2 FRA E1 6FORMAME14.6)

Col umns-

1-14

15-28.

29-42

43-56

57-70

Vari abl e Description

RADIN2 Enter the inner radius of the side wall, in

meters (if IT RAC = 0) or feet (if ITRAC=1)

TH2 Enter the thickness of the side tube wall,'in

meters (if ITRAC = 0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

HOUTL2 Enter the h Ieat transfer coefficient between the

outer surface'of the side tube wall and the'

surrounding l iquid, in W/m2 0C (if ITRAC =0)

or Btu/ft2 _hr-*F (if ITRAC =1).

HOUTV2 Enter t Ihe heat transfer coefficient between the

outer surface of the side tube wall and the
..surrounding vapor in W/m2 0C (if ITRAC =0) or

Btu/ft 2 _hr-*F (if ITRAC =1).

TOUTL2 Enter the" temperature of the liquid surrounding

the side .tube, in OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF (if

ITRAC = ).

TEE.8 TOUTV2,ALSEP FORMAT( 2E 14.6)

Columns Variable Description

14'4 -TOUTV2 Enter the temperature of the vapor surrounding

the side tube, in OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF (if

ITRAC =1).

15-.28 ALSEP Enter void fraction for phase separation

model. (Used only if ISEP =1).

TEE. 9 through TEE.33 are entered via the-LOAD format and define the arrays

for the primary and side tubes of the. tee.

Cards

TEE.9

-Variable

DX array -

Description

Enter NCELL1 values for cell lengths in the

primary tube, in meters (if ,ITRAC = 0)1 or feet

(if ITRAC = 1).
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Cards

TEE. 10

TEE. It

TEE. 12

TEE. 13

TEE. 14

Vari abl e Description

DX array Enter NCELL2 values for cell,, lengths in the

.side tube,, in meters (if i TRAC -0)or feet (if

I.TRAC =1),.

VOL array Enter NCELL1 values for cell vol~umes in the
Iprimary. tube,. in m3 (if ITRAC =0) or ft3 (if

ITRAC = 1)

VOL array '.Enter NCELL2 values for cell volumes in the

si de tu be, -in m 3 (if ITRAC =0) or ft 3 (if

ITRAC =1).

FA .array Enter (NCELL1 + 1) values for cell flow areas

in..the priinary~ tube, in m2 (if ITRAC =0) or

-ft2 (if ITRAC =1).

FA array Enter (NCELL2 t 1) values for cell flow areas

in the si..de tube, in mn2 (if ITRAC.= 0) or ft2.

TEE. 15

TEE. 16

TEE. 17

TEE. 18

TEE. 19

TEE. 20

FRIC array

FRIC array

GRAV array

GRAV array

HD array

HD array

(if ITRAC = 1)..

Enter, (NCELL1.+. 1) values for additive loss

coefficients in the primary tube.

Enter (NCELL2.,+ 1) values for additive-loss

coefficients in the side tube.

Enter (NCELL1 + 1) values for the cosine of the
angle between a verticalvco n h veco

f rom cell1 N..to. cell- N. + 1 in the primary tube.

Enter (NCELL2- + 1) values for the cosine of the

angle between a vertical vector and the vector

from cell N to cell N + 1 in the side tube.

Enter (NCELL1 + 1) values for hydraulic

di~amete'rs in the primary tube, in meters (if

ITRAC = 0) or feet'' (if ýItRAC = 1).

Enter (NCELL2 + 1) values for hydraulic

diameters i n the si de tube,, i n meters (if'

ITRAC = 0) or feet ( if -ITRAC =1).

I'V
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Cards

TEE. 21

TEE. 22

TEE. 23

TEE. 24

TEE. 25

TEE. .26

Variable Description
NFF array Enter (NCELL1 + 1) values for friction factor

correlation options in the primary tube. Valid
entries are:

0 constant friction factor, user in put
±1 =homogeneous flow

ý±2 =Armand

-30 CISE

±4 =.annular flow
±5-= Chisolm

(Use negative entry for automatic form loss
computation at node N.)

NFF array Enter (NCELL2 + 1) values for. friction factor

correlation options in the side tube. Valid
entries are:.

0 constant friction factor, user input
±1 =,homogeneous flow

±2 = Armand
±3= CISE

±4 =annular flow

±5 =Chisolm

(Use negative entry for automatic form loss

computation at node N.)

QPPP array Enter NCELL1 values for volumetric heat source

in the primary tube wall. Units are W/m3 (if

ITRAC = 0) or Btu/hr-ft3 (if ITRAC = 1).

QPPP array Enter NCELL2 values for volumetric heat source

in the side tube wall . Units are W/m3 (if
ITRAC = 0) or Btu/hr-ft3 (if ITRAC = 1).

ALP array Enter NCELL1 values for void fraction in the

primary tube.

ALP array Enter NCELL2 values for void fraction in the

side tube.
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Cards

J EE. 27

TEE .28

TEE.29

TEE.30

TEE .31

TEE 0.32

TEE .33

Vari abl e

VMarray

VM array

TL array

TL array

P array

P array

TW array

Description

Enter (NCELL1 + 1) values for mixture velocity
in the primary tube, in in/sec (if ITRAC = 0O'-or
ft/sec (i'f ITRAC = 1).

Enter (NtELL2 + 1) values for mixture velocity
in the side tube, in in/sec (if ITRAC =0) or
ft/sec (if ITRAC = 1).
Enter NCELL1 values for liquid temperature in
the primary tube, in OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF
(if ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELL'2 values for liquid temperature in
the side tube, in OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF (if
ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELL1 values for pressure in the pr -imary
tube,-in N./rn (if ITRAC =0) or psia (if
ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELIL2 values for pressure in the side
tulbe,--in N/in2 (if ITRAC = 0) or psia (if

MTAC,= 1)
Enter NODES*NCELL1 values for tube wall
temperatur-e in OK (if ITRAC =0) or OF (if
ITR AC = 1).
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2.2.9 VALVE Component Data, read by subroutine RVLVE

VALVE.1 TYPE,NUM,I-D,C.TITLE

Cal umns

1-5

15-28

29-42

43-72

Vari abl e

TYPE

NUM

I D

CT ITLE

FORMAT( A5,9X,2114,3A10),

Description

Enter VALVE

Enter-a unique-component number.

Enter-an arbitrary identification number (may

be the. same as NUM).

E~nter an alphanumeric identifier for this

component.

VALVE.2 NCELLS,NODES,JUN1,JUN2,MAT

Cal umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

57-70

Vari abl e

NC ELL S

Description

Enter the number of-fluid cells in the valve

NODES

JýUNi

J UN2:

MAT.

(m~inimum of two).

Enter the number of radial heat transfer nodes

in the valve wall. Zero (0) implies no wall1

heat transfer...

Enter: the -junction number adjacent to cell 1.
Enter the j unction number adjacent to cell

,NCELLS.

Enter. the- val~ve wall material index. Valid

entries are.:

56 = S5 304,
7 = *SS 316,
8 =,SS 347

9 =Carbon steel A 508

-10 = Inconell 718
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VALVE. 3

Col umns

1-14

15-28

ICH-F,IHYDRO

Variable

IC HF

IHYDRO

.FORMAT (2 1114)

Descri pt~ion

Enter the CHF calculation option. Valid
entries-are:-,

0 ="no CHF calculation
1 2 uber/Biasi CHF (recommended for

inclin .ed or vertical tubes)
2 idsi -(recommended for unheated and/or

hori'z'ontal tubes)

3 =Bowring dryout correlation

Enter the hydrodynamics option. .Valid entries

are:

V

.4

0o partially implicit
1, fully Implicit Iý

VALVE.4 RADIN,TH,HOUTL,HOUTV,TOUTL FORMAT( M14.6)

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

57-70

Va ri abl e Descri ption

RADIN Enter' the inner radius of the valve wall,, in

meters (if ITRAC =0) or feet (.if ITRAC 1)Y.

TH Enter -the valve wall thickness:, in meters (if

ITRAC =0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).-

I-HOUTL 'Ent -er the heat transfer coefficient between the

outer surface of the valve wall and the
s urrounding liquid, in W/m2 oC (if ITRAC =0)

o r .Btu/h-r-ft 2 _oF (if ITRAC = 1).

HOIUTV Enter the heat transfer coefficient between the

outer surface of the valve wall and the
esur rounding vapor, in W/m2_OC (if ITRAC = 0) or

Btu/hr-ft2 _oF (if ITRAC = 1).
TOUTL Enter the temperature of the surrounding liquid

in OK ( if I TRAC = 0) or OF ( if ITRAC = 1) .

a
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VALVE. 5

Col umns

1-14

TOUTV TOUT V FORMAT(E 14.'6)

Vari abl e

TOUT V

Descri ption

Enter theltemperature of the surrounding vapor,

in OK (if ITRAC = 0) or OF (if ITRAC = 1).

VALVE.6' IVTY,IVTR,NVTX,IVPG,IVPS FORMAT(5I14)

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

Variable

IVTY

I VTR

NVT X

Description

Enter the valve type. Valid entries are:

1 =valve normally open; occurrence of a

trip closes it instantaneously

2 =valve normally closed; occurrence of a

trip opens it instantaneously

3 =valve. normally open; trip begins to

close it according to a time-dependent

table

4 =valve normally closed; trip begins to
open it according to a time-dependent

table'
5 =valve is a check valve controlled by a

- stticpressure gradient
Enter the index number of the trip number
controlling this valve, (corresponding to a

*value of ITID on card RDTRIP.l1a) .

* Enter the number of entries in the valve

open/close~d vs time tabl~e. (Used only if
IVTY =3 or' 4.)
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43-56

57-70

I VPG

I VPS

VALVE.7 AVLVE,HVLVE,PVC

Col umins

1-14

15-28.

29-42

Variable

AVLVE

HVLVE

PVC

Enter the v~al~ve pressure gradient option (used

-only if IVTY = 5). Valid options are:

1 if A~P = P(IVPS -1) - P(IVPS)

=2if AP = P(IVPS) -P(IVPS -1)

Note:

If AP +,PVC 0O, the valve is open.

Ifý tAP-+PVC ý 0, the. valve,.is closed.

(PVC is defined on card VALVE.7.)

Enter the number of the .cell the valve is,

6oc~ated in;2 <IV PS < N .CELLS..

FORMAT(3E 14.6)

Descri ption

Enter the area of the valve when completely
open, -in m2 (if ITRAC = 0) or ft 2 (if

ITRAC =1).

Enter the hydraulic diameter of the valve when

completely open, in meters (if ITRAC = 0) or

feet. (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter the valve set point, in N/rn2 (if

ITRAC ,= 0) or psi (if ITRAC = 1).
If I.VPG I 1, the valve will1 open when the.

:pressure, drop-across the valve

,reaches ,AP+PVC.

if IVPG =2,, the valve will close when the

pre~ssure drop across the valve

reaches. AP+PVC.
Enter zero if IYTY 0 5.

VALVE.8 through VALVE.21 are entered via the LOAD format and define the valve

array cards.
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Cards Vari abl e

VALVE.8 DX array

VALVE.9 VOL array

VALVE.10 FA array

VALVE.11 FRIC array

VALVE.12 GRAY array

VALVE.13 HD array

VALVE. 14 NFF array

VALVE.15 QPPP array

VALVE.16 VLTB array

VALVE.17 ALP array

Description

Enter NCELLS values for-cell.lengths, in meters

(if ITRAC =0) or feet (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NCELL'S values for cell volumes, in mn3 (if

I TRAC. =-0) or ft3 (if ITRAC=1)

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for cell edge flow'

areas,jin in2 ('if ITRAC =0) or ft2 (if

ITRAC =1).

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for additive loss

coefficients.

Enter WNELLS + 1) values for the cosine of the

angl~e between a vertical vector and the vector

from cell N'to cell N + 1.

Enter WNELLS + 1) values for hydraulic

diameters, in meters (if ITRAC =0) or feet (if

ITRAC = 1).

Enter WNELLS + 1) values for friction factor

correlation options. Valid entries are:

0 = constant friction factor, user input

i1 = homogeneous flow

±2 = Armand

±3 = CISE

±4 = annular flow

t5 = Chisolm

(Use negative entry for automatic form loss

comprutation at node N.)

Enter NCELLS values for volumetric heat source

in the valve wall in W/m3,(i~f ITRAC = 0) or
Btu/hr-ft 3 (if ITRAC = 1).
Enter the valve open/closed vs time-since-trip

array in pairs of (time and fraction open).
Enter NVTX points. (Omit this card if
NVTX = 0).
Enter NCELLS values for void fraction.
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-Cards

VALVE. 18

VALVE. 19

Variable

VM array

TL array

Description-

Enter (NCELLS + 1) values for mixture velocity,

in rn/sec (if ITRAC =0) or ft/sec (if

ITRAC =1).

EnterVNELLS values. for liquid temperature, OK

(if "ITRAC =0) or OF (if ITRAC =1).

Enter NCELLS ''values for pressure, in N/rn2 (if

I TRAC =0) or psia (if ITRAC = 1).

Enter NODES*NCELLS val ues for the val ue wall

temperature in OK (if ITRAC 0) or 0F (if

MTAC =1)

if NODES =0, do not enter the Th array data.

VALVE.20 P array

VALVE 21. TW array

Y
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2.3 VESSEL (3-D) COMPONENT DATA

The vessel input'-data is organized in groups. Each group fulfills some

general input requirement such as channel geometry, channel. connections or

boundary conditions,.ý Any number of vessels or vertical: components may-.be'

model ed wi th a si ngl eý vessel, compoonent-.

COBRA.1 TYPE,NUM,ID,CTITLE FORMAT( A6 ,8X ,2I14,3A10)

Col umns

1-6

15-28

29-42

43-7 2

Vari abl e

TYPE

NUM

ID

CT ITL E

Descri ption

.Enter VESSEL,,

Enter a unique component number.

Enter an arbitrary identification number (this

number may be the same as NUM).

Enter alphanumeric identifier for this

component.

VESSEL Calculation Control Data, read by subroutine COBRAI

COBRA.2 INIT,TEXT FORMAT(25,17A4)

Col umns

6-10

11-80

Vari abl e

INIT

TEXT

Descri pti on

Enter the vessel initialization option., Valid

entries are:

1 = initial start

4 = fill vessel arrays with data obtained

from a restart file.

Enter alphanumeric information to identify the

simulation. (This can be different from the

title entered on INPUT.2.)
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VESSEL Component Restart Data, read by subrouti-ne RESTRT.

COBRA.3 IDUM. ..FORMAT(15) ',Read,. only if-INIT =4.

Col umns.,

1-5

--,.,Variable

I DUM
Description

Ente zeo (0) to restart :a" revioius

.calcul ation..

Card groups VESSEL 1 through VESSEL 14 are not read on a restart and should
not be included in the restart input deck. _Any card group may be eliminated
from the initial input deck if data-in that. card group is not required for the
problem to be set, up..,
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VESSEL Group 1: Calculation

subroutine SETIN

VESSEL1.. NGROUP,NDX

Variables and ýInitial- Conditio6ns, 1.read by.

FORMAT( 215)

Col umns

6-10

Variable

NGROUP

NDX

Description
Enter,-;one (1).
Enter the-total
the vessel (the

,sec~ti ons) .

number of vertical levels in
sum of all levels in all

VESSEL.1.2Z FORMAT( F5.O)

Col umns

1-5

Vari abl e

z
Description

Enter the total vertical height, in inches (if

.ICOB.RA = 0) or-meters (if ICOBRA = 1).
(NOTE: ICOBRA is specified on INPUT.1; see

section 2.1.)

VESSELl .3 PREF,HIN,GIN,AFLUX, FORMATO4F1O00.).

Col um ns

1-10

11-20

2 1-30

3 1-40

Vari abl e

P REF

HIN

GIN

AF LUX

Description
Enter the initi~al vessel operating pressure, in

psi .!(if.ICOBRA = 0) or N/rn2 (if ICOBRA =1).

Enter the enthalpy for fluid initialization, in
.Btu/lbm (.if ICOBRA = 0) or J/kg,(if

ICOBRA = 1).

Enter the initi~al mass flux, in lbm/ft2-sec (if

ICOBRA =,0) o~rkg/m 2-sec (if ICOBRA = 1).

Enter the average linear heat rate per active

rod in k.W/ft (if ICOBRA =0) o~r kW/m (if

ICOBRA,,= 1.).
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VESSEL Group 2: :.Channel:_ Descri pti on, read by subroutine SETIN

VESSEL2.1 NGROUP,NCHANL,NCHANR FORMAT(35)
ds

Col umns

1-5
.6-10

11-15

Variable

NGROUP.

NCHANL

NC HANR

Descri ption

Enter two (2).

Enter the-number of channels -in the problem.

.Enter the number of channels with thermal

'connections to rods or unheated conductors.

Cards VESSEL2.2 and VESSEL2.3 are, read in' "pairs, NCHANL times.

VESSEL2 .2 I,AN(I) ,PW( I) ,ABOT( 1) ,ATOP( I) ,'NAMGAP FORMAT( 5,4F5.0,15)

Col umns.

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

2 1-25

-Variable Description
Enter the channel identification number.

(Note: Channel index numbers must be unique,

but they do not have to be sequential.
Skipp~ing numbers is permitted, so long as
exactly NCHANL channels are identified.)

AN(I) Enter the nominal channel area, in in2 (i

ICOBRA = 0) or m2 (if ICOBRA =J1). (Do not,

-enter zero-.)-

PW(I) 'Enter the channel wetted perimeter, in inches

(I f ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if ICOBRA =1).- (Do

not enter zero.)

ABT()Enter the area of the bottom of the channel for

use in the momentum equation. Units are in.2

(if ICOBRA =0) or mn2 (if ICOBRA =1). If

ABOT(I is' entered as zero (0.0), it is set to

AN(I).

AýTOP(I Enter the area on the top of the channel for

use in the modmentum equation. Units are in.2

(if ICOBRA = 0) or m2 (if ICOBRA = 1). If

ATOPMI is entered as zero (0), it is set to

AN(I).
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26-30 NAMGAP Enter the number of gaps for which the vertical

velocity of channel I convects transverse

momentum between sections. (Refer to Sect ion

3.1.1 for further discussion.)

VESSEL2.3 (INODE(I,N),KGAPB(I,-N),KGAPA(I,N),N=1,NAMGAP) FORMAT(15I5)

Read only if NAMGAP >0O for channel I.

NOTE: 'bmit this card if NAMGAP is zero (0) for channel I.

Col umns

1-5,

16-20,

31-23,

46-50,

61-65-

6--10

2.1-25,

36-40,

51-55

66-70

11-15- 0,

Variable Descri pti on

INODE(I,N) Enter the index number of the node where the

vertical velo ,c',ity of channel I convects
transverse momentum across a section boundary.
(Note: INODE will be either at the bottom of

th hanl(INODE(I,:N)= 1), or -the-top of the

channel, (INODE(I,N)=NONODE+1), where NONODE is

t he numb er of a xial levels in the section

containing channel I. INODE is defined in the,

section where the vertical momentum equation is

solved (see.Section 3.1.1.)

KGAPB(I,N). Enter the index number of the gap below the

section boundary.
Enter zero if there is no gap below the section

boundary.

(Note: If KGAPB is not zero, the positive

velocity of channel I at INODE(I,N) convects

transverse momentum out of KGAPB into KGAPA.

The negative velocity of channel I at

INODE(I,N) convects transverse mo mentum from

kGAPA into KGAPB; but if KGAPB is zero, this

momentum is dissipated.)

KGAPA(I,N) Enter the index number of the gap above the

section boundary.
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41-45,
56-60
7 1-75

Enter zero if .there i~s no gap above the secti-on

ýbo~undary.

Note:, If-KGAPA is not zero, the positive
'.velocity of channel I at INODE(I,N) convects

transverse momentum from KGAPB (if KGAPB ý 0)
into KGAPA. .(If KGAPA is zero, this momentum-

is dissipated.) :The :negative velocity of

channel, I at INODE(I,N) conyvects. transverse

momentum from KGAPA to KGAPB, (if KGAPB ý 0; if

KGAPB is zero, this momentum is dissipated.)

Card VESSEL2.4 is read NCHANR times.

VESSEL2.4 I,(LR(I,L) ,L=1,6) ,(LS(I,L) ,L=1,8) FORMAT( 1515)

Col umns

1-5

6-"10

36-40

Vari able

LR(I1,L)

LS( 1,L)'

Description

Enter the identification number of a channel

with thermal connections to rods or unheated

conductors.

Enter the i~ndex number of the rods connected to
channel I. Enter the negative of the rod index

number if the channel is on the-i-nside surface..

Enter the index numbers of the unheated

con~ductors connected to channel I. Enter the

negative of the index number if the channel is

on the inside surface.

Note.: With~in a-given section rods and unheated conductors can connect to only
one channel on the outside surface. Those with tube or wall geometry

types can allso connect to one channel on the inside surface. Rods can

cross secti~on boundaries, and connect to channels in different

s ections, but unheated conductors Are defined only within a single
secti on..
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VESSEL Group 3:_ Transverse Channel Connection (Gap) Data, read by subroutine

SETIN

This group is omitted if there are no transverse connections between channels.

VESSEL 3.1 NGROUP,NK F0RMAT(215)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

Variable

NGROUP

NK

Description

Enter threei3).

Enter the number of transverse connections

(gaps).

Cards VESSEL3.2 and VESSEL3.3 are read in pairs NK times..

VESSEL3.2 K,'IK(K),~JK(K),GAPN(K),LENGTH(K),WKR(K),FWALL(K),IGAPB(K),

IGAPA(K),FACTOR(K),(IGAP(KN),JGAP(K,N),N=1,3)

FQRMAT(315,4F5.0,2I5,F5.0,615)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

'11-15

16-20

21-.25

26-30

Vari abl e Description

K Enter' the gap identification number. (Note:
Gap nhumbers must be unique but they do not have

t o be sequential. NK gaps'must be input.)

IK(K) ' En6ter the ild'enti f ication number of the lower-

-numbered channel of the pair that connect

th rough' gap K.

JK(K) Enter the-identification number of the higher-

nu'mbered channel of the pair that connect

through gap K.

GAPN(K ýEnter the nominal gap width, in inches (if

ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).

LENGTH(K)ý E nter' the'distance between the center of

channel Wk() and the center of channel j'K(K),

ininhe ( if ICOBRA =0) or meters (if
ICOBRA = 1).

WKR(K) Enter the loss coefficient (velocity head) for

gap K.
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31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-55

6 1765

71-75

56-60

ý66-70.

F WALL (K

IGAPB(K

IGAPA(K

FACTOR( K

IG.AP(K,N),

JGAP(K,N)

Enter the Wall fri~cti~on .factorfor the gap.,

Valid entries are:

0.0 =no walls

0.5 =one wall

1.0 two walls
Enter the index number .of the gap below gap K.
Enter zero if there-is no gap below gap K.
(The velocity of IGAPB(K) convects vertical

momentum at node 1 into (or out of) channel

IK(K) out of (or into) JK(K).)

Enter the index number of the gap above gap
K. (The :veloci~tyof TGAPA(K_) convects vertical

momentum at the top, node of 'the, section into
(or out of) channel IK(K) out of (or into)

JK(K).)

Enter zero if there is no gap above gap. K.
(NOTE:,, Refer to Section 3.1.2 for further
discussion of. this input convention.)

-Enter 1.0 if gap positive flow (from channel

.IK.(K) to channel JK('K)) is in the same
di~rection-as -positive flow for the global

codnate.-system.

-Enter, -1.0 if gap positive flow is opposite :to
.positive.-flow for the global coordinate

,system. .(D~efault = 1.0). (See Section 3.1.2
-for explanation of this input.)
Enter the .i~ndex numbers of gaps facing the

IK(K)ý si de of. gap K. If the gap.-faces a wall,
enter -1. If the gap faces a vessel connection

*to a one-dimensional component, enter -2.
Enter the ga p numbers facing the JK(K) side of
gap K., If the gap faces a wall,ý enter -1. If
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76-80 the gap faces :a. vessel: connection to a one-.

dimensional compone~nt, enter -2.

Up to three, (3) sets of (IGAP,JGAP) may be

entered.

Note: The input for-FACTOR, IGAP and JGAP is requiredonly..if the three-

dimensional form of the, transverse momentum equation is desired.

VESSEL3.3. GMULT(K) ,ETANR(K)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

VESSEL3.4

.Variable

GMULT(K)

ETANR.(K)ý

FORMAT( 2F5.0).

Description

dEn~ter .the number of actual gaps modeled by

,.gap K.

Enter th~e crossflow de-entrainment fraction-.

NLMGAP FORMAT ( 1.51)

Col umns

1-5

IVari able

NLMGAP

Description

Enter,-the number of gaps that convect

,or~t~hogonal -transverse momentum. (This is

required only. for the three-dimensional form of

-the .transverse momentum equation.)

Enter-zero i~f the three-dimensional form of the

transverse momentum equation is not desired.
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Card VESSEL3.5 is read NLMGAPtimes.

VESSEL3.5 (KGAP1(N) ,KGAP2(N),KGAP3(N),N=1,NLMGAP) Read only if

NLMGAP > 0. FORMAT(1215)

Columns Variable Description

1-5., KGAP1(N) .Enter the index number' of a gap whose velocity

16-209 transports transverse momentum from one gap to

31-35, another.'

46-50

6-10, KGAP2(N) Enter. the Index number of. the, gap.,that reci1eves

21-259 the transverse momentum convecte d by the

36-409 positive velocity of gap KGAP1.

51-55 A ýnonzero' value must be entered.'

11-15, KGAP3(N) Enter the index number of the gap that the

26-30, posi ti ve: vel6c-ity of KGAP1 transports

41-45, transverse momentum out o f.

567-60 (The .,pos~itive velocity_ of KGAP1 transports
-momentum f rom KGAP3 to KGAP2. Nte The

negative' velbci'ty of KGAP1 will transport

'transverse momentum in the opposite direction;

i.e., from KGAP2 into KGAP3.) A nonzero number

must be-entered.

up to fur sets of (KGAP1, KGAP2, KGAP3ý) entries are-specified per card, If

NLMGAP > 4, repeat this card until all NLMGAP sets have been entered.
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VESSEL Gro~up 4: Vertical Channel .Connection Data, read by subroutine SETIN

VESSEL4.1 NGROUP,NSECTS,NSIM,IREBAL-- FORMAT(4I5)

Col umns

1-5
6-10

11-15

16-20

Variable

NG ROUP
NSECTS.

IREBAL

Description

Enter f our (4).
Enter the-number of sections in this problem..

Enter the number of simultaneous solution

groups.

Enter the rebalanci ng option. Valid entries-

are:

1 =rebalance

0, --no- rebalancing

CardsVESSEL4.2 and VESSEL4.3,are read in a.,group NSECTS times.

,VESSEL4.2 :ISEC,NCHNNONODE,DXS( ISEC) --'F0RHAT(3I5,F1Q.0)

Col umns Vari abl e-

1-5 ISEC

.6`-1.0
11-15

16-.25;

NON ODE

'DXS( ISEC)

Description

Enter the section number. Begin with section

n umber' 1 on the' bottom' of -`the v-es~siel and

proceed toward the top, incrementing ISEC by 1.

Enter the, number of channels in 'section IS'EC.

Enter the number of vertical levels in section

I SEC.
.Enter the 'Vertical node length in this section,

in inches (if' ICOBRA =0) or meters (if

ICOBRA = 1).

Card VESSEL4.3 is read NCHN-times'for each section.

VESSEL4.3, I,(KCHANA(I,J),J=2,7),(KCHANB(I,J),J=2,7) FORMAT( 1315)

Col umns

1-5

Vari abl e -Descri pti on

Enter the identification number of a channel in

section ISEC.
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6-,105

11-15,

etc.

36-40

41-45,

etc.

KCHANA( I,J)

KCHANB( I,J)

Enter the-indices of channels in-the s~ection
ab ,ove.ISEC that connect ,to chnne. I fl
channel I does not connect to any channels
above, enter I in KCHANA(I,2).,

Etrthe- indices of channels 'in tAhe section

below ISEC that connect to channel I. If
channel I does not connect to any channels.
ýbelow, enter I in KCHANB(I,2).

VESSEL4. 4 IWIDE FORMAT( IS)

Columns Variable Descri ption

1-5 IWIDE Enter the maximum difference between the index
"'numbers ofadjacent'cells in a simultaneous

s~ol uti on group.: -,(Refer: to: Secti on3.1.1.3.'for
explanation of vessel cell numbering scheme and
simultaneous solution groups.)-

VESSEL4._5 (MSIM(I),I=1,NS.IM),. FORMA1T(1215)..,-

Col umns

1-5

Variable Description

M ISIM( I), Enter the la st cell number in each simultaneous

solution group_. (Note that this input asks for

cýell-number,, not vertical levelnubr Rer

to Sec tion- 3. 1.3.)

A

Twel~ve (12) values are entered per card. `If WSIM is greater than 12, repeat
card VESSEL4.5 until NSIM values have-been entered.',-
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VESSEL Group 5: Geometry Variation. Data, read by subroutine SETIN

The input for this group allows the user to specify vertical variations

in the continuity area, momentum ar~ea or wetted perimeter for channels, and in

the transverse width for gaps. It can be omitted if such variations are not
needed.

.VESSEL5 .1--NGRQUP ,NAFACT

Columns Variable

1-5 NGRQUPý

6-10 NAFACT

FORMAT( 21)

Description.

Enter five (5).
..Enter the number of geometry variation tables

to be entered.

Cards VESSEL5.2 and VESSEL5.3 are read in a group NAFACT times.

VESSEL5.2 NAXL(I)

Col umns

1-5

Vari able,

NAXL( I)

(JAXL( I,N,),AFACT(

FORMAT( 15)

Description

_Enter, the number of points in this variation

table.

VESSEL5 .3. IN) ,N=1,NAXL(I)) FORMAT(8( 15,F5.0)

Col umns Vari abl4

1-5,11-15, JAXL(I,N)

21-25,31-35

41-45,51-,55,

6-10,16-20, AFACT(I,N)

26-30,36-40

46-50,56-60

e Description
.Enter the, node number at which to apply the

area-variation factor for table I, point N.

..Enter the- variation factor for table I, point N.
Area 7 AFA.CT.(I,N)*AN(I), or
,Gap width = AF.ACT(I,N)*GAPN(K),

Eight pairs of (JAXL,AFACT) '-are etrdper card. Repeat card VESSEL5.3 until

NAXL pairs-have been entered.-The tables are numbered sequentially in the

code, in the order they are .read in on ca -rds .VESSEL5.2 and VESSELS.3.
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VESSEL Group'6: Channels and Gaps Affected by Vairiation Tables. read by.-

subroutine SETIN

This group is. read only if vertical variation 'tables have been 'specified in

group 5

VESSEL6.1 NGROUP,N1 FORMAT(2I5)

Columns Variabl-e Description

1-5 NGROUP - Enter, -six, (6).

6-10 Ni Enter the total number of channel and gap

vari ati on" tabl e cards to be read.

Card VESSEL6.2 is read NI times.

VESSEL6.2 IACT,IAMT,IPWT,(ICRG(M) ,M=i,12) FORMAT(16I5)

Columns Variable Descri pti on

1-5 IAC T: Enter a positive integer 'corresponding to a

variation'table number, for channel continuity

area variatilon.

Enter a negative integer, whose absolute value
- corresponds to a variation-table ubr o

gap width variation.

6-10 IAMT Enter a var~iation table inumber for channel
momentum area* variation.

Enter zero (0) if IACT is negative.

11-15 IPWT Enter a variation table number for wetted
perimeter variation.

Enter zero '(0) if IACT is negative.

16-20 ICRG(M)'- Enter the' index numbers of the channels (or
.gaps if: IACT- is_ negative) -that the tables

idlentifie~d in IACT,, IAMT and. IPWT 'are. to be
applie~d to. (Up to:13 channels or gaps may be

specified per card.)
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VESSEL Group 7:, Local Loss Coefficient Data, read by. subroutine SETIN

VESSEL7.1 NGROUP,NCD IFORMAT( 215)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

Vari able

NGROUP

NCD

Description

Enter seven (7).

En'ter the number of loss coefficient

specifications to be read. (These include

vertical mom 6entum losses only. Transverse

1l0 ses are specified in group 3.)

Card VESSEL7.2 is read NCD times.

VESSEL7.2 CDL,J,(ICDUM(I),I=1,12) FORMAT(,F.5.0,1315)

Col umns

1-5

11-15

Vari abl e

CDL

ICDUM( I

Description.

Enter the loss coefficient (vel-bdity head).

Enter the node number where the loss

coefficient is applied. (NOTE: "The vertical

node number-is relative. to the beginning .of ýthe
section containing the channel(s), .l'isted in*
ICDUM(I).)
Enter the index number( s), of. channel( s) :the

-loss coefficient will be applied to at node J.
.(Upý to twel ve. (12) channels may use the

.specified loss coefficient CDL at vertical

node. -.J.)
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VESSEL Grou Ip 8: Rod and Unheated ,Conduc to r Data,, read by subroutine SET IN

VESSEL8. 1

Col umns

1-5

6-10

11-1.5

16-20,

21-25

NGROUP,NROD ,NSROD,NC ,NRTAB FORMAT( 515)

Variable

NGROU P
NROD

N SROD

NC

NRTAB

Descri ption

,Enter e ight (8).
Enter number of rods.

Enter number of unheated conductors.

Conduction model flag;

Enter one.(1 for radial conducti

Enter two (2) for radial and axia

conduction.

Enter number of temperature initiali

tables to be read.

4

on only.

I

zation

ROD GEOMETRY-DATA**-

This card is read to def~ine. the, geometry of structures that generate heat, -

i ncl1udi ng nuclear fuel rod~s,.- It is.,read, NRIOD times.

VESSEL8-02 N, IFTYP (.N) IAXP (N) ,NRENODE (NI),OAXM IN (N )RMULT(N) RADIAL (N) ,HGAP (N)

FORMAT (41 5,4F 10.O0) ,Read only if- NROD > 0.

Col umns

1-5i

6-10

11-15

16-20

ýVariable

N

IFTYP(N)

IAXP (N)

NRENODE(N

i I . , 1 :ýý . Description

Enter rod identification number. (Note: Rod
index--numbers must be entered sequentially,
from 1 to NROD. Skipping numbers is not
permitted.)-

Enter geometry type identification number.
(Refer to group 9 for geometry type input
data.)

Enter axial power profile table identification
number. (Refer to group 11 for axial power
profile input data.)

Enter renoding flag for heat transfer solution
for rod N

a
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a

21-30

3 1-40

41-50

51-60

DAXMIN(N)

RMULT(N

RADIAL(N

HGAP(N

= 0; no fine mesh renoding

> 0; renoding every NRENODE(N) time steps

< 0; renoding every INRENODE(N)i time steps,

based on inside surface temlperatures

Enter minimumn axial node size, in inches (if

ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1). (This

is used only if fine mesh renoding is used.)

Enter rod multiplication factor (number of rods

modeled by rod N). (This number can contain

fractional parts.)

Enter radial power factor (normalized to

average power) .

Enter constant gap conductance, in

Btu/hr-ft 2 -oF (if ICOBRA =0) or W/m2 _oC (if

ICOBRA = 1). .(This parameter is used only for

nuclear fuel rods that do not have the dynamic

gap conductance model specified by their

geometry type.)

Enter zero if rod N does not model a nuclear

fuel rod.

UNHEATED CONDUCTOR DATA

This card is read for each of the NSROD conductor rods (also called heat

slabs) .

VESSEL8.3 N,ISTYP(N),HPERIM(N),HPERIMI(N),RMULS(N) Read only if

- FORMAT( 215,3F10.0)

NSROD > 0.

Col umns

1-5

Va ri abl e

N

Description"

Enter unheated conductor identification

number. (Note: Unheated conductor index

numbers must be entered sequentially, from 1 to

NSROD. Skipping numbers is not permitted.)
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6-10

11-20

21-30

3 1-40

ISTYP(N

HPERIM( N

HPERIMI(N

RMULS(N

Enter geometry type identification number.
(Refer to group 9 for geometry type input

data.)

Enter wetted perimeter on outside surface, in

inches (if ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if
ICOBRA = 1).

Enter wetted perimeter on inside surface, in

inches (if ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if

ICOBRA = 1). (Enter zero for a sol-id
cylinder.)

Enter multiplication factor (number of elements

modeled by unheated conductor N). (This number
can contain fractional parts.)

ROD TEMPERATURE INITIALIZATION TABLES

Cards VESSEL8.4 through VESSEL8.7 are read to specify which temperature
tables apply to which rods and unheated conductors. The sequence is repeated
NRTAB times, and all rods and conductors must be accounted for.

VESSEL8.4 I,NRT1,NST1,NRAX1

Columns Variable

1-5 1

6-10 NRT1

11-15 NST1

16-20 NRAX1

FORMAT( 45)

Descri pti on

Enter identification number of temperature

table.

Enter number of rods using Table I.
Enter number of unheated conductors using
Table I.

Enter number of pairs of elements in Table I.

4

VESSEL8. 5 (IRTAB(I,L) ,L=1,NRT1) FORMAT(1215) Read only if NRTI > 0.

Col umns

1-5

Variable

IRTAB( I ,L)

Descri pti on

Enter identification numbers of rods using
Table I for temperature initialization.
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Enter the negative of the rod identification

number -if *the temperature boundary is to be

applied -to the inside surface of the rod.
Note: The steady-state conduction equation is' solved for these

rods using the -temperatures from :Table I. as -a bou'ndar~y

condition on the rod 'surface.,

VESSEL8. 6 (ISTAB( I.,L) ,L=1 ,NST1) FORMAT(121) Read only if NST1 > 0.

Col umns

1-5

VESSEL8.7

Col umns
1-10
21-30

41-50

61-70
11-20

- 31-40

51-60
71-80

Vaniable., Description

ISTAB(I,3,L). Enter identification numbers of unheated
- conductors using Table I for temperature

initialization.
Note: A flat radial temperature profile is assumed initially in

.unheated conductors. -

(AXIALT(I,L*),TRINIT(I,L-)-,L=1,-NRAX1)7 FORMAT(8F10.0)
ýVariable Description

AXIALT(I' L-) Enter the:,vertical position relative to the
bottom of the VESSEL, in inches, (if

ýICOBRA.= 0) or meters (if

ICOBRA =1).

TR INIT (I, L) ýEnter the temperature to be applied at
AXIALT( IML, in *F ( if ICOBRA = 0) or OK (i f
ICOBRA = 1).

Note: The vertical locations of the bottom and top.-of. each. rod or
unheated conductor using, table, I -must. be contained within

the range AXIALT(I,1) to AXIALT(I,NRAX1).
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VESSEL Group 9: Conductor Geometry Description, read by subroutine SETIN

The geometry types are read in this grolup'. The geometry types are numbered

sequentially in the order they are read in., Nuclear rod geometry types are
read using cards VESSEL9.2 through VESSEL9.5. All other geom-etry types are
r'ead us~ing cards VESSEL9.6 and VESSEL9.7.,

\'¶SSELO.1 NGROUP,NFUELT,IRELF,ICONF,IMWR: :FORMAT(515)-

u 1 umns

1-5

.j-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

SVari abl e

NGROUP

NFUELT

IRELF

,ICONF.,

I MWR

'Description

Enter nine (9).

E~n-ter number of geometry types2 to be read in.."-

Note: A 'geometry type may be used by both rods

and .unheated conductors, but for the
unheated conductor, any heat generation

specified -for the type will :be ignored.
Fuel relocation flag (1=on,. O=off) (This is

-- used only-for nuclear fuel rods-using-the

dynamic gap conductance model).

Fuel .degradati on fl1ag (1 onOkof f (NOTE: if

IRELF.=1, then. ICONF=1.)

-Flag for metal-water reaction (zirconium

dioxide only).-

=0, off

=1;, Cathcart, '(far Best Estimate' analysis)
'=2, Baker-mJust-(for Evaluation Model analysis)

NUCLEAR FUEL GEOMETRY TYPES

These data''are read only for nuclear fuel geometry types. If FTYPE(I) is
not entered 'as NUCL, the geome~try :data is interpreted by line VESSEL9.6.
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VESSEL9. 2

Col umns_

1-5

7-10

11-20

2 1-30

31-35
,ý36-40

41-45

46-50

I,FTYPEMI)DROD, DFUEL(I),NWFUEL.,IMATF, IMATC, IMATQX(I)DCORE,TCLAD,

FTDENS(I),IGPC(I) ,IGFORC,IRADP. (Read only for nuclear geometry

types.) FO RMAT(I 5, 1X, A4, 2F 10. 0, 415, 3F 5. 0, 315)

Variable Descri ptioni

.1

FTYPE(I

.DROD

DF UEL(I

NFUEL

IMATF

-Enter the geometry type identification

number. (Note: Geometry type index numbers

must..be entered sequentially, from 1 to

NFUELT. Skipping numbers is not permitted.)

EnterNUCL
Enter rod outside diameter, in inches (if_

ICO.BRA 0) or meters (if ICOBRA =1).

Enter fuel. pellet di-ameter, in inches (if

ICOBRA =,0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).

.Enter number of radial nodes,in fuel pell~et..,
Fuel material properties flag;

Enter zero (0) for built-in U02 po pris

Enter a positive integer corresponding to the

identification number of a material

.,properties ,tables for user-input

Properties., (Refer to group 10 for material

properties input data.)
IMATC Cldmateri~al ,properties flag;

,Enter zero.,(0) for built-in zirconium
properti es.

_En~ter. a positive integer corresponding to the

identification number of a material

properties table for user-input properties.
(,Refer ,to group 10 for material properties
input data.)

IM.ATOX(I). Clad oxide property flag;

Enter zero (0) for built-in zirconium dioxide
properties.
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51-55

56-66

DCORtE'

TCL AD

Enter a positive integer corresponding to the
identifi cation number of a material

properties table for user-tinput properties
(see*-grobup 10).

Enter diameter of central--'void for cored fuel
in- inches (if ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if

ICOBRA '1).

Enter zero for uncored fuel.

Ente ,r clad't~hickness, in inches (if ICOBRA =0)

or meters '(if ICOBRA =1).

Enter ftuel'theoretical density as a fraction

(used only'if built-in U02 properties have been

'flagged; i.,if IMATF =0).

(Note: Do not enter zero.)

Gap conduct-ance option flag;'
"Enter zero (0) for constant gap conductance (as
spec .ified by HGAP(N on card VESSEL8.2).

A

,4

61-65 FTDENS( I)

:IGPC(I)66-70O

Enter a positive integer for user-specified
nonuniform gap conductance (entered on card

VESSEL9.4 in a tabl e of IGPC( I el ements) .

-,Enter a negative integer for 'the dynamic gap
conductAnce moe. (IGPC(II is the number of
entries i-n the cold gap width vs axial location
table, read on card VESSEL9.4.)

IGFORC Fa'g for temporal forcing function on gap
conductan ce (valid only if IGPC(I) > 0);

Enter zero (0) for constant gap conductance.
Enter a positive integer for a temporal

forcing fu'nction with IGFORC table entries.

7 1-75
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76-80 1IRADP Enter number of entries in radial power pro file

table for the fuel pellet.

Enter zero (0) for a uniform radial power
profile.
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VESSEL9. 3 PGAS(I),VPLEN(I ),ROUFF( I)R,ROUFC(I1) (GSFRAC(L) L=1,16), OXIDET

Read only if FTYPE(I) =NUCL and IGPC(I) < 0.

FORMAT(4F10.0,6F5. ,F1O.0)

Col umns

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

4 1-45

46-50

51-55

56-60

61-65

66-70

Variable

PGAS( I)

VPLEN (I)

ROUFF( I

ROUFC( I

GSFRAC( 1)

GSFRAC(2)

GSFRAC(3)

GSFRAC(4)

GSFRAC( 5)

GSFRAC( 6)

Descri ption

Enter cold pin gas pressure for nuclear fuel

rod geometry type I, in psia (if ICOBRA =0) or

N/rn2 (if ICOBRA = 1).

Enter gas plenum volume, in in.3 (if

ICOBRA = 0) or mn3 (if ICOBRA = 1).

Enter fuel pellet surface roughness, inches (if

ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).
Enter surface roughness of clad inner surface,
in inches (if ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if

ICOBRA = 1) .
(Note: Fuel and clad surface roughness should
correspond to those used in FRAPCON-2 since the
correlation is empirical .)

Fuel surface ROUFF = 0.000085 inches
Clad surface ROUFC = 0.000045 inches

Enter molar fraction of helium gas present.

Enter molar fraction of zenon gas present.

Enter molar fraction of argon gas present.
Enter molar fraction of krypton gas present.
Enter molar fraction of hydrogen gas present.
Enter molar -fraction of nitrogen gas present.

A

6
Note: I GSFRAC(L) = 1.0

L =1

7 1-80 OX IDET Enter initial oxide thickness for the zircaloy
metal-water reaction~rate equation in inches
(if ICOBRA =0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).
(Used only if IMWR > 0.)
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VESSEL9. 4

Col unins

1-10

21-30

41-50

61-70

11-20.

131-40,t

7 1-80

(AXJ(I,L),AGFACT(I,L),L=1, IIGPC(I)I) Read only if FTYPE(I) =NUCL

and IIGPC(I)I >'0. FORMAT(8F10.0)

Variable Description

AXJ(I,L) Enter top-most vertical position, measured from

the-bottom-of the rod, at' which. the- cold gap

-width,(-or- gap conductance) 'AGFACT(I,L is

applied. (All vertical levels below AXJ(1,L)

and above AXJ(I,L-1). will have AGFACT(I,L) for

gap width (or:,gap conductance.) Units on,

AXJ(I,L) are inches (if ICOBRA =0) or meters

(if ICOBRA=1)

AGFACT (I ,L) Entier n ,col _gap width if IGPC(I) is negative.

Un its, are inches (if ICOBRA,= 0) or meters (if

ICOBRA = .1-).,

Enter gap conductance if IGPC(I) is positive.

.Units are-,Btu/hr-ft2 _OF (if ICOBRA = 0) or

w/m2ý_-C (i If ICOBRA = 1).

(RODP(L),POWR(L),L=IRADP), Read only if FTYPE(I) =NUCL and

IRADP > 0. FORMAT(8F10.0)

VESSEL9.5

,,Col umns

1-10

2 1-30

41-50

61-70

Variable

RADP(L

Description

Enter the. relative radial location (r/r) where

corresponding power factor (POWR(L)) is

appl ied.

Ir -(radius -DCORE/2)

o 0 - (DFUE LL(I) - DCORE)

.Note,:. RADP(1) must be zero (0.0)

RADP(IRADP) must be one (1.0)
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.11-20

31-40

51-60

7 1-80

.POWRI(L) Enter the relati've power factor (i.e., the

ratio of local power at location RADP(L to

total rod power.)
4

NON-NUCLEARGEOMETRY TYPES

-These. data are -read f or all g;ýeome~try. types that do not describe nucl ear
fuel.

VESSEL9. 6

FTYPE(IV)

I,FTYPE(I),D ROD 91DIN, NFUELiIM ATOk(I),IMATIX(I) Read only if

NUCLI FORMAT(I5,*1X',A4,2F10.0,3I5)

Col umns

7-10

11-20

21-30

Van ab

2F TY PE(I)

DROD

DIN

le Description

Enter geometry type identification number.

-Enter four-character alphanumeric geometry type

flag:

HROD =solid cylinder

TUBE = hollow tube

WALL = flat'plate

Enter outside diameter for HROD or TUBE

geometries, in inches (if *ICOBRA = )'or. meters

(if I COBRA"= 1).

..Enter, the..wetted -perimet~er -for* ,WALL geometries,
in inches (fICOBRA = 0)ormts(i

ICOBRA =1)

Enter inside diameter for TUBE geometries, in

inches (if ICOBRA =0) or meters (if

ICOBRA= 1).

Enter thickness for WALL geometries, in inches
(if ICOBRA = 0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).
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31-35

36-40

41-45

NFUEL'

IMATOX( I

IMATIX(I)

Enter .zero (0.0) for (HROD) solid cylinder

geometries.

En~ter the number of regions within t he

conductor,. (Each region has a uniform power

profile and consists of one material.)

Enter material property table identification
number for o'xi~de on outside surface. (Default
is zirconium 'oxide; IMATOX(I = 0).

Enter the index number of the material pr op erty
table for material in region NFUEL if there is

no oxide present.
Enter material property table identification
number for oxide on inside surface (Default is
zirconium oxide; (IMATIX(I) = 0); applies only
to TUBEs or WALLs.)
Enter the index number of the material property
table for material in region 1 if there is no

oxide present.

Data sets for the NFUEL regions of geometry type I are entered starting at the
centerline for HROD types and at the inside surface for TUBE and WALL types.
Data sets are entered in sequence moving radially toward the outside surface.

VESSEL 9. 7 (NODER(L),MATR(L),TREG(L).,QREG(L.),L=1,NFUEL) Read only if

FTYPE(I) A NUCL. FQRMAT(4(2I5,2F5.0))

Col umns
1-5
2 1-25

41-45

61-65

6-10
26-30

46-5 0
66-70

Vari abl e

NODER(L)

MATR(L

Descri ption
Enter the number of radial heat transfer nodes
in region L.

Enter the material property table

identification number for region L.
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11-15 TREG(L . Enter the thickness of region L, in inches
31-35 (if ICOBRA.=, 0) or meters (if ICOBRA = 1).
51-55 .Note,:, For. TUBE and HRQD geometry types.,

71-75 .NFUEL'

S TREG(L) =.5 (DROD -DIN)

.16-2.0 .QREG(L); ,Enter radial-power factor for region L. (This
36-40 .profile is automatically normalized to unity.)
56-60

76-80,

,2.78



VESSEL Group 10:. Material Properties Tables,, read by subroutine SETIN

This input group is required only if user-supplied material properties

were flagged by input-.in group 9, (i.e., with nonzero values for IMATF, IMATC,

IMATOX(I), IMATIX(I) or MATR(L) for any geometry type). If only default

material properties are used,, (i.e, zircaloy and U02), this group. is. omitted.

VESSELl 0.1 NGROUP ,NMAT

Columns Variable

1-5 NGROUP

6-10 NMAT

FORMAT (21)

Descri ption

Enter ten (10).

Enter number of material properties tables to

be read in.

Cards VESSEL10.2 and VESSEL10.3 are read in pairs NMAT times.

VESSEL1O.2 N,NNTDP,RCOLD(N)

.Col unins

1-5

6-10

11-20

Vari abl e

N

NNTDP

RCOLD(N)

FORMAT(25,F1O.0)

Descri ption

Enter the material property table

identification number.

Enter the number of entries in material

properties table N.
Enter the cold density in lbm/ft 3 (if

ICOBRA = 0), or kg/ni 3 (if ICOBRA = 1) for

material N. (This value is used to define the

mass in the heat transfer nodes composed of

material type N.)

VESSEL1O.3 (TPROP(I,N),CPF1(I,.N),THCF(I,N) I=1,NNTDP) FORMAT (6F10. 0)

Col umns

1-10

31-40

Variable

TPROP( I ,N)

Descri ption

Enter the temperature for entry I in material

property table N. Units are OF (if ICOBRA =0)

or OK (if ICOBRA = 1).
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11-20

41-50

2 1-30

51-60

CPF 1(,, IN)

'THCF( I,N)

Enter the spec-ific., hea~t for entry I in-material

property tab -le N. Units are' Btu/lb I-OF (if

ICOBRA = 0) or J/kg0C (if ICOBRA'= 1).
Enter the thermal conductivity for entry I in

maeilproperty table N. Units are
Btu/hr-ft-0F (if ICbBRA =0) or W/m0C'(if

ICOBRA = 1).

A

A
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VESSEL Group 11:' Axial Power Tables-and Forcing Functions, read by subroutine

SETIN

VESSEL11.1 NGROUP,NAXP,NQINGPFF FORMAT(415),

Col umfls

1-5

6-10

Variable

NGR0UP

NAXP

NQ

Description

Enter eleven (11).

Enter number of axial power profile tables to

be read. (Minimum of one.)
.Enter number, of pairs of elements in the power
forcing function table.
Enter zero (0) if power is constant.

-Enter'n-umber-O'f pairs of"Ielementsý i'n' gap

conductance forcing function table.

'Enter zero (0) if there is'n'o forcing function

on gap conductance.

16-20 NGPFF',-

Axial Power Tables

Cards VESSEL11. 2 and VESSEL11 .3 are., read, in pai rs NAXP, times..

VESSEL11.2 I,NAXN(I) FORMAT(2I5)

Col umns

-6-10

Variable

NAXN( I

Descriptioný
Enter axial power profile table identification
number.
Enter number of pairs of elements in axial
power profile Table I.
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VESSEL11.3 (Y(I,N),AXIAL(I,N),N=11,NAX.N(I,)) FRAT810)FO.RM.,AT(8F1O.O)

Col umns

1-10

21-30

41-50

61-70

11-20

31-40

51-'60

71-80

Vari abl e

Y(I,N)

Descri ption
Enter vertical location, relative to-bottom of

the VESSEL, where axial power factor AXIAL(I1,N)
isapplied. -Use inches (if I.COBRA =0)* or.

mees(if ICOBRA = 1).

Enter relative power factor (the ratio of local

power to average power ) at vertical location
Y(I,N).

AXIAL(I N)

All rods using_ ,the. same table. shoul~d .start and end at the same vertical
locations. In the table,. Y,(I,1) must .be",the verti cal location of the
begin~ning of the rods,, and ~Y(.I,NAXN(l)) must be the vertical location of the
end of the rods.

Power Forcing Function

VESSEL11.4 (YQ(N),.FQ .(N)',*N=1,Ný)' FO RMATW8100)" Read onl1y if^N'Q > 0.

Descri ption

transient time,-(seconds).

Col umns

1-10

21-30

41-50

6 1-70

11-20

31-40

51-60

7 1-80

Vari abl e

FQ(N)

Enter

Enter-the -power factor:

FQ(N) = Power at time YQ(N)
initial power
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Gap Conductance.Forcing Function,

VESSELil. 5

Col wins

1-10

2 1-30

41-150

61-70

11-20

31-40

51-60

7 1-80

(YGPFF(N) ,FGPFF(N),N=1,NGPFF).

NGPFF > 0.

FORMAT(8F 10.0) .Read only-i-f

Va riabl e

Y GPFF N.)

FGPFF(N)

-Description

Enter.'transient. -ti~me (in seconds).

Enter conductance factor:

,FGPFF(N) = gap conductance at time YGPFF(N)initial gap conuctance.
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VESSEL Group 12: Turbulence and Viscous Stress Data, read'by sub-routine SETIN

VESSEL12. N'GROUP,-N1 FORMAT( 215)

Col wins

1-5

6-10

Variable

NGROUP

Ni

Desc-ription

Enter twelve (12).
SEnter number-of sections in which turbulence or
viscous stress will be applied.

Card VESSELI2.2 is

viscous stresses.

ITURB( ISEC)=1, and

read Ni times, once for each section with turbulence or

For each section ISEC, card VESSEL12.3.is read if

cardNVESSEL-12.4 is read"if`ITURB(ISEC)=2.

VESSEL12. .2, ISEC,-IVIS(ISEC,),ITURB(ISEC) FORMAT( 315)

Col wins

1-5

6-10

11-15

Variable

ISEC

IVIS( ISEC)

ITURB( ISEC)

Description

Enter identification number of section using

turbulence or viscous stress calculation.

Enter viscous stress flag for section ISEC.

Valid entries are:

0 = do not apply viscous stress

1 = apply viscous stress
Enter turbulence flag for section ISEC. Valid

entries are:

0 = do not apply turbulence

1 = apply turbulence with uniform turbulence
properties

2 = apply turbulence with channel varying
turbulence properties

Card VESSEL12.3 is read if ITURB(ISEC) = 1. This card is read only once for a
section and the same properties are applied to all channels within the
section.
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VESSEL12. 3 ZLMXX.L( ISEC) ,ZLMXXV(ISEC),,Fll,(.ISEC) ,F22( ISEC:).,TPRNOL(ISEC)',

TPRNOV (I SEC) Read. onlyif ITURB(I) = 1. FORMAT(6F5.0)

Col uiins

1-5

6-10

Vari abl1e

ZLMXXL( ISEC)

ZLMXXV( ISEC)

F11(ISEC)

F22( ISEC-)

TPRNOL( ISEC)

TPRNOV( ISEC)

11-15

16-20

.21-2:5

26-30

Description

En~terr liquid, mixing length for section ISEC, in

inches (if ICOBRA =0) or meters (if

ICOBRA =,, 1)

Enter vapor mi~xing length for section ISEC, in
inches. (if ICOBRA =0) or meters (if
ICOBRA =.1).

,Enter vertical anisotropy factor for section
ISEC..
.Enter transverse anisotropy factor for section

ISEC.-

Enter liquid., .turbulent Prandtl number for
ýsection ISEC. -

Enter vapor-turbulent Prandtl number for
section ISEC.

ITURB(ISEC) = 2. The card is read once for eachCard VESSEL12.4 is read if

channel in section ISEC.
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VESSEL12. 4

Col umns

1-5.

6-10

11-15

164020

21-25

26-30

31-35

.IZLMXXL(i ),ZLMXXV(,I)9F11( I )F22(I) jTPRNOL(-I),TPRNO'V(I) Read only

if ITURB(I) =2. FQRMAT(15,6F5.0)

Variable

ILXLI

ZLMXXL( I)

De scrip ti on
Ene-denti'f icati on number- of a channel i

section ISEC.''
Enter liqui'd 'mixing length for channel I, in
inches (if ICOBRA = 0) or'meters (if

.ICOBRA`= 1)."

Enter vapor Imixing length for channel 1, in
inches (if ICOBRA.= 0) or meters:(if
ICOBRA = 1)ý.!'
Enter vertical 'anisotropy factor for chann'el"I.
Enter transverse anisotropy factor for

'Channel' I.
Enter -liqu'id turbulent Prandtl number for

Enter vapor turibulent Prandtl number for
channel.. I.

F11(I)

F22(I)

TPRNOL(I

TPRNOV( I
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VESSEL Grqup 13: Boundary Condi~tion Data, read by subroutine SETIN

VESSEL13.1 NGROUP,NIBND,NKBND,NFUNCT,NGBND' FORMAT(515)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

-Vari~abl~e.

NGROUP

NIBND

NKBND.

NFUNCT

Description
'Enter thirteen (13).

Enter the total number of vertical mesh cell1

boundary conditions.

-Enter the total number of transverse momentum.

cells for which crossflow will be set to zero.

Enter the number of forcing functions for the"
boundary conditions.-
Enter-the number. of -groups. of -contiguous

trasvesemomentumi cells for~ which crossflows
will be set to zero.

VESSEL13. 2

ýCol umns

1-5,...

(NPTS(K),K=1,NFUNCT) FORMAT(16I5) Read only if NFUNCT > 0.

Variable Descri ption
NPTS(K) Enter the number of points (pairs of values). in

fo rci ng function table K.

Sixteen' (16) val ue~s are entered per card.

values have been entered.

Card VESSEL13.3 is read NFUNCT times.

Repeat card VESSEL13.2 until NFUNCT
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VESSEL13.3 ((ABSC.IS(K-;I),ORDINT(K,Iý),I'=', NPTS(K)),K=1,NFUNCT). Read onl~y i .f

NFUNCT >- 01. - FORMAT(.5(F5.0,F1O.0).)

Columins Vari able

1-5`316' 20,9 ABSCIS(KI

31-35,46-50,

61-65

6-1.5, 21-30,4 ORD INT(KIJ

36,-4.5,51-6,0,

66-75

Descri ption

Enter the time,, in seconds, -the- factor is

app i ed.

.Enter th~e forcing function factor to be applied

at time ABSCIIS(K,I).

Five (5) pairs of (ABSCIS,0RDINT)Y are entered per card. Repeat card

VESSEL13.3-.until NPTS(K) "points have been -entered for forcing function

table K. , Continue enter~ing,.data,.until NFUNCT tables have been specified.

Card VESSEL13.4 is read NIBND times.

VESSEL13.4 (IBOUND(L,M),L=1,2),ISPEC(M),NPFN(M),NHFN(M),PVALUE(M),HVALUE(M)

FORMAT(515,2F10.0) Read only. if NIBND > 0-.,-

Col wins

1-5

6-10

Vari abl e
IBOUND(1,M)

IBOUND(2 ,M)

ISPEC( M)

Description
Enter the index number of the channel,.boundary
condition 'M applies to.
Enter the vertical node number at which
boundary conditi-o~nMi~sapplied. ý(NOTE:ý The
node number is referenced to the beginning of

the section that the channel identified in

IBOUND(1,M) resides in.)

Enter the boundary condition type. Valid
options are:

1 = pressure and enthalpy boundary condition
2 = flow and enthalpy
3 = flow only
4 = mass source (flow rate and enthalpy)
5 = pressure sink and enthalpy

11-15
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16-20

2 1-25

26-35

36-45

NPFN( M)_.

NHFN(M)

PVALUE(M)

HVALUE(M

Enter the ind~ex number of the forcing,.functio~n

table by which the first parameter of'the

boundary condition will be varied. (NOTE: The

forcing function tables are numbered

sequentially-in the or der they 'are read. in on

card VESSEL13.3.) For example: If

ISPEC(M) I1 and NPFN(M) =,3,.the specified

pressure will be adjusted according to the

.thi~rd forcing function entered on VESSEL13.3.

Enter ,zero if, the boundary condition is

.,constant.

Enter the index number of the forcing function

table by Which the secon'd parameter of the

boundary condi ti on 'will1 be varied.

(,.-For -example: -If ISPEC(M) - 1 and NHFN(M) =6,

-the sp'ecified-enthal-py will1 be adjusted'

according to the 6th forcing function, specified

on VESSEL13.3.)

.,ýEnter '"zero if. the boundary condition is

constant.

Enter the first boundary. value.

If. ISPEC(M).= 1 or 5, enter pressure, in psia

(if ICOBRA =0,) or N/in2 (if ICOBRA = 1).

If ISPEC(M) = 2, 3 or 4, enter flow rate, in

,lbm/s~ec (if ICOBRA =.0) or kg/s5ec, (if

ICOBRA = 1).

Enter enthalpy in Btu/lbin (if ICOBRA =0), or

J/k '(if ICOB RA = 1)

Enter zero.(0). if ISPEC(M) 3.

Card VESSEL13. 5 is -read after .cardý VES-SEL,13.4 has been read NIBND times, and

only if some ISPEC(M) has been specified -as 5 (i e., a pressure sink boundary

condition). Card VESSEL13.5 is read once -for each pressure sink, in the-same

order they are specified in the input for card IVESISELI3.4.
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VESSEL13.5 ASINK(K),SINKK(K),DXSINK(K) F0RMAT(3F5.0) Read only if some'

ISPEC(M) = 5.

Columns. Variable Description

1-5 ASINK(K) Enter the flo~w area of the pressure sink, in

in. 2 `(if ICOBRA = 0) or mn2 (i ICOBRA = 1).

6-10 SINKK(K) Enter the loss' coefficient (velocity head) of
the press~ure sink.

.11-15 DXSINK(K) En'ter the length of the momentum control volume

for the ýsin'k, in inches (if ICOBRA =0) or

meters (if ICOBRA =1).

Card VESSEL13.6 is read. NGBNDI ti me~s,.

Card VESSEL13,.6 is read only if'some ISPEC(M)ý has been specified as 4 (i.e., a

:mass injection boundary condition).v :Card ,VESSEL13.6 is read once for each

mass i nj ection boundary condition, in-the same order they are specified in the
,,input for'card VESSEL13.4.`ý

'4

VESSEL13.6 AINJT(K)

Col uinns Variable-

AINJT(K)

VESSEL13.7 ýK,JSTART,JEND

FORMAT(F5.0O)' Read only if some ISPEC(M) =4.

Description

Enter the-'flow area of the mass injection in

.in.2 (if.-ICOBRA = 0) or mn2 if (ICOBRA =1).

FORMAT(315) Read only if NGBND > 0.

Descri pti on

Enter the gap number to which a zero (0.0)

crossflow is to be applied.
Enter the continuity:.cell number at whi~ch to

start applying the-zero crossflow.

Enter, -the continuity, cell number at which to
.stop applying the zero-crossfiow.

(Note: The crossflow will be set to zero for

Col uinns

1-5

Variable

K

6-10_

11-15

3 START

JEND
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gap K. between -nodes. JSTART and JEND. The

_node, n~umbers are given, re~lative to-the

beginning of the section containing gap K.)

This card may-be repeated as many times 'as necessary for a -given gap K, to
identify all axial levels that have zero crossflow. The total number of

-transverse-momentlln cells with zero crossflow-boundary conditions specified by

card VESSEL13.6 mnust sum to NKBND.
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VESSEL Group 14: OuptOptions, read by subroutine SETIN

VESSEL14-.1 NGRýOUP,N1,NOUT1,NOUT2,NOUTý,ýNOUT4,IPROPP,IOPT FORMAT( 815)

Col umns
1-5'

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

Va ri abl e

NGROUP
N1

NOUTI

NOUT2

NOUT3

NOUT4

Descri ption
Enter fourteen (14).
Enter the general vessel output option.' ValI Id
entries are:-

1 = print channels only
2 = print channels and gaps only
3 = print rods and unheated conductors only
4 = print rods, unheated conductors and

channels only

5 = print channels, gaps, rods and unheated
conductors

Enter the number of channels to be printed
(used if Ni = 1, 2, 4 or 5).
If NOUTI, = 0, all channels will be printed.

If NOUTi > 0, an array of NOUTi channel numbers
must be entered on card VESSEL14.2.
Enter the number of rods to be printed, (used
if Ni > 2).

If NOUT2 = 0, all rods will be printed.

If NOUT2 > 0, an array of NOUT2 rod numbers
must be entered on card VESSEL14.4.
Enter the number of gaps to be printed (used if

Ni = 2 or 5).

If NOUT3 = 0, all gaps will be printed.

If NOUT3 > 0, an array of NOUT3 gap numbers

must be entered on card VESSEL14.3.

Enter the number of unheated conductors to be

printed (used if Ni > 2).
If NOUT4 = 0, all unheated conductors will be

printed.
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31-35

36-40

I PROP P

IOPT

If -NOUT4 > 0, ýanýarray of :NOUT4' unheated

conductor numbers must be entered on card

VESSEL14. 5.

Enter the property tabl-e :printo~ption. -Vali'd

.entries- are:

0 do- not print the property table

1 =prntt -property table

Enter the debug print option. Valid entries

are:-:"

O = normal printout only

1 = debug printout, (print-ext~ra data:.for

ý1-channels, rods and-gaps

VESSEL14. 2 ,(PRINTC(-I) ,I=1,NOUT1).

NOUTi > 0.

FORMAT(1615) Read only if Ni ý 3 and

Col umns

1-5,...

Va riabl e
PRINTC(I)

Descri ption

Enter the index numbe~rs of channels to be,

printed., Sixteen values are entered per
.card. Repeat this card until NOUTi values have

been entered.

VESSEL14. 3 (PRINTG(I) ,I=1,NQUT3)

.NOUT3 > 0.

FORMAT(1.6I5) Read only if Ni = 2 or. 5 and

Col umns
1-5, ..

Variable
PRINTG(I)

Description

,Ent er the index numbers of gaps to be printed.
Sixteen values are entered per card. Repeat
this card until NOUT3 values have been entered.
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VESSEL14. 4 (PRINTR(I) ,I=1i.NOUT2)

NOUT2 -> 0.

FORMAT(1615) Read only if NI > 2 and

Col 'inns

1-5'.

Varibl Description:

PRINTR(I) Enter ,the index numbers of rods to be printed.
;Sixteen--values are entered per card. Repeat

-thi s:,card--until NOUT2 values have been entered.
w

VESSEL14.5 (PRINTS(I),I=1,NOUT4) FORMAT(1615) Read only if NOUT4 > 0.

Col umns

1-5,..

Variable

PRINTS(l ...

Descri pti on

Enter the index numbers of unheated conductors

to be printed. Sixteen values are entered per

.card. Repeat this card untilI NOUT4 val ues, have

been entered.

FORMAT( I)

Description

:Enter zero (0) to terminate VESSEL group

.control'card input.

VESSEL14.6 NOUMEND

Col 'inns

1-5

Vari abl e

-NDUMEND

VESSEL Connections to One-Dimensional Components, read by subroutine COBRAI

L~U 0 KPA. 4

Cal urnns

1-5_..

N3 t1 rummmikiD

Va riabl e

NCSR.
Descri ption

Enter the number of connections to the
vessel. Minimum is 1.
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Card COBRA.5 is read NCSR times.

COBRA.5 (ISRL(N),ISRC(N),ISRF(N),JUNS(N),N,=l,NCSR) FORMAT(415.)

Col umns

1-5

6-10

16-20

Vari abl e

ISRL(N)

ISRC( N)'

ISRF(N)

JUNS(N)

Desc ri-Ptio n,

Enter the index number of-the channel where the

connection is located.

Enter the index number of the-vertical node in

canel ISýRL(N) whe re th .e connec .tion is Ilocated
if the-connection is made. at the top or side of

the, cell,.:.

Enter the negat~ive of the node number if the
connection is made at the bottom of the cell.
Enter the gap number facing the vessel
connection if the connection is at the side of

the cell.

Enter 0 if the connection is on the side and

faces a wall.
Enter -1 if the connection is vertical.
Enter the junction number connecting a one-
dimensional component to the vessel.
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RESTART INPUT DATA FLAG, read by subroutine RDCOMP

Card COBRA.6 is read only on a restart where fewer than NCOMP components

have been specified 'Via the inp 0ut f ile'.

COBRA.6 EFLG Read. only. if -INIT =. 4--and total number of components in 'the
i n ,put I s',less than NCOMP. FORMAT(A) 1.

Collumns VariHable

EFLG

Description

Enter END to stop reading component data from

in ,put file and read remaining one-dimensional

component'data from TRCRST restart file.
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Graphics Options, read by subroutine IGRAF

GRAF.1* MOVIE,TMOVIE FORMAT(5,F1O.'2)

Col umns

1-5

Vari abl e

MOVIE

Description

Enter the mov~ie process option. Valid entries

are:

0 ='no movie (recommended option)

1=save 'data for particle tracker movie.

Note: Th e COBRA/TRAC code has the capability

to dump data ýthat can be-used to make particle-

tracker movies of simulations. However, the

software to'.'actually make the particle-tracker

movies is not part~of the.COBRA/,TRAC package,

and will be released and documented separately.

Enter the' time 'interval at'.which, to save data

for the mo-Vie.' Valid only if.-MOVIE '= 1.
6-15 TMOVIE

GRAF.2 N.C-GRAF,MXGDM.P ,IGRFOP,.NLL.R,,-. FORMAT( 415)

Col umns

1 -5

6-10

Variable '-'Description

'-NCGRAF -Enter ýthe Maximum number of'.components for'

which-gra~phics data may be saved. (This must

be equ:al: to the value assigned to RESPEC

parame~te'r MH.)

'Enter 'zero (0) if not used.
MXGDMP ~ Enter the maximumi number of time 'steps for

which graphic's data will be saved. Absolute

maximum~is MI (RESPEC parameter). (Note: This

cannot be""changed on a restart.')'-

IGFPEnter the' ve'ssel graphics option, as follows:

O for n'ormal vessel dump (all variables saved

for all vessel computational cell1s)

N, where k1'N is the number of user-selected
vessel variables to be saved for graphics
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(Note: The graphics dixp~for a one-dimensional

'component,,is the same regardless of the value

specified for IGRFOP. This option is nee6ded to
reduce the vessel graphics dump to managable,

size for large probl'ems'.)"'

16-20 NLLR Enter the number of liquid level

calculations. (Number of GRAF.3 cards.) (Valid

only if IGRFOP > 0.) (See Section 3.4.2 for

'discussion.,of ,this input.)

.Card GRAF.3.is read once for a liqui~d l~evel calculation in channels that are

all in the same section.. If a liquid level calculation includes channels in
different-secti~ons, GRAF.3 is ,read.-once ,-for each section involved. Card
GRAF.3 is read a total ofNLLR times. -

GRAF.3 (NCHLL(N),dJSLL(N),JCELL(-N),(IC.LL(I,,-N),,I=1,NCHLL(N)) Read only if.

NLLR '--0,-.- FORMAT(615)

Col uiins
1-5

6 -10

11-15

16-20

Va riabl e De~scripti~on -

NCHLL(N Enter the number of channels in a section to be

- used for liquid level calculation N.
.J SLL(N -Enter 'the' starti ng axial node number for the

lquid l11evel calculation.

.This valule should be negative if continuing
input from, previous sections of a liquid level
callculation that crosses section boundaries.

JELL(N Enter the ending axial node number (in the.

s~ection ~containing channels ICLL(I,N)) to be
-, included.,.in the liquid level calculation.

ICLL(I',N) Enter the index numbers of NCHLL(N channels to
use, in-the,, liquid level calculation.
(Enter. up. to, 13 values on the first line. If
NCHLL(N > 13, continue on the next line,
entering values in the 16T5 formatL'.)

.21-25
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GRAF.4 (IGRFIT(I,I=l,NCGRAF)

Col umns

1-59

Vari able'

IGRFIT(I)

Read only if NCGRAF > 0.

FORMAT( 1215)

Description

Enter the index numbers of components for which

data is to be saved. NCGRAF entries-will be

r Iead, but ze6roes are permissible. (A zero

entry c'an be .changed to a component number on a

restart, and a component number can be changed

to A' zero. ýBut to continue saving data for a

giv ,en com -poinent on a restart, it must be

entered in the same location in the IGRFIT

array. For example, if component #43 was

en'tered'original~ly in the 5th location, (i.e.,

IGRFIT(5)=43) all subsequent restarts must

specify component #43 as the fifth element of

the" "array.)

GRAF.5. ((IGRF(I,J),J=1,2),GRFN(I),i"'l1,IGR'FOP) Read only if IGRFOP > 0.

FORMAT(5(2I5-,F5.0)

Col umns

1-5

16-20

31-35

46-50

6 1-65

Vari abl e Description

IGRF(I,1) Enter a number signifying the vessel variable

to be :saved. Valid entries are:

Channel variables--
1='pressure

2 =void fraction

3 = eintra-ined liquid fraction
.4 =- liquid fraction

5 =liquid temperature

6 =vapor temperature

7 Ti lqui d density

8 =vapor density

9 =vapor flow
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10 = liquid flow,

11 = entrained liquid flow
12 = vapor generation rate

13 = heat transfer rate ,to liquid
14 ihat ,transfer rate to vapor

15 = drop mass entrainment rate

:16 -drop 'mass de-entrainment rate

17 .drop i~nterfacial area density
18= ETAEN.P.

19= HASHL.

20 =HASCL.

21=HASHV

22 ,=I flow regime

23 a. bo-undary condition type
24 =interfacial drag coefficient (XK)

25_= interfacial drag coefficient (XKGE)
37 =,mixture density; (cip +(1-CzOp)

Gap variables--

-26 = vapor crossflo~w

27 =liquid crossflow

28 =entrained liquid crossflow

Rod Variables--

29 het tansermode

30.,lqidtmertr (seen by rod

IGRF(I,2))

31, =, vapor temperature (seen by rod

32 het tansercoefficient to liquid
33 =heat transfer coefficient to vapor

3.4 =.heat flux

35,,= rod surface temperature

36 = ,peak -temperature on rod identified in
IGRF(I,2) at axial node GRFN(I)
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6-10

21-25
36-40

51-55

66-70

11-15

26-30

41-45

56-60
7 1-75

IGRF( 1,2)

GRFN( I)

Enter channel, rod or gap number for' which

selected variable will be saved. Parameters

1-25, an d 37 a~re channel var iables; 26-28 are

g.a .p v..aIr ia ,bles; 29 1-36 are rod' 5vari abl'es. If

IGRF(I',1) =35 'or 36' and 'the in'side surface

tempe'rat ,ure is desired,-enter the negative of

the rod --numd berý.

Enter the vertical node number for which the

selected variable will'be saved.

For rod variables, enter the vertical elevation
-in inches. (Must be within 1 inch of a

verti-cal node'location.

For IGRF(I,1)=36, enter the radial node index

(Node'l is on' the inside of the rod)

4
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2.4 TIME DOMAIN DATA, read by subroutine TIMSTP

Af ter all ,component data has been, entered the user must define the time

doma~in for the s~imulati~on.. The total time can be divided into several domains

of specified duration. Each time domain can have different minimum and

maximum time step si ze~s and different editi i~nterval s. To termi nate the

calculation a time domain wi~th a negative. time step size is entered. Two

cards are required to speci fy the, data, for ,each time domain.
-0

TIME.1 DTM IN,.DTMAXTEND, RTW.FP,TMAX

Col umns Variable

1-14 DTMIN Entei

Ente~

cal c

15-28 DTMAX Entei

doma

29-42 TEND En tel

43-56 RTWFP Entei

flu i

obtai

solul

than

cal ci

57-70 TMAX Enter

FORMAT( 514-6)

Descri ption

r the minimum time step allowed for this

in, in seconds.

r a negative value to terminate the

ul ati on.

r the maximum time step allowed for this

in, in seconds.

rthe end of this time domain, in seconds.

rthe ratio of conduction solution and

I solution time step sizes. (Used to

in steady-state conditions. The conduction

tion can generally take time steps greater

the fluid solution. For transient

flations, RTWFP should be one.)

the maximum CPU time allowed for this

If this CPU limit is reached during this

ation time domain, the run will

mate. (Dump files will be written, so the

ulation can be restarted.)
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TIME.2

Col umns

1-14

15-28

29-42

43-56

EDINT,GFINT,DMPINT,SEDINT,TCKLEND FORMAT( E14.6)

Variable
EDINT

GFINT.

DMPINT

SED INT

Description
Enter the print interval for this time

domai n. Output will be printed every EDINT

seconds.

Enter the graphics -interval for this time

domain. Data for graphics will be saved every

GFINT..seco~nds..

Enter the restart dump interval . Data fo.r

restarts will be saved every DMPINT seconds.

(NOTE: For larger problems, the restart dumps

create relatively large files, and can become

unmanageable if too many dumps are written

during a simulation. Regardless of the value
for input OMPINT, the dump logic automatically

writes dumps at the beginning of a calculation,
at the end of a calculation, and after every 60

minutes of CPU time during the calculation.
This is usually quite sufficient, and OMPINT

can be set to a large value.)

.Enter the "short edit" interval for this time

domain. (A "short edit" is an abbreviated

print.) Short edits will be performed every

SEDINT seconds.
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57-70 TCLKEND Enter the wall clock time (decimal , 24 hour
clock) at which to stop the calculation and

create a restart dump and edit. (This is
useful- for running the calculation during

particular shifts; for example,'TCLKEND can be
entered'as 7.5 to stop the calculation at
7:30am.

Enter Izero if this feature is not used.

Repeat cards TIME.1 'and TIME.2 for each time domain desired. A final time

domain with a negative value for DTMIN must be entered to terminate the

calcul ati on.
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2.5 SPECSET REDIMENSIONING PROGRAM

Allocation of array. storage in COBRA/TRAC reflects a major difference

between COBRA-.TF ,and TRAC., TRAC uses two large arrays-for v~ariable~storage,

with vari~abl~e locations calculated for each problem using. poi~nter arrays..

COBRA/-TRAC..has retai~ne~d the pointer. arrays and, locati.ng logic for..the one-
dimensional components. COBRA-TF .uses ýa set of COMDECKS containing array

v vari abl es whi ch-. can. be--reditmen s ioned -u~s-ing..a -prepro~cesso-r. program,. .SP ECSET.
When redimensioni-ng. the COBRA/TRAC -code,..both of .these storage. all1ocati on

methods must be ,accommodated..

This section discusses the ýprocedure for redimensioning the COBRA/TRAC

code on 'A :COCmachine with the UPDATE 'f acil1i ty. The procedure 'consi sts :of -a
seri es of Updates (outl ined 'bel ow) that 'def ine6 the si zes of the. COMDECK arrays

for, the VESSEL component, a'nd the length :of the A and ALCM arrays -for "the one-
dimensional components.

The COMOECKS for the vessel'component of COBRA/TRAC con'sist -of sets of
-~omnblocks, with 'dimension parameters instead"-of numbers',defining the'ý

ýarrays;" An example~of a typical COMDECK line I s

:COMMON/DUMMY! ýA(MC,MX), B(MT)

These common blocks' are, :obviously, unus'able in 'thi's formý.4 'No: co m-pu t er would

successfully compile them. The SPECSET program is used to conve~rt 'the'

dimension parameter to numbers. The use~r suppl~ies input to SP.ECSET to ,define
the parameters, (for example, MC=20., MX=100,,, MT=-5)ý,, and SPECSET:%creates a new

COMOECKS file with lines such as

COMMON/DUMMY! A(20,100),, B(5)

This new COMDECK file is copied into the COBRA/TRAC code via UPDATE, and the

code can then be compiled. The user must supply values for 41 dimension

parameters for SPECSET to redimension COBRA/TRAC. The line-by-line input for
SPECSET isl.Iisted in'Sec'tion 2.5.1, 'and the 41 dimension parameters' which must

be define are listed in.Tabl~e 2.1.
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The A and ALCM arrays'to define the size of the storage? allo17cated for the

one-dimensional components can be chan ,g Ied only by change's to the code

(speci'fi'cal ly, in common- decks! BLANKCOM -And LCMSPACE, -and subroutine

BLKDAT)ý. ý' The' appropriate 's-ize's for' the:A and ALCM a.rr Iay's for a pa rticular
prole ar dfiutoesimate a fpr-iori. The user could, for a particul ar

problem, wo~rk through the lo~gic in-the code'by hand to -add Up' the storage
allcaios oreac cmpnetand thus 'arrive, at, a val ue -for' the6 storage

required., This 'is a 'very -tedi ous proc-e ss,'however.' It- is mu6ch simple'r to
optimistically assume that the. standard dimensions in the' code (of''5000 for

theA arr.ay and 10,0,0.0fo~r the ALCM array) will;.-be large ýenough for. the

problem, and execute. the code. In processing the input data, ,the. code

auto~matic~al ly adds up the storage trequi red by the probl em, and c.hlecks. it.

against the existing ;dimensi~ons-. If the arrays are .too smal:l, the .code prints

an error message tell ing how much more room is needed.(.a)_

The Job -Control Langua~ge, (JCL) and input files requi-red for

redime~nsi oni~ng %COBRA/TR.AC- are -ill-ustrated -below,. Although the procedureshw

*redimensions both the vessel arrays (-through SPECSET) and the: one-dimen~sional

arrays (through UPDATE changes) it should be noted that either may be done

separately. The one-dimensional arrays can-be.,1redimensioned, starting with

any complete update library of the code. Similarly, SPECSET redimensioning

,can be,,execluted without red.imension~in~g the one-,dimensi~onal 'arrays. .-The
complete procedure is as follows;,:

1. Create' a source -f il o"f teCOMDECKS:.

'UPDATE2( I=CDECK,L=0,S=TAPE-3)

CDECK is a card-image file of the COMDECKs ABSORD through RES-PAR',

with the dimension parameters in place of numbers.

TAPE3 is a source file create'd by UPDATE from CDECK, which will be

read by SPECSET.

(a) IRAC orig inally co~ntai~ned a variable, dimensioning c..apability, that would
automatically adjust the array sizes for a given. problem. But since this
logic is o f n-1eCe s s ity machine dependent, it-" was not4 included in
COB RA/TRAC.
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2. Create a compil1e f ilIe of program SPECSET and co~mpil1e i

UPDATE?( I=RESPEK,C,L=O)

RESPEK is a card-image file of program.SPECSET..

FTN( I=COMPILE,CNAME=SPECS,SL=O,R=QO),

SPECS i's an-executable binary, of SPECS.ET.

3., Execute:SPECSET. (Input file TAPE2 and ,the COMOECKS file'TAPE3 must be

available. See sample input in Table 2.2)

SPECS

5PEOSET cre~ates *a file on TAPE4 that c-onta~ins the -vessel .CQMDECKs

with numbers in place of the dimension parameters.

4. Remove the old COMOECKs from COBRA/TRAC.

UPDATE2( P=CTO12U,N=N'EW1:,I=AL=O ,C=O0,F)

.A..is...an update;,input file that removes the'3old 'COMOECKS. It

contains,-1 line;

-:*PURDECK ABSORD.RESPAR

CT012U is an old program library of COBRA/TRAC'."'

NEWi is',the ~new, progr'am library of *COBRA/TRAC created by the

update.

5. Complete the Ipurge of the 'old COMDECKs from COBRA/TRAC.

U.P DATE 2*(P NEW1, N=NEýW'2,':I=B,C=O,L=O,F,E)

B is a dummy update input file consisting *of .1 line;

*ID DUMY

NEWi is the old-probgram library o .f COBRA/TRA C. (created in step 4)

NEW2 is the new program library of COBRA/TRAC '(w .hich has no

COMDECKs).
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6. Add the new COMDECKs to COBRA/TRAC.

UPDATE2(P=NEW2,N=NEW3 ,I=C,L=O,F)

C is an update input file that adds the new' COMOECKS, on TAPE4, to

COBRA/TRAC. It consists of 1 line;

*PJJDFILE TAPE4,YANK$$$ý:

NEW2 is the old progr-am library of COBRA/TRAC. (created in step 5)

NE3is the new-program i brary of COBRA/TRAC (which contains the

new COMDECKs).

7. Change the dimensions on the A and ALCM arrays. (This '-step i s 'optional;

if the standard values of'the Arrays are large enough for the problem at

hand, this step ýcan be omitted.)

'UPDATE2(P=NEW3,N=NEWPL,I=D,L=O,F)'

D is an update input file-containing the changes;'> 2

*D. BLANKCOM.3,4. (The. A and IA array-'must be

COMMON A(nnnnn) dimensi~oned to the -same value,

INTEGER IA(nnnnn) since" they' are equ ivalenced.)
*0 BLKDAT.55,

DATA LAST/nnnnn/, (The, vari abl e LAST def ines the

last element of the.'A array. It

must be set. to the. value. the. A

array, is- dimensi~oned to.),
*0 LCMSPACE.3,4,

COMMON/LCMSP/ALCM(mmmmm) (The ALCM and ILCM array are

DIMENSIONILCM(mmmmm), equival enced.)
*0 BLKDAT .54

DATA LLAST/mmmmm/ (The variable LLAST..defines the

last element in the ALCM array.

It must be set to the value the

ALCM array is dimensioned to.)

(The file 0 may contain other changes to the code, also.)

NEW3 is the old program library of COBRA/TRAC.

NEWPL is the new program library of COBRA/TRAC, (which contains the

new COMDECKs, the new A and ALCM arrays, and any other changes

included in file D.)
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8. Compile the new program library (NEW3 or NEWPL, depending on whether or

not step 7 was executed).

(If step 7 was skipped, change the name of file NEW3 to NEWPL.)

UPDATE-2( P=NEWPL ,I=HOPE1 ,C ,L=O)

FTN( I=COM.PILERQUND=O,B=TLIB1:,-SL=Q,R=O)

.,UPDATE2(.P=NEWPL ,I.=HOPE2 ,C,L=O)

FTN(,I=COMPILE,ROUND=Q,B=TLIB2,SL=Q,R=O)

UPDATE2(P=NEWPL,I=HOPE3,C,L=O).'

FTN( I=COMPILE,'ROUND=Q,B=TLIB3,SL=O,R=O)

FTN( I,CSIZE=1300000,SS=400,CNAME=COBRAB,LF=LF12,&

CR=O,SL=O,GLIB=TLIB1,GLIB=TLIB2,GLIB=TLIB3)

HOPE1, HOPE2 and HOPE3 each contain update compilation
dire~ctives for about 1/3 of the subroutines i n the code..
TLIB1,-- TLIB2 and TLIB3 are FTN l1ibraries each 'Containing the
compile subroutines of the: code defined by HOPEl, HOPE2 and
HOPE3, respectively.
.LF12 contains the overlay structure.
COBRAB. is ;the-, executable binary file.

The above described JCL is for the LANL LTSS'system. Non LTSS Users" wil 1-have
to modify the above procedure to be consistent with their operating system.
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2.5.1 SPECSET Input Instru

SPEC.1 LCMV

Col umns

1-3

Variable

LCMV

ctions

FORMAT( A3)

Descripto

-Alphanumeri-c fl1ag:-*forl 1arg6 -core mffemory

option. Enter. LCM~to. specify -large core memory

storge or ajo aray arible inCOBRA-TF

common blocks. -Enterz a blank-card to specify

.small 'core memory only.,

SPEC.2 IFTURB FORMAT( 5)

Col umns

1-5.1

Vaniable-

IFTURB'

Descr~iption

Optional di-menfsioning "of turbulence arrays;

*IFTURB =0, code dimension'ed *for turbulence

model.

IFTURB =1,ý code not ,dimens*ioned for

turbul ence model..

SP.EC.3. MM=IVAL FORMAT( A1, MX, 15)ý.

Col umns

1-2

Vari abl e

MM
Descri pti on

Enter a two-character alphanumeric dimension

parameter name. (See Table 2.1).

3 Enter an equal sign (optional).

4-8 I VAL Enter the numerical value desired for the

dimension parameter named in MM. The number

entered may be right or left-justified. The
code extracts only the actual digits entered.
For example, MC=100 is intepreted as th e same
value as Mr= 100.
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Card SPEC.3 is repeated until all 41 dimension parameters have been
specified. The SPECSET program will fail if even one has been omitted. The

parameters can. be entered in any order, as long as none are left out. The

equal si gn between .MM and IVAL i s. not read by the dcode.,' but it hel ps cl ari fy
the input for the user. On restarts SPEOSET parameters may not be changed
f rom .tho~se used- to create the restart dump, otherwi~se, ,the -dump wil 1-be -read
improperly.
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TABLE 2.1. SPECSET Dimensioning Parameters

Parameter Definition

MA Maximum number of pairs of entries for the vertical- -variation

tables. Each'table will1 be. dimensioned for MA pairs of elements.
(This parameter sh~ould be'equal to or greater than the maximum

value of NAXL(I), entered in group 5 on card VESSEL5.2.)
MB Maximum number of channels per section. (This parameter should be

equal to or greater than the. maximum value for NCHN, entered in

group 4 on card VESSEL4.2.)

MC Maximum number of channels. (This parameter should be equal to or

greater than the maximum value of I, entered in group 2 on card

VESSEL2.2).

MD Number of records read to describe transverse orthogonal

convection. (This parameter should be equal to or greater than

NLMGAP, entered in group 3 on card VESSEL3.4.)

ME(a) Maximum number of connections to one-dimensional components at a

given level in the VESSEL. (This parameter is not checked directly

by the code. The user must check it against his input on card

COBRA.5.)

MH Number of components dumped for graphics.

Mi Maximum number of graphics dumps to be made.

M5 Number of variables dumped for short graphics dump. (This

parameter should be greater than or equal to IGRFOP input on card

GRAF.2.)

M6(a) Vessel loop connection logic parameter. It must be equal to or

greater than the value obtained from the following.

(a) Care should be used when selecting this parameter since it may increase in
a subsequent restart calculation. The maximum value expected for the
entire transient should be specified.
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TABLE 2.1. (continued)

Parameter Definition

M6,:' NVC*(2*MVCL+2.):

where' NVC : otlnumber of vessel connections (specified by

input on line CQBRA.4).
MCVL =the maximum number of vessel connections in any

one loop,. (wh,;re a' loop is defined as A flow path

through a series of one-dimensional components

that'exits th~e vessel at one junction and returns

to the Vessel through at least one other

junction or ends at a break. or'fill.

M8 (a) Maximum number of junctions'. -(This parameter should be'equal to or

greater than*NJUN, entered on card INPUT.4.)'-

MFý Maximum number of fuel geometry'types. ,(This parameter should be

.equal to or -greater than ýNFUELT, e&ntered in group 9 'on card
VESSEL9.1.)

MG, -Maximum number of transverse connections between channels (i.e.,

gaps).'!i'This parameter should-be equal to: or greater than the

maximum Value of:NK, entered in group 3 on card VESSEL3.2.)

ML Maximum :number of" vertical variation table s. Thsparameter

should be equal to or greater than NAFACT entered in group 5 on

card VESSEL5.1.)

MR Maximum number of--rods. (This parameter shoul1d be equal to or

greater than NROD,ý entered in group 8'on card VESSEL8.1.)

MS Maximum number of pressure sink and mass source boundary conditions

(i.e., up to MS type 4 boundary conditions and up to MS type 5

boundary conditions can be spe'cified~in input group 13.) (This

parameter shoul d be equal 'to ̀or :greater 'than the maximum number of

either type 4 or type 5 boundary conditions specified in group 13

On card VESSEL13.4.):

MT Maximum number of materialI property types. (This parameter should

be equal to or greater than NMAT, entered in group 10 on card

VESSEL 10 .1.)
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TABLE 2,.1. (continued.)

Parameter

MU

.MV

MX

MY

MZ

NA

Definition

Maximum number of specified vertical. boun-dary. conditions. (Thi s
.parameter. should be equal to or greater than NIBND, .entered on card

VESSEL 13 .1.)
-Maximum number:-of -forcing functions on- the specified cell boundary
ýconditions.tl (This parameter should be equal to or greater than

NFUN~oncard VESSEL13.1.)

Maximum number of vertical nodes -in a. -secti on. (This parameter

should be-equal to or, greater. than ýthe maximum value of NONODE+2,

entered in-.group.4 on card VESSEL4.20)

Maxium, umbe oflocations plus .1, in any one -channel *. where -

vertical velocities, convect,, transverse momentum across section

boundaries. (This. parameter. shoul d be at least 1 greater than the.,-

maximum. value of NAMG.AP,_entered. in group 2 on card VESSEL2.2.)

Maximum number of liquid level records to be read by ~input line

GRAF.3. Thi s i s the maxi mum number of groups of channel s that can

be considered in the liquid level graphics calculation.

Maximum number of continuity, cell1s. This. parameter -should be equal

to or ,greater than the sum of all1 nodes in all. channels.;

NSECTS-
I NCHN(N)*NQNODE(N)
N =1

.where NSECTS, total number-of sections .(entered on-card

- VESSEL4.1.) -

.NCHN(N) =number of channels in section. N, (entered on card

VESSEL4.2.). --

NONOD.E(N), number of vertical levels in section N, (entered on

-card VESSEL4.2.)

Maximum number of flow connections to a cel-l, I(incl~uding all

co~nnecti~ons for vertical, flow and transverse flow).,, - I.

NB
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TABLE 2.1. (continued)

Parameter Definition,
NE .Maximum bandwidth of pressure solution matrix-. Bandwidth for a

given :problem is (2*IWIDE+1),, where -IW.IDE is specified in group 4
on card VESSEL4.4. NE must bie eiqual to or greater than

(2*IWIDE+1).
N F Maiu ubrfpisof-entries -in tables of forcing functions

on boundary conditions, rod power and gap conductance. Each
forcing function may have Up to NF'*pairs of entries. (This
parameter should be equal to or graethnhemxumo

NPTS(,K), 'entered on 'card VESSEL13.2, and NQ and NGPFF, *entered on

card VESSE'L11.1.)
.NI - Maximum number of cell's in any one simultaneous solution group.

(This parameter should be equal to or'greater than the maximum
difference between adjacent elements of the MSIM( I)1 ar ray, entered
i,,-n group '4,on card :VESSEL4.-5.ý)`

NL Maximum number of transverse momentum ce lls'that -have crossflow set
to zero.ý (Thi's parameter -should ýbe'equal 'to or greater than NKBND,
entered -in-group 13.-on 'card VESSEL13.1.)

NN Maximum number of radial nodes for conduction in a rod.: (This
parameter should be at least 2 greater than the maximum value of
NFUEL, entered in group 9 on card VESSEL9.2-and-greater than the
..number of nodes specified for a nonnuclear geometry type.)

NP Maximum: number 'of entries" in a material property table01.' (This
parameter should be equal to or greater than the maximum value of
NNTDP,, entered in group 10 on card VESSEL1O.2.)

NQ Maximum number of sections. (This-parameter should be equal to or
greater than NSECTS, entered in group 4 on card VESSEL4.1.)

NR Maximum number of heat tran'sfer surfaces on 'all rods, including

both internal-and external surfaces in contact w'ith' the' fIui d.
(This parameter is not checked directly in the code'. 'The user must
check it against his input for the LR array in group 2 on card
VESSEL2.4.
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TABLE 2.1-. (!continued)

Parameter

NS(a)

NT

NV

NX

NY

Def ini ti on
Maximum number...of junction connections, to'. one-dimensional
components.. (This paramleter should be equal to or greater than
NC$R, entered on,,card, COBRA. 4.
Maximum--number of unheated conductors. (This parameter should be
equal, to,.or, greater-, than- NSROD, entered in, group.-.-8 on card
VESSEL8. 1)
.Maximum number of heatt transfer surfaces on lall unheated
conductors, including both internal and external -surfaces in
contact, with the fluid., (This parameter~is n~ot checked directly in

the code. The user must check it against his input for the LS
array i~n group-2 on _card VESSEL2.4., ,NV.,must be equal to or greater

than the max~imum- number of tnonzero ýentries i~nthe. LS array.)

M~a~ximum ,number of ,axilal, ~nodes1 in rods, i~ncl udi ng. .tho se created by
fine mesh renoding. (Recommended *.value ,is 80 if .renoding is used.)
.Maximum number of, r~adi al-nodes-for -conduction i-n -an:'unheated

conductor.. This ,parameter -shoul~d be. equal to or greater than the
maximum value of the -sum, of all .nodes. in.-a; non-'nucl ear geometry
type.

H.FUEL(I)

L=1 max

where, NFUEL(I) number of regions in geometry type. I (entered
ýon card VESSEL9..6).

NODER(LM number of nodes in region L of geometry type I,
(enktered on card -VESSEL9.7)-.

Maximum number of~verti~cal levels in the.VESSEL. -(This parameter

should be at-least,2 gr~eater than 1JDX, entered in group 1 on card
VESSEL1-.1)

.Maximum number of axial, power profile tables.. (This parameter
should be equal to or greater than NAXP, entered in group 11 on
card VESSEL11.1.)

NZ

N3
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TABLE 2. 1. .(con ti nued.)

Parameter

N4

(b)NC,-

NH

NJ

NK

Def i ni ti on

Maximum number of rod or unheated conductor temperature

initialization tables.. (Thils parameter should be equal to or
greater than NRTAB, ent .ered in group 8 on card VESSEL8.1.)
Max-imum -number of -entri es Ain la -g iven rod or unheated conductor
.temperature initialization table. (This parameter should be equal
to or greater than the maximum value of NRAX1, entered in group 8
on card VESSEL8.4.)

Maximum number of nuclear fuel rods using the dynamic gap

conductance model. (This parameter is not checked directly in the

code. The user must check it against his input in group 8 on card
VESSEL8.2 by summing the numb~er of heater rods using the dynamic
gap conductance model .),..

2 * NN...

25 + 5 M B

NN + 2
NX + 2

NB + 1
NB + 5

(bl) The parameters NC through NK are dimension parameters calculated
internally by SPEOSET, based on parameter values input by the user.
These parameters are not specified directly in the input for SPECSET.
They are listed here Ofliy too infor-11 the user that these parameters are
used in the common blocks to define certain arrays sizes.
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TABLE 2.2. Sampl e ýI put File TAPE2 'for SPECSET Program

L0C

MA=, 3
B=44

MC= 282-
MD= 272
ME= ý8
MF= -11
MG= 313.
ML= 64~
MR= 10
MS= 1
MT= 2
MU=- 117
MV= 1
My= 9
MX=. 5.
N T= 249.
NV= 383
NY= 6
N3= 2
N4= 1
N5= 3
N8= 10
NA= 556
NB= 8
NE= 51
NF= 90
NI= 54
NL= 80
NN= 8
NP= 8
NQ= 10
NR= 10
NS= 12
MZ= 85
NX= 100
NV= 56
NZ= 22
MH= 10
MI=1000
M5= 950
M6= 120

* M8=' 58
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2.6 GRAFIX POSTPROCESSOR- PROGRAM,

T h is s ecti on de scr ibes th e Iinhput req uire ments of theb GRAFI X -;pos tpIro ce sso r

program.% GRAF'IX is an' interactive program that reads the gra'phics dump' file

TAPE11(a); created by COBRA/TRAC and9, under guidance from the user, translates

the data into a plot file. This file contains the plot coordinates,, axes

labels, optional measured data ,coo ,rdIinat Ies' an d ca -lculated data. The GRA IFIX

program does not produce the'plots; i~nst'ea'd, it produces a fil1e that can be

read by a plotting' program; (NEWPLOT) 'usifng CALCOMP plot commands for final

plottingý. The Programmer's 'Manual (Volume 5 of this 'document) explains how

GRAFIX and NEWPLOT work and' should be consul te~d when modifying the COBRA/TRAC

code package for a particular computer system.

GRAFIX can prepare data for three types of plots':

* variable versus timeý

* variable versus vertical level (in the VESSEL component only)

* rod temperature versus radial location at specific elevations and at

specified times (for the VESSEL component only).

The user can speci fy up to f ive separate cal cul ated data- curves on any 'one

plot, plus optional measured data., The user can control the physical size of
the plot, the scaling of the- data,- anfd.the axis'-labels. *GRAFIX4-will also,
perform some simple unit conversions on the-calculated "data,.if requested.

GRAFIX can .be run in two. di f ferentý. modes: 1) interactively;.pr'ompting the
user with:questions and waiting for answers, f rom- the Ikeyboard, or.-2) " 'batch".
mode, using a,,command f~ile or data,,savedl from a previous interactive, session

-for i~nput.. In. the i nteracti ve_ mode,. the user's responses are :entered in

= unformatted "free-field" mode. This eliminates the need to place-the entries
in specific colum posi ti ons., Multiple entries on a lineaesprtdb

commas. The only restriction is that the user must include a decimal point

for real variables.

(a) See SEcTIo-n 2'.3, (Graphics Options input), and Section 3.4.`2 for'a
discussion of how to save graphics data during COBRA/TRAC simul~ations.
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If the the user does not wish to be troubled wiith.,enterin~g plot. lAbels,

_GRAFIX will1 write,.thre~e labels on the plot according to what it knows. about

the vari.,abl es being. plotted._ These .labels. are, necessari~ly somewhat vague, and
f or, report-quality graphics, the ~user should enter his own labels. The

default labels are useful, however.,-for quick looks-at the data..
..Pl~ot size and, l1abel locations, ares specif ied in inches.., The. origin of. the

axes is the ý(0.0 in., 0..0 in..) coorldina~te, of the plot. Label positions are

specified by an (x,y) coordi~nate at which the label is to start. (Thi s

coordinate is the posi~tion of- the lower left corner. of, the f irst character of
the l abel.) The-size of .the. label, also in icedfnsthe height of the

characters in the label. Labels may be rotated by specifying the angle of

rotation, in degrees. (Usually, x-axis labels are rotated 0.0 degrees, y-axis

labels are rotated 90.0 degrees, but* any rotation is 'acceptable.) Th6 length

of each label can be determined by the following formula:.

L 6

where L =length, in inches

H.= hei ght, of .the, l abel in, i nches''

..N =,number of characters in the la4bel,

Using. this formulA', it is possible- to -defi:ne a starting loainfrech
label that.-w~ill place it exactly where the tiser Wants it. "4

,f .Idefault -scal ing i-s used, GRAFIX~will'.search for the minimum and

maxi mum, v alues,ýand-,scal-e,'the, data accordingly. -This willýnot generally

produceel egantlyý parti ti oned: axesi but isý useful for scanning the data. The'
data to be pl-otted may also-be scaled to fiftýbetween user -specified minima and
maxima for the x and'y axes,, for 'reporýt quality plots. Unless a conversion
factor is- being used, -the data will' be plotted as found in the gr-aphics dump
fil1e.

Because GRAFIX is normally run interactively, it is not possible to list

the line-by-line input instructions in quite the same manner as for the other
programs in the COBRA/TRAG package. Instead, a typical interactive session is
given below. This session uses most of the current GRAFIX options
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HELLO THERE! GRAF I X: IS A4T YOUR SERtV-ICE

THE DRATR FILE WAS LAST WRITTEN ON828/.0:1:4

THE FILE CONTAI.NS 1~DUMPS FOR 1)COMPONENTS
-THE COMPONENTS- ARE:

No. TYPE TIME FIRST, DATA WRS SAV,,ED

B REAK- 15.0178
P- PPE .0001ci

IF YOU WISH TO ENTER OPTIONS INTERACTIVELY

ENTER 0 (:ZERO). IF 'YOU WANT TO UJSE INTERACTIVE

DATA SAVED FROM AN EARLIER RUN (TPPE3) ENTER

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMIE ER TO-BE PLOTTED

ENTER 0 (ZERO) TO TERMINATE THIS RUIN

Y(OU HAV,,E SýELECTED: zTHE VESSEL'

ENTER 1FOR T IME. PLOTS

ENTER 2FOR AXIAL PLOTS
ENTER :3 FOR RADIAL PLOTS,

YOU HAVE SELECTED A TI tME .?IPLOT.

THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS OR, CONVERSION.S. ARE,.

CURRENTLY AVRILAR.LE:

1. = A * FACTOR
2 = (A + B)0FACTOR

W A- B) FACTOR
4 (A (+ Cl1) ' C2 + FACTOR

ENTER YOUR CHOICE

C~HO ICES 1 OR 4 MAY BE AVERAGED OVER

AXIAL RANGE. ENTER 1 TO AVERAGE., 0 OTHERWISE

ENTER THE NUMBER OF CURVES, FOR THIS PLOT.
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THE FOLLOWING kY-ARIAFLES ARE POSSIBLE SELECTIONS
FOR AF" OR' "E"

1=LIVUID FRACTION
taAVPOR FRACTION.
3ENTRAINED LIG'uzr FRA.CTION

4=L10UID FLOW (CONTINUITY)

5'.,-'ApPo FLOW' tCON4TINUIýTYJ

b6=ENTRAINED FLOW (CONTINUITYV<

.LWUI-ID FLO3W t ETM

8=VePOR FLOW (MOMENTUM'
.4tENTRA INED FLOW (MOMENTUM)

I 1LIWUVID TEMPER.ATURE
12=VAPOR. TEMPEPRATURE

13=_LwVum DENSItYf

14'ive'oR DENSITY
15=HASHL (1,J'

1 ?=GAtIA (I, 9J)
1 8=HASCL(IPr s

2 0xH 1r 9 .)

D2,SENTAl r '

E :,=FNT (' I3'J

=DROD '. 5 9+0.

:SM~r.E Qt -:WRN J
29=ROD TEMPERATURE

34 VI RSrO (CONT!NUITY)

.1-lPO"CROSSFLOW '.CONTINUITY)

*2-ENlTRAINED CROSSFLOW (.CONTINUITY)

TCS(J. N)

48 HSTPt2 (1 1 N)

ENTER SELECTIONS FOR Ap)!S3C1PC2,FACTORP

--0IF NOT USED FORMT IS (15i 1F1)

I 1p0!0, 0l. 0. q 1.*
ENTER SHIFT FOR TIME AKIS, IF Nor NEEDED

0.'

1

* C

7 1

ENTER CMANNEL9 ROD OR GAP NUMBER FPOR ?ARCUE1

ENTER NODE NO. (A<KIAL FOR. CHANNELS, OR GrAPS)_
RADIAL FOR ROD TEMPERATURES9, 0 OTHERWISE)' --

ENTER CHANNEL, ROD OR. GA3P NUMBER FORA' CUIRtE a.

.ENTER NODE NO. KAWIAL -FOR CHANNELS OR GAPS.)

RADIAL FOR ROD TEMPERATURES, 0.-OTMERWISE)

DO Y(OU WANT ýM'EASURED DATA O3N THIS PLOT?

NOW DESCRIBE THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS-OF THE PLOT

DEFAULT S IZE I S 6. 0 I N ()By 5.0 INC..N

DEFAULT LABELS ARE MINIMAL DESCRIPTIONS OF, THEIAXES
DEFAULT SCALING USES MINS. AND MfqAWmS. .ENCOUN4TERED IN THE DATA

ENTER 0 TO USE THESE DEFAULTS, TO DESCRIBE PLOT FULLY'

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED

ENTER 0 (ZERO) TO TERMINATE. THI.SRUN

.7. NO

'?0r
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HCL' HAVE SELECTED THE L'ESSEL

ENTER 1POR. TIME PLOTS

ENTER FOR AY'IAL PLOTS

ENTER 3 FOR. FRADIAL PLOTS

Ti
YOU HAVE SELECTED A- TITME PLOT.

THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS OR CONVERSIONS ARE

CURRENTLY AVWAILABLE:

-1 = AF ACTOR

(A + B) * FACTOR

R - B> 0y FACTOR

4 ':A, + C:*C + FACTOR

ENTER Y*OUR. CHOICE

ENTER THE NUMBER OF CURVES FOR THIS PLOT.

'MtI1N. =1 9 MAX. =5)

THE FOLLOWING- VARI7,ABLES ARE POSSIBLE

FOR "A' OR JUB

1=LIWUID FRACTION

2=VAPOR FRACTION

,3=ENTRAINED LIouiD FRACTION

4=LWUID FLO3W (CONTINUITY)

5=tVcPOR FLOW (CONTINUITY:'

6=ENTRAINED FLOW (CONTINUITY)

?=L IlRUID FLOW (.MOMENTUMIt)

B='sAPOR FLOW (MOMENTUM*)

9=ENTRAINED FLOW (MOMENTUM)

1 O=PRESSURE
11 L IMIWUID TEMPERATURE

12=VAFOR TEMPERATURE

13=LWUID DENSITY

-14=i/ApoR. DENSITY
l5=HRSHL(Is,s)
1 6=HASHV (I ,.r 72

17=GAFMA (I pJ)

18.=HASCL (IP,l3

1 9=HASCV (I p J)
d rl=xl:H: ( I p )

SELECTIONS

K. 1 < E (I ' .S

22=SDEN T (1 ,J)

2'3 = SENT I!,'J.

25=HT'CL (J<11 N.)
a6=HTCV (JX9 N)'
2?'=IP"D (Jx;. N>
.2S-=MOL'E (.X-: N)

29=or'D TEMPE .RATURE'

301_=LIVOUiD CROSSFLOW (CONTINUITY)

1 AOR+ CROSSFLOW (OTNIY

32=eN±RA INED.CROSSFLOW (C ONT I Nu ITY)

34=HTCVS ('jN)

35=MDDES (.z,&

3TLIVGS Q3 9N>

3=r.'iAPS (Jx'N)

38=TSTR (.1 3,J N)

ENTER SELECTIONS
-- (i IF NOT U-SED

?1 Cip 111,0.1 p U. !,0. 5

FOR ABtpC1,lCdqFACTOR

FO3RMAIT IS (215s],3F10)
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7 5

? I

? NO

ENTER S"-I1T FOR TIME AX~IS!, L IF NOT NEEDED -

ENTER CHRNNELP ROD OR GAP NUMBER FOR *'R` CURVE

ENTER NODE NO. (AXIAL FOR CHANNELS OP GAPS)

RADIAL FOR ROD TEMPERATUPESV 0 OTHERWISE)

ENTER CHANNELf ROD OR GAP NUMBER FOR '.B CU'P"E

ENTER. NODE NO. (AXIAL FOR CHANNELS OP. GAPS)

RADIAL FOR ROD TEMPERRTURESP n OTHERWIS.E)

DO YOU WANT MEASLURED DAITR ON T41S PLOT?

NOW DESCRIBE THE PHYSICAL CHARACTEPISTICS OF THE PLOT

DEFAULT SIZE IS 6.0 IN (." BY 5.0 IN (Y)

DEFAULT LAPELS ARE MINI.MAL ýDESCRIPTIONS OF THE AXES

DEFAULT SCALING USES MINS. AND MRXS. ENCOUNTERED IN THE DATA

ENTER 0 TO USE THESE DEFAUILTS9 I TO3 DESCRIBE PLOTý FULLY

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED

ENTER 0 (ZERO) TO TERMINATE THIS RUN

YOLI HAVE SELECTED A4 ONE-D COMPONENT.

CURRENTLY ONLY TIME PLOTS APE AVAILABLE.

THE FOLLOWING COMPUTATIONS, OP CONVERSIONS

MAY SE SELECTED

=A *FACTOR-

2=.(A *-FACTOR

a=A ) *.FACTOR,:

4=(A +..Cl) -* C12. FACTOR

ENTER YOUR CHOICE,

THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES. ARE: POSSIBLE SELECTIONS

FOR A AND B

7 0)

'? I

1=VRPOR FRACTION

2=P RE SSURE
3=LrmUD DENSITY

4=vApoR DENSITY

5=L IPU ID TEMPERATURE

6=VAPOR TEMPERATURE

?=LW'JID VELOCITY

8=VAPOR VELOCITY

9=MI YTURE VELOCITY

10=LWMUID FLOW

11l=kAPOR FLOW

ENTER SELECTIONS FOR ABClPC2 PFACTOR

(0 IF NOT USED). FORMAT IS (e1x5,3F10)
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ENTER SHIFT FOR. TIME AixIS9 UJ IF NOT NEEDED

EN1TER THE NUMBER OF CURVES FOR THIS PLOT

71

rjo

ENTER CELL NUMBER. FOR A - CURV-EI

DO YOu -WA7NT MEASURED DATA ON THIS PLOT7

NOW DESCRIBE THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF. THE =-LOT

DEFAULT SIZE is 6. u) IN P~'-(- 5. 0 IN (:''f

DEFAULT LAPELS ARE MINIMAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE AXES
DEFAULT SCALING USES MINE. AND MAXS. ENCOUNTERED 1IN THE DATA

ENTER 0) TO USE THESE DEFAULTS' I TO DESCRIBE PLOT FULLY

2-

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMNER TO FE PLOTTED-

ENTER 0 (.ZERO.. TO TERMINATE THIS RUN

YOQU HAVE 'SELECTED A ONE-D COMPONENT.

CURRENTL'Y ONLY* TIME PLOTS ARE AvAILASLE.

THE FOLLOWING COMPUTATIONS OR CONV.ERSIONS

MA:Y BE SELECTED

1=A * FACTOR

2= (A + B:') FACTOR

S ) *FACTOR

4='.A, + ci:' C2 + FACTOR

ENTER YOUR CHOICE

THE FOLLOWIZNG VARIPABLES ARE POSSIBLE SELECTIONS

FORAAN11D B

1'ARPOR FRACTION

-:=LIOULiD. DENSITY

4vAPRoF 'DENS ITY

5=L IGU ID TEMPERATURE

6=1./ýAPOR TEMPERATURE

7=LIS!UID VELOCITY
B=VAPOR VELOCITY

'?MIXTURE VELOCITY'

1 0=LWMUID FLOW

Ill.=VAPOR, FLOW

ENTER SELECTIONS FOR APBC1,C2PFACTOR

(0 IF NOT USED). FOpRMAT IS (2Ei-',3F1O)

'T 2P OP '1. 0. 9 1 .
ENTER SHIFT FOR TIME ARwISP U IF NOT NEEDED

ENTER THE NUMBER OF CURV/ES FOR THIS PLOT

&iP-IN.1,P MA:x.=5)

7 1
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0

NO0

ENTER CELL NUJMBER. FOR AR UY

rO YOU WANT MEASU-RED rARTr ON TI S PLOT`

NON4 D-ESCP::I E THE PHY'SICA:L CHPOEISISfF THE..FLOT~

DEFAUL T S=I ZE I S 3 IN 't4 E. '1.%A'IN W

DEFAULT LABFELS APIE MINIM-AL DEFSCRIPTIONS4- OP THýE rixEs

DEFARULT S=CALING- USES MIINE. AT1-4I MA-IAr . ENCOUNTERED, INl THE DARTA

ENTER Ul TO USZE THESFE DEFAU1-LTSe TO D'ESC:PI FE PLOT FUILLf

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMBER ro E.E FLOTTED-

ENTER. Q 'ZERO'- TO TERvMINA4TE THIS P klN-

ifOU HAi.'~E SEL-ECTED, T'-E i'ES-SFE L

ENTER FOP TINE PLO0T S

ENTER FO3P AixIAýL PLOTS

ENTER 3FOP RA9DIAL PLOTS

YOU HA' (.'E SELEC-TED AN Ax ZAIL PLOT.

THE FOLLOWING CALC-ULATIONS4 OR ONESIO.NS APE

1Ar * FAiCTOR

A+ El * =ACTOR

- F'. * FACTOR

4=. + +i: * c r4FATOR -

ENTER Y(OUR CHOICE

ENTER THE N-UNFEP OF CU-R.''ES FOP THIS PLOT.

THE FOLLOWING .''APIABLES AP.E POSSIBLE SELECTIONS -j

FOR. A OR. B F

I

l=IW.LIID FRACTION

2=/APOR FRACTI IO 1N

3=ENTRAITNED LIEIUID FRACTION

4=LIL-iUID FLOW (CONTINUITY--

5=Y~apO FLOW tCONTINUITI')

6=ENTRF4INED FLOW :COMT I NUIIT)'

?7LIV.UID FLOW tlHOMENTUM'-

S-YAPOR. FLOW (MOMENTUMl'

9=ENTRAINED FLOW (MOMENTUM'

I rJ=FRESSURE
1 1LIOULID- TEMPERATURE
12'..'AOP TEMPERATURE

13=LxIWUIE' DENSITY

14=.'A-R-bp DENSIT-r

1 5=MiSML '. I S.'

I1EDHASHkQ- (. r3)

1 F=GAMA (Ixps)
193=HASCL ('I 7

I9z:<S:CVx I

21 G :k E (. I T:'

ic2=SZE.NT i.1 9 ).

-:-SENT k.II Y.-'

24=IrsI iz 9 .:
S5=NTC-L J:~<N

-MOE 'S.J:''

2£7=por' TEMPERA TURE
:t~ULWVUItD CROSSFLOW. 'CONTINUIITY:'

31= APORCROSFLON'CONTINUITY')

3:=ENTRA I NED CR:OS=SFLOW 'OTNIY

7:=HTC:L= '.3J N')

-,:= L V '.5! N-'

.:TST R (1I,3J, N'
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ENTER SELECTIONS FOP APB!,ClC2,FACTOR

--UIF NOT USED FORMAT IS (a:I5.3-__Fl10)

ENTER FIRST AND LAST AXIAL NODE NOS. '2S15.

ENTER CHANNELS ROD OR GAP NUMBER FOR A4 -CLIRVE

ENTER THE TIME INTERVAL 'SECONDs".'

AT WHICH TO PRODUCE PLOTS

DO- YOU WANT MEASURED DATA ONTHIS PLOT
1

NO4cw DESCRIBE THt PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLOT

DEFAULT SIZE IS 6. A IN (X) Br 5 I t) IN y

DEFAULT LABELS ARE MINIMAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE AXES

DEFAULT SCALING USES MINS. AND MA XS. ENCOUNTERED IN THE DATA

ENTER II TO USE THESE DEFAULTS,.. 1 ITa DE SCR. IBE PLOT FULLY'

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMBER TO SE PLOTTED

ENTER 0l (ZERO') TO TER.MINAiTE THIS. RUN

'fOU HAVE SELECTED THE VESSEL

ENTER 1 FOR TIME PLOTS

ENTER. e FOR A .XIA. L PL .OTS

ENTER 3 FOR RAIDIAL PLOTS

YOU HAV.,E SELECTED A RADIAL PLOT OF ROD TEMPERATURE

THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS OR CONVERSIONS. ARE

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

1AR * FACTOR

2=(AR + cl) * c2 + FACTOR

ENTER 'Y'OUR CHOICE

ENTER 0 IF NORMAL RODS IF SLAB ROD

ENTER C1,C2 AND FACTOR (0 IF NOT USED)

FORMAT IS (3BF10)
S0'0. p1.

ENTER THE NUMBER OF CURVES FOR THIS PLOT.

(M IN. 1!- MAX. =5)

ENTER POD NUMBER -CURVE

ENTER AXIAL ELEVATION (INCHES)

t 50. p
ENTER ROD NUMBER - CURVE 2
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ENTER AxIAL ELEVATION '.INCHESý

StNTEP THE T:ME INTERVAL £C~'

AT WHICH TO F'RODUCE PLOTS.--

DO *fOU WANT MEASURED DATAo ON THIS FLOT' . ..

NOW DESCRIPE THE FHYSICAL CACTISCSOF THE PLOT

DEFAULT..SIZE IS IU N--- siry 5.."1 IN(

D:EFAU-L.T LAPBELS ARE MINIMA' DECR.IPTIONS OF THE A 'ES

-DEFAULLT SCAILING USJES M-I.N. AND NA :S. ENCOU-NTERED IN THE D'ATA

ENTER Ul TO US1-E THESE D-EFAUILTS! 1 TO t'ES'RIEE PLOT FU-LL,

EN.-TER-, SIZE S xI ZE'v I.N! x:MA:<! fMIN~ -M'9

WHERE <SIZE IS LENGTH OF ,< ('HORIZONTRAL A I S
YSI ZE IS LENGTH OFr ('VER.TICAL)- ArXIS

- <IN AND (tIN ARE MINIMUJM DATA V.,ALUES

M tA -. AND.A ARE MA:<ýI MUQM DATAO VAL uESE

FORMAT IS (6FCO~
5. 9.0,5. 0,pOC.,S5.,pC0. p 1000.!9

ENTER THE NUMPER OF LABELS (A:<ýIAL LAPELS! TITLES!- ETC.)'

MRx IlIUM IS1

FOR EACH LAPEL! ENTER :<L.YL 'IN INCHES-ON, THE PLOT'
SIZE (INCHES HI'HL!9 ROTAFT ION 'IN DEG,) . AND THE LAPEL

FORMAT I S (4FI0!ý4A 1 0
LAPEL1

1. 9! -1.10 . 11:1 F.I THISE IS THE XAXcIS LAPIEL.

LAPEL 2 - . .

-1. a. R i. !. 11.19 iU THIS3 IS THE YAx IS LAPVEL

ENTER THE COMPONENT NUMPER TO PE PLOTTED

ENTER 0 (ZERO) TO TERMINATE THIS RUIN

STOP FTN

LTSS TIME 1.t3SECONDS
CPU 418- I'= 190u MEM 861

ALL DONE
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mg3

HIELLO THER.E.,-GrxAFI)( IS. AT IOUR SERk' I CE -

-THE DATA FILE WAS LAST, WRITTEN ON 82/08/26. 08: 01:34.
THE FILE CONTAINS 19 Dumps FOR 10 COMPONENTS
THE COMPONENTS ARE:

NO. TYPE TIME FIRST DATA WAS SAVED

1 B REAK 15. 017&,
2 PIPE 0 0JO0 1

IF YOU' WISH TO ENTER OPTIONS INTERACTIVELY

ENTER LI (ZERO). IF YOU WANT TO UIsE INTERACTIVE

DATA SAVED FROM AN EARLIER RUN (.TAPE3) ENTER 1

STOP FTN

GULTSS TIME 1.904 SECONDs
CPU= .254 I/O= 1.077 MEM= .573

LLDONE -

When ru n n ing GRAFIX interactively., a -file' named TAPE3 -is cre6ated whic'h

contains a, log'-of..-the users input ýresponses. Th is" file cdan be saved -and used

later in ýthe "batch"1 mode -(as shown 'above) to r'ecreate the samgrai"qiphic's

output. ýGRAFIX -is .;extremely. easy to use." It -prompts the :user for all1 data
needed, and the. proper :input for 'a given 'option' -is', in ge~nerail, self-ev'ident.

2.6.1 Measured Da ta-- File6

If measured 'data is to be included in the GRAF IX-g e ne rated plots, the

user must prepare a file prior to running GRAFIX.. This file must have a 5-
character alphanumeric name .and it must be available for GRAFIX to read while
the program is being executed. The required format for a measured data file

is shown below.
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Record 1

Columns Variable Description

1-5 NPTS The numbear of points of ýmeas'ured data in the file6. (A point

consi:sts of twos~values; time and data-value, or-location and data

value.)

Record 2, 3,

Columns Variable Description

1-10, XM(I The x-coordinate ~in data units, (not inches),

21-30, for point I (e.g., time or axial distance)
41-50,
61-70,
11-20, YM(I The y-coordinate in data units, (not inches),

31-30, for point I (e.g., pressure or rod temperature)

51-60,

71-80

There must be four (4) pairs of measured data per record to give. a total of

NPTS points. (The last record may have fewer than four points, however, if

NPTS is not an even multiple of four.)

There is no limit to the number of plots that can be produced during any

GRAF IX, sesson Nor :i s there, anyý 'res tri.cti on, on the order' i n: which -the pl ots

are. produced;, axial ,profile. plots -can-be freely inter~spersed:-with plots ;of,.

variable versus; time: or,, ra~dial profile plots.; It should be .noted 'that for
each, axi~al or radial, profile .plot re~quested, many actual -plots may. ýbe

produced, since these-are produced at-specified time intervals.ý

For each plot, the size of the plot, the label information, -and-.the

coordinates to be plotted. for the curves are written to logical unit 2
(TAPE2). This data. is then sent to a. mini -computer and -plots, are, produced by
a program (NEWPLOT) that reads TAPE2,and interprets the input for a CALCOMP
plotte'r.'
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3.0 USER'S GUIDE_ TO C OBRA/TRAC

This eto is intended to aid the use r in learning- to, set up the input

model for COBRA/TRAC. There are *three basic tasks the' user must perform:

1) setting up the geometry data-,.to describe' the system, 2) specifying the

fluid conditions and forcing functions to define the state of the system, and

3) running the code and interpreti'ng thie o'utp ut'.

The fli.rst two tasks are covered in Sections 3.1 thýrough 3'.5.,LTh input

for the VESSE .L component is discussed .i .n det .a .il- in Secti on's 3.1 th~rough 3.4.

Section 3.1 covers- the, VESSEL' geo ,m etry input da ta, Section 3. 12 the inpu t Ifor

the conductio moe0 eto . th bundary and inta con di tion o h

VESSEL component, and Section 3.4 the various output optos The input

required for the one-dimensional components Is' discussed in Section 3.5. The

information pre .sented in the'se' subsection s .i s i _ntended to expla .in, a Impl ify and

cl1ari fy the. line-by-li1ne inp~ut for the components', as litdi Scin2

The third task involves such endeavors as calculating the steady-state.

initial conditions for the system, using the dump/restart feature to run the

cal'cuia tioin- inh A serie s of steps, and r-unining the gra~phics postprocesso'r

prga t nepret te calculational 'results. Sections . through 3.8 are

devotied to" exp~lai ni ng procedure~s'for usifng these capabilities.

'3.1 C0B'RA/TRAC' VESSEL-COMPONENT GEOMETR .Y MODEL

The VESSEL component can be u~sed to model. flow in almost any vertical,.

one-, two- or three-dimensional component. The exceptions are components such

as pumps or pressurizers that have special boundary conditions not included in

the VESSEL module. (These components can be modeled with one-dimensional PUMP

or PRIZER components.) In addition,.the problem must be amenable to solution

by the semi-implicit numerical algorithm used in the VESSEL component.

All geometries modeled using a VESSEL component are represented as a

matrix of Eulerian mesh cells. The number of mesh cells used depe nds on the

degree of detail required to resolve the flow field, the phenomena being

modeled, and practical restrictions such as computing costs and core storage

limitations. In two-phase flow, the mesh cell should be large compared to the
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characteristic size of the two-phase flow pattern. For example, the mesh cell

size should be large relative to the bubble size so that the averaged
quantities (bubble size,.drag, etc.) used in the calculation will be valid.
In slug o~r film flow, the. me~sh cell1 size should be on the order-of the
hydraulic d~iamete~r or l~arger since the phys'ical models for these flow regimes
are based on the physic al dimensions of the flow path.

The equations for the f low field.-in the VESSEL are solved using a.
staggered difference scheme on the Eulerian mesh. The velocities are obtained

at mesh cell faces, and the state variables (e.g., pressure, densi~ty, enthalpy

and phasic v ol1ume, fractions) are obtained-at the cell center. The mesh cellI.
is characterized by, cross- secti onal area A, height, AX,. and the width of the
connecti~ons to adjacent mesh cells, S. The basic mesh. cell is shown in
Figure-3.1. This cell is the control volume for the scalar continuity and
energy equations. The momentum equations are solved on a staggered mesh with
the momentum, cell centered on, the. scalar-cell, face. The momentum cell for
vertical velocities is shown in Figure 3.2, and that for transverse velocities

in-Figure 3.3.

The vessel input has been constriucted to all1ow. the user a great deal of
flexibility in defining the mesh for, the irregular geometries typical of

reactor vessel internals. The mesh cells are defined by input in- terms o ,f
channels. A channel is simply a vertical stack of mesh cells, as illustrated
in Figure 3.4. A channel may represent, a. subchannel between four fuellrods, a
lumped region of the core, a segment of :the 'downcomter,oraythrvtil

flow path aprpit~othe -geome~try ben 'modele~d.
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FIGURE 3.1 Basic Mesh Cell
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FIGURE 3.2 Mesh Cell for Vertical Velocities
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FIGURE 3.3. Mesh cell for.Transverse Velocities
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FIGURE 3.4. Basic VESSEL Component Channel
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Boundary data for each channel are stored in phantom nodes at its top and

bottom. Between these two phantom nodes are NDX nodes that actually enter

into the calculation. Node J = 1 contains bounidary co'n'ditioýns for, the bottom

of the channel, and node J = NDX + 2 contai-ns boundary conditionsý for the 'top,

of the channel. Boundaries between mesh cell-s are identified,-in Figure 3.4

wi th the- lower case j and ref er. to the l ocation. .of .-the momentum- .Cell -.center-;-

where velocities are obtained. The velocity ,corre~sponding to j 1' 1 is' at the

top of the continuity mesh cell corresponding to J = 1.

Nominal flow area and wetted perimeter are specified for each channel by

input. Each mesh cell within the channel is assumed to have the nominal

geometry unless the user specifies a variation for area or wetted perimeter.

The mesh for a particul-ar region of the vessel is developed by placing a

sufficient number ,of channels in the 'region to model the geometry and the

important flow phenomena of the region.ý Transverse connections are specified

between th chanes onoplete. th _utidimensional' mesh for the'region.

These transverse connec nýtion 'are referred to as gaps. Gaps are defined by the

width of .the.fl ow, path.. between 'th'e ',ýtwo- channel s and the di stance between the

channel centers. The width of the gap,,between channels is assumed to be

uniform-,along the total length of the channels unless an axial variation of

the gap is specified. The centroid distance is always equal to wthe nominal

value for the gap;- no, variati~on"is allo6we-d".,'-"*',.ý.-

Exampl es. of reactor vessel regions formed by spec'ifyn canels and

interchannel connections (gaps) are shown in Figure 3.75. A UHI-equipped PWR

is used in these examples for illustrative purposesý`:. The corel regi~on, shown

in Figure 3.5a,, is modeled with. square channels co 4n~nected on' a: rectangul ar

grid. The rectangular grid is'appropriate- for this regi -on si nce the fuel rods

are arranged in a..rectangular ar~ray. .,Only -nine-'channeils' are 'used in this case

to model the cor Ie. -Any number. of-ý channels.1 ca In -b .e used,. tlomo~del a region, from

a single channel (one-dimiensional). representation up `to as-'many channels as

computer storage will allow. The, appr-opri ate number. -for any given problem

depends on the nature of the `problemt-and- the degree of detail the flow

phenomena require.
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FIGURE 3.5(a). Core Region



The downcomer region, shown in Figure 3.5b, is modeled with a two-

dimensional mesh in an annular ring of eight channels. The core bypass region

,is modeled similarly, as shown in Figure 3.5c. The mesh for the lower plenum,

* shown i n Fi gure 3.5d, ill1ustrates the use of tevariati~ons. 'in "channel -fl~ow

area and gap width to model the curvature of-the`.bottom 'of the:,pressure

vessel. The model consists of nine channel s"*Wi th -axially -varying mesh cell1s.

The mesh for the upper plenum of a UHI-plant., s~hown in FTigure 3.5e,

consists of nine large channels modeling the open flow- area Iof .the' pl enuOm and

eighteen smaller channels modeling the flow in guide tubes and support
columns. This demonstrates the combination of the three-dimensional mesh with

a local mesh to model important flow paths that are smaller .than the regular
mesh. A rectangular mesh similar to that used in the core region is used to

represent the open fl~ow area in the upper plenum. Two smaller channels within

Zeach of the rectangular channels model the flow paths through the support

clmsand. gu ide .tubes-withiin, the "regin :Flow paths between guide tubes and
_;the open pl~enum are modeled by transverse connections between- the guide tube

an d upper plenum' channels, . The support:co-lumns are modeled as. isolated

channels with no-:tr~ansverse I -connections to -the c'hannels 'of t1he- upper plenum.

The upper head regin son- in Figure 3.5f, is modeled i1n the same way

..as the upper plenum except,,that only guide tube channels are ,specified within

the channel. In add ition, small channels are ý.specifield in fou'r of the outer

--channel s--'to represent the-jet-formed by flow from the. four. UHI. i.njection

nozzles. The curved top of the upper plenum :ýca'n-;be ý:modeled by channel area

variation.s in the same way as for the lowerplnm

The meshs developed for each region of the v~esse I a re connected to form a

comlee odl fr-herector vessel. Alregions composed of channels of

the same vertical length and beginning at the- same level inA~h the vessel are

grouped together and-.referred to as a -section.', For exaeýmple-, the core, core

bypass region,''and do'wn-comer all o0_c cupy% th e` 's"a'me le vel1, so .the channels

modeling them form one section of the vessel. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.6. If small leakage flow paths exist between any two regions within

a section, such as between the downcomer and core bypass region, these leakage

paths can be modeled by specifying transverse connections between channels in
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FIGURE 3.5(d). Lower Plenum Region
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FIGURE 3.6. FIGRE .6. Core Section (Composed of Core Region, Core Bypass Region, and Downcomer Region)



the two regions. Other sections of the vessel are formed in the same way.

The upper plenum and upper part of the downcomer form a section, as do the top

of the downcomer and the lower portion of the upper head.

When all sections of the vessel have been: defi~ned`, t;he, setons are
joined together to form the complete vessel m~esh* by specifying- connections to
the channels in adjacent sections at the ,top,'.and bottom, of ea''ch cannel. Th'is.,,
is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Theý ability'-,to connect one:,or-more cha n n~els to.

the top or bottom of a channel is referred to as cha~nnel1-splýýitting. E;a~ch

channel and gap in the problem is assigned a unique identification number by

the input, and these channel numbers a~re used to identify the connections at

the top and bottom of each channel . Co nnections are not specified for

channels without a physical flow path at the inlet or outlet.-,~The upper

pl enum and upper head, for example, are separated by a solid plate penetrated

,only by the guide- tubes and support, columns, so the channels in the open

r .egio .n'of ' 'the plenmd not-connect to 'Channels in the open region of the

uipper ..head. S-imil1:a rly, -the. top "of the channels in the upper head and the

bottom's of ýthose in ,.the-I lower. plenum model the solid structure of the

vesl..Boundar cnions on th nsof channels that do not connect to
channels ina daetscinAre' speci fied by input.

Transverse concin bewenchannels. are_ not. .speci fied unless a
physical flow path exists between the regiogns represented, by. the channels.

This is very useful- i.n .model ing the*. compl ex .ves~sel "'geometry bu~t.also makes it

possible to model. more than, ,onie"ve rt ical component wi th a si ngle VESSEL. One
group of channels can represent the reactor vessel, and another group,
unconnected to the first, can model part or all .of .some. other vertical

component of the system such- as a steam generator.

Fuel rod simulators, nuclear fuel rods and the solid struct .ures within
the vessel component can be modeled using the rod, and unheated conductor

model. Heat, transfer through solid structures -.thermal, storage,ý during a

transient, and quenching of a,.hot dry surface ,can'tbe callculat ,ed' by the

conduction model for the vessel component. The 'user has agI great deal of

flexibility in modeling the geometries of the solid 'structures: in the

system. They can be renresented~as cylindr~ical rods, holl .ow. tubes or flat
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walls composed of any number of different materials.with specified thermal
properties.

To summarize, the basic building block for the vessel -mesh' is the"
channel; that i s, a vertical stack of single mesh cellI s'. Several channel s can
be connected Fto'gether bygaps to model a region ,of the reaictor vessel.
Regions that. occupy. the. same l evel form a section of the 'vessel . Vessel
sectionjs .ý'a~r~e connected: axially to complete the vessel mesh by specifying
channel connhectiodns between sections. Heat transfer surfaces and solid
structu .res that i nteractý si gni f icantly with the fl ui-d can ~be: model ed wi th rods
and" uheated con-ductors.

The logic for setting up the'vessel mesh was demonstrated-with the

example of a UHI-equipped PýWR. Because of the. g'eneral.i ty of theý m'esh
description, -the capd6Ab1iity.: of the code extends beyond that Of modeling UHI
plant's'. The geom etry of othe r types of PWR s as well-as BWRs can-be modeled as

reaily Svrleapes of ýsystems that have been modeled using the vessel

comppnent;a're- givyen in ;-Vol ume 4 of this manual, COBRA/TRAC*'Development
Assssen ad .Data'CComparisons.

'While this method Ifor deiigtevse ehi eyvratile, it also

p1 aces-a burden on the user.. The channel geometries and inter'channel-
conniectio,ns must be spec ifited by input in'some detail. The user must
understand the modeling process and conventions. An :the VESSEL component well
enought o define correctly- ýthe input for..his..probl~em.. ..The. vessel 'input will
be easie6r to,,foll:ow if ,thie 'user-first organizes the system-he wishes to model
with, the, VESSEL-. component: into channels, gaps, sections and-heat transfer
surfaces, -as i11lu strrat~ed for the UHI vesselý. A detail1ed. di agram of" the~system
is ani indispensable aid' In this process.

The VESSEL, component input is divided into groups,"Oeach of which fulfills
some logical rqirement of the vessel nu tem h emtyo h

VESSEL mesh,,i:s specified i~n groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and..7; group 2 desc ribe's- the
channels, group 3 the gaps and group 4 the s~ections. Groups.5, 6 and 7 are
optional and can be used to specify axial variations in. the geomdtry and local
form drag loss coefficients.
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3.1.1 Group 2: Channel Input Data

The input for group 2 tells, the-code how many channels the.VESSEL

component comprise s and describes the nominal geometry of each channel.. Each

channel is uniquely identified by an index number 1, floQw area AN(I),, and

wetted perimeter PW(I) , suppl ied on card., VESSEL2.,2. The channel.

identification numbers are compl etely arbitrary, and although it is usual~ly

most convenient to n umbe r the~m sequentially, the user is not requi red to .d o

so. The only constraint on channel numbers. is that. they .must, be unique., The

total number-of channels input wi~th ca~rd VESSEL2.2-must be NC.HANL,- the value

of which is specified on card VESSEL2.1.

The, variables ABOT, and ATOP are -provi~ded as optional i-nput. to -model. the,

area at the top and bottom of, the channel for the momentum equation

solution. -,ABOT andATOP default to the nominal flow area, AN(I), and in most

cases .thi s will be. sufficient. But-when section boundaries7 are located-at

orif~ice plates,- flow, distribution plates or other- si-jdden.- changes -in ýthe--

geometry of the system, ABOT and ATOP ,can be used to supply the correct area
at the bottom,.or. top. of, the channel for! the :momentum solution. Nonzero values
input for ABOT and ATOP replace the, nominal, channel area at those- locations.ý

If the vertical velocities for a channel can convect'transverse momentum
between s~ecti~ons,, the.,location of those. velocities must be specifiedz by the
user., The user~must real ize. that, there can- be no- defaults for, this: inputý,.
since the channel numbering and interchannel connections at section-boundaries
are. comple~tely arbitrary.,. If- this_-input is not provided,.- transverse: momentum
will accumul~ate in the affected cells. of channel, I at the section boundaries,!

causing. errors i n the pressure. solution. The number of -gaps, for which

channel.-I convects transverse momentum between sections is specified as the,.

v ariabl1e, NAMGAP.. on cardV.ESSEL2.2.

Teconnections for* vertical convection of transverse momentum across the

secti on boundary by- a gi ven channel 1 7 are speci fied on -"card VESSEL2.3. The'

connections are defined by the node'number (INODE(I,N)) of the vertical

vel ocity convecting momentum, and the index numbers of the gaps, above-and

below, the section boundary, whose momentum is convected. (The,-node numbering

convention used in the VESSEL component of COBRA/TRAC is illustrated in
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Figure 3.8.) The centers of the scalar mesh. cell~s are,-identified byJ=1
etc., and the centers of the momentum cells a-re'"identified by j 1 1, e ,tc).
The node number INODE(1,N) willb I fo r the channel velocifty at the bottom
boundary of the' section,- or NONODE+1 for the "channel velocity at the top of
the section. KGAPB(I,N) is the gap number on the lower side of the section
boundary, and KGAPA(i,N) is the' "gap number on the upper'side of the section
boundary.. If -flow is. positi.ve, ýthe ve~rti cal v elocity of ýchan .nel -I convects
.transverse .mo'mený-tum ýfrom K'GAP'B 'to KGAPA. 'If the-flow re'vierses,'momentum is
convected from KGAPA to KGAPB. This' input is fairly obvious for, ca Ises where
there is a gap both above and below' the section boundary. But even "If one or
the other is nonexistent this input must be 'provided, to tell the code how to
dissipate transverse momentum that'is transported out of a gap ýacr~oss a
section boundary. If there is a gap below, but: nogap -abbve- the section
boundary,.KGAPA is entered as zero, and momentum convected out of KGAPB is.

considered -dissipated. Similarly, 'if there is a gap ýabo've,% but no gap below,,
KGAPB is entered- as zero.' ýReverse flow convects momentum out of KGAPA, which
is considered dissipated. The area through which momentum is convected is
calculated in the code as. the minimum: of SkLk'/2' .for KGAPA and KGAPB, and the
flow area of channel I. A channel can convect transverse mome-ntu'm to orý from
several., gaps at the top- ,and/or. bottom of the -section'..

'In defining, the input for card!VESSEL2.3,' the user 'mu~st understand how
the momentum equation is solved at sectio'n boundaries, to determine if the'
vertical velocity will be solved in channel I at that section' boundary.' It
does not do any good to 'specify the NAMGAP con ne'ctions for' chan'nel s th at' are
not' solved 'at the section boundary, 'and conversely, they miust be specified for
those that'are. Regardless of-the geometry be'ing modeled, there ar e ;three
basic patterns for channel splitting connection~s. These ýare:: 1)one 'channel
below connected to one channel above, 2) one channel be~lo'w'connec Ited ito ma ,ny
channels above, anjd.,3).multiple channels-below connectedito a single channel
above.. Figure 3.9 demonstrates these three patterns and shows the locations
of the momentum cells solved at the boundary.,-.

Transverse momentum convection input data is required only fort'hanne'l-s
where the momentum equation will-be solved at the ,section bou ndar y, and the
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velocities so obtained can convect transverse momentum from or to adjacent

gaps. The momentum equation is solved at the top of channel 1 for case (a) in

Figure 3.9 and is not solved at the, bottom of channel 2. The momentum

equation i s sol ved at the bottom'of Ichannel s 2, 3 and 4 i n case (b) , and at

the top of channels 1, 2 and 3 in case (c).

The possible channel and gap configurations at section boundaries are

outlined in Figure 3.10. The case where two channels below the section
boundary connect to two channels above the section boundary with no change in

the number of mesh cells between secti~ons is illustrated in Figure 3.10a. The

vertical momentum equation is solved in the top nodes of channels 1 and 2 to

obtain vertical velocities at the section boundary. The velocity of channel 1
.convects transverse- momentum from the left side-.of the transverse momentum
cell for gap 1 to the left side of the transvers~emomentum cell for gap 2.

Similarly, the velocity of channel 2 convects momentum from the right side of
the momentum cell for gap 1 to the right side of. the momentum cell for

gap 2. In this example, the input for card VESSEL2.3 would'be supplied for

both channel 1 and channel 2, with INODE(1,1) and INODE(2,1) equal to the

index number of the top node i'n'channels 1 and 2' KGAPB(1,1) and KGAPB(2,1)

equal to 1 and KGAPA(1,1-) and-K.GAPA(2,1) equal to"..2.. The luser might be

tempted to repeat this input 'for, channels' 3 and -4 .at .INODE.(I,1) = 1, but since

the vertical momentum equation-is not solved at node 1 in channels 3 and 4,

the redundant input is incorrect.

For the case shown in Figure 3.10b there is n'o gap on the top side of the

section boundary, so th e vertical velocities at the top of channels 1 and 2
convect momentum out of gap 1, but the momentum is, assumed to be dissipated

since there is no transverse momentum ce'll to receive it. In this case

KGAPB(1,1) and KGAPB(2,1) a-re,.set- to 1,.andAKG1APA(1,1) and KGAPA(2,1) are set

to 0.

If a gap exists both above and below the section boundary as in

Fi gure 3.l10a, but there is. a flo6w straightener (such as a core support plate)

at the section boundary, then the transverse momentum can be dissipated by

specifying two connections for each channel,,one for positive flow and-the

other for negative flow. Positive flow convects momentum from ga'p 1 and
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,dissipates,.it, so KGAPB(1,1) anOd KGAPB(2,1.) are specified as-i, -KGAPA(1,1), and

KGAPA(2,1) as 0. Negative. flow- convects momentum from. gap 2 ;and dissipates

it, so,.KGAPB(1,2),.and KGAPB(2,2) are specified as 0, and -KGAPA(1j2)- and.

KGAPA(2,2) as 2.

If momentum is convected: by -a vertical velocity from one 'gap on' on e' 'side'

of the -section boundary-to several-gaps -on the-ýother side,-(variable mesh),

then. transverse momentum convection connections must be-specified -for each

gap... The momentum taken from,. th~e. s~in~gle -gap. is apportioned .among,:the:

con~nec~ting gap s by the relative size of the ..areas ,through which.the momentum

,is convected.:

As part of the description ýof the physical geometry' of'the:'VESSEL, the

group -2 input data desc'ribes the channel connfections to rods and 'unheated

conductors for! heat transfer between, the flui~d and solid surfaces. Teinput

supplied-,on 'card VESSEL2.4 must be consistent With 'the- data fo .r'the rods .and

unheated ýconductors suppl~ied in group 8.- (See"' Section 3.2.)ý Al 1 rods' and
unheated 'conductors must be connected 'to at least one channel', but not all

channels need to be connected to ;a rod :or unheated con-du'ctor. NCHANR is the
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number of thermal connections between channels and rods or, unheated- conductors

(NCHANR < NCHANL). For a given channel 1, the LR(I,L) array contains the

index numbers of the rods that connect to channel I., The LS(I,L), array
contains the index numbers of the unheated conductors connected to'
channel I. If channel' I connectsý to the i nsi de surf ace' of a rod (or unheated

conductor)', the index number of'the rod (or u nheated condu'ctor).is specified
.as its -negati ve.6-iOnly-.-one channel can be conn ec Ited- to .the. inside bor ouitside

surf ace of a gi ven -rod or unheated conductor within a gi ven secti on.

3.1:.2 Group 3: Transverse Channel Connection-Data.,

-The input 'for group 3 describes the transverse*connections between

adjacent flow channels. These connections are referred to as gaps and reflect
.the original conception of a gap in subchannel analysis as the lateral flow
path between two fuel rods. In the COBRA/TRAC vessel model, the gap input
data define the control volume. for the transverse -momentum. equation-,. on_ either
a subchannel analysis basis or for a three-dimension ,Al analysfsis of the
transverse flow. The input for the gaps falls into five main categories--the
:geometry input describing the gap andý identiifyinig'its connecti ng channel s;' the
friction lo~ssýand form drag coefficients for 'flow through the 'gap; description
of the vertical ýýcon~necti ons between gaps across -,secti On boundari es; data
describing the optional three-dimensional layout of the gap; and sipecial input
to describe gaps, be~tween channels modeling large regions of the vessel.

rhe--geometryidata for- -each -gap ls'rsead -on card 'VESSEL3.2. Each gap ýIs
identi fi ed _by. .6 uni que number, '.K.' 'Gap I(c cnets charinel IK(K to chnelI

JK(K). By: !convention, IK(K is' the.C lwr-nmeed cannel ote pair KK
the higher nUmber'ed, 'and c'rossfl'ow from gap' IK(K) to' JK(K) isi de f ined" to be
positive. Flow the other way is negative. The nominal gap width'is specified
as GAPN(K), -and the. distance, between the centers of the- connecting channels is
LENGTH(K) These variables def ine the -width and length -of the transverse-
momentum mesh cell. The flow area between the connecting channels is-given by
the Product, of the gap w~idth,, and the -vertical length i-ncrement 'for the. mesh,
AX. ,(This flow area is computed in the code from the input data.) .The gap
width, GAPN(K), is equal to the total width for transverse flow-,between the'f
two adjacent regions modeled by. channels IK(K) and JK(K).
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Form and, wal~l. drag in gap. K is :speci f ied forthe transverse 11momentum

equations using..the pOarameters WRK and FVJALL(K) WKR(K is the form drag

l.oss. coefficient '(vel.ocity. head). and is specified bysthe user. The 'Value of

,WKR,(K), f or a gap dependsý on, the geometry -of the flo w path model ed by :the

gap. --A value_ of :0,.5; is typically used for flow acros.s one row of rods or

tubes.- For. lIumped- channel~s, thi sý,ýval ue i s mul ti~pl ied by the number'-of -rod

rows the gap momentum cel-l contains.

WallI f ricti on in the gap is ordinarily included* in the WKR parameter, but

for- gap's that 'are fo ,rmed b .y 'vessel 'wal'ls rather .than' r'o*d '.arrays (as in the

downcomer annul'us, for example): the pressu!r .e loss in' the gap is primarily a

friction loss rather than a form loss and should be modeled accordi ngly. Wall
f ri cti-on f actors .- in. a gap are, computed- internally in the. code .according to the
user-specified value of the FWALL(K) parameter. 'If FWALL(K is zero, "no Wall
friction is, calculated. If FWALL(K is set equal toO .5, a wall with a

surface area of AX*LENGTH(K). is Assumed (i.e.,: one side of the':control ývolume

is asolid wall-). :Aiwall surface-,area of 2f(AX*LENGTH(K))fil.fawllo

each side of the control volume), is assumed if FWALL(K is set equal to

1.10. Both a form loss and wall friction factor can be specified for a. gap, or

one.,,or the other can be set to zero, d~epending on the geometry of the

problem. Both can, be ýset to -zero if. the gap is in an open fluid region where

the fluid-fluid shear wi~thin the continuous phase adequately models the

transverse drag forces.'

The input required to des~cribe tr~ansverse c'onvection.,of vertical momentum

between gaps, ac'ross section boundaries. emp~loysý the same sort-,of reasoning as
dethinut "i n g ro up .2,to describe thevertical convect-ion of-tases

momentum across section boundarie~s. The, user. -must specify which transverse

gap velocities can trans Iport verti~cal momentum into or out of the channels

associated with gap K at the ,-top and bottom of the section. The transverse

velocity of gap IGAPB(K) (at -node NONODE+l in the section below) can convect

vertical momentum into or out of the bottom cell of-'the channels associated

with gap K. The transverse velocity o f IGAPA(K) (at node 2 in the section

above) can convect vertical momentum into or out of the top cell of the

channels associated with gap K.
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<'Tran'sverse convecti on :of verti cal -momentum at a ,secti on boundary i s

ill1ustrated. for a specific case in Flgure;3..11. -In this e xample, vertical

momentum is- convected 'between the two. vertical mesh cell~s -by the -transverse'

vel ocity of, gap 1 bel ow the secti on boundary , And by the transve~rse vel oci ty

of gap, 2. above -the, secti on- boundary.-, The i nput -for IGAPA(K)" 'identi~f ies the

gap-. in the ,-section above 'gap-K that convects. vertical ýmomentum between the

,vertical momentum mesh cells associated with the top of gap K; 'in1.the 'example

.shown in- Figure 3.,11,, IGAPA(1) 2. , IGAP$.(K), identifies, the, gap_ in the

section below gap K that convects vertical -momentum between,.the vertical

momentum mesh' c'ell1s associated with the, bottom, of.,gap KI. IGAPB(_2) =1in our

example.

The, remainder. of the input on-card-VESSEL3.2 is: requi red only for t he6

three.-d~ime-sional form. 'of the transverse momentum equation. If the subchann'el

formulation is desired for a particular problem' this -input is omitted.' It is

used to.-..def~ine consistent transverse flow-directions for the global coordinate
system, and to: set. up connecti-ons. for orthogonal transport of -momeintumn.

b.

GAP 2
C HANNEL3.- C CHA NNEL 4

VERTI CAL
'MOMENTUM
MESH CELLS

SECTION-
BOUNDARYý

GAPi1

FIGURE 3.11. Vertical Momentum Mesh Cell at.Section Boundary
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The normal crossflow sign convention is not always congruent with a
global coordinate system. The user can convert the local transverse flow sign
convention to an appropriate global 'system *by speci~fying the variable
FACTQR(K (the tenth variable on card VESSEL3.2) to:indi~cate the orientation

of gap K in the global coordinate system. Figure 3.12 gives two examples of
how FACTOR can be used.. 'Example (a) shows an annular channel arrangement

typically used in the.-downcorner.. The anlrfl ow channels are in effect two

dimensional, so it is, only necessary to define a t~ransverse direction that is

consistently positive. 'The normial convention for defining positive crossflow

results in crossflow',from channel 1. to 2, and froqm channel 1 to 4both being
positive. Assuming that the clockwise direction. is chos-en as positive' for the

global coordinate system, if flow from' IK(K.) ,to JK(K) is clockwise, then

FACTOR(K is set to 1.0. If flow from 'IK(K.) to JK (K) is counterclockwise, the

sign convention must be reverse~d by setting FACTOR(K) to -1.0. (Of course,

the user may choose counterclockwise as the positive direction, if he

wi s~hes. The important thing is to be consistent.)Y In. this. example.,.-FAC.TOR(2)

is: set to -1.0.

A three-dimensional channel array is shown in example (b) in

Figure 3.12. For this case, the values for FACTOR(K must correspond to the

actual orientation of the velocity vector in the gap on the global coordinate
system. The..arrows in the gaps indicate. the positive crossflow direction

defined by the normal convention. For gaps 1, 3,, '6-,and 7, this i s the same as
the gl ob~al - coordinates,-so FACTORfl), FACTOR(3), FACTOR(6) and FACTOR(7 are

10frthis case. But the positive flo-w -direction- in gaps 2,.4 and 5.is

exactly opposite of the global convention, so:FACTR(2),: FACTOR(4), and

FACTOR(5) must be specified as -1.0 to reverse the 'sign on the 11crossflow

velocity.

For the three-dimensional form of the transverse momentum equation, the

user must identify the gaps facing6 a giv e.n' ga p K. This in fo rmation is

required in the code to calculate the normal components ( pV2 A) of transverse

momentum. The arrays IGAP(K,N) and JGAP(K,N) on card VESSEL3.2 are used to

supply thi s data. The IGAP array holds the :identification numbers of up to

three gaps on the 1K (or lower-numbered channel) side of gap K, and the array
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JGAP holds the identification numbers of up to three gaps.. on ,,the, AK (or

higher-numbered channel) side of gap K. This is illustrated in Figur e 3.13.

In this example, gap 4 connects -channel--1 to channel 2, with the conventional
positive flow direction shown by the arrow. Gaps 1 and 3 face the IK side of
gap 4, and gaps 5 and 7 face' the JK'side. In the example, IGAP(4,1) = 1,

IGAP(4,2),= 3, JGAP(4,1) = 5, and JGAP(4,2) =7.

'Card VESSEL3 3 must be read for-each gap, following card YESSEL3.2. This

input is designed to model gaps between channels that model large regions in

the vessel. The nominal gap width, GAPN(K) (supplied on-card VESSEL3.2), is

the total width for crossflow between the two channels. The characteristic.

width for two-phase fl1ow through the gap,, however, is the distance between the

physical structures and not necessarily the total wi dth of the connection

between mesh cells. The parameter GMULT(K), input on card VESSEL3.3, is the

number of uniform spaces between structures in the region modeled by the

gap. The characteristic dimension- f or two-phas-e flow is g iven by!

S GAPN(K) (3.1)
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The dimension S' determines-the maximum bubble size that can pass between
structures. If GAPN(K) is the actual,,width available for flow, GMULT(K) is
one.

ETANR(K)., 'which is, al-so read on card VESSEL3,3,i is-the fraction of

transverse droplet flow de-entrain~ed -on. structures within the mesh cell. In a
reactor vetssel"or test section thetaIrr Iay. of rods in the core an'd-support
columns and guide tubes in the upper plenLin can contribute significantly to
de-entrai~nment, of 'drop~lets f rom the transverse component of tefl ow. The
correlation suggested by Dallman a~nd& Kirch neir for- the de-entrainment fraction
for flow across tube banks is recommended unless the user has an
experimentally determined value, for- hi s, pa~rti~cul~ar .,geometry. The de-
entrainment fraction, ETANR(K), f~or~agap modeling an array of tubes is

ETANR(K) =1-(1 - NR (3.2)

where =de-entrainment fraction of a single row of tubes
N = number of. rows of tubes.

-The de-entrainment f rac t ion- of a s ingl e. row. of .tubes is

TI = (3.3)
nR n, 1 (1 + 4.5

where TI1  0.19 for cylindrical tubes
=0.27 for square tubes

= pitch-to-diameter ratio, of, the array.

(Vol ume 1 of this manual contains a -compl ete di scu~ssi on of the model.
ETANR(K can be used to model the crossflow de-entrainment. rate for geometries-
other than tube banks and rod bundles,' but the user must determine the
a ppropriate value for each partic'ular application.

The final input l i nes fo.r .group. 3 (cards .VESSEL3.4, -and VESSEL3.5) are
required only for the three-dimensional form of the transverse momentum
equation. The total number, of gaps that convect orthogonal transverse
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momentum is specified as the NLMGAP parameter on card VESSEL3.4. The velocity

of the gap identified in KGAP1(N) convects tran'sverse momentum~ from KGAP3(N)

to KGAP2(N) if the velocity is positive and,,froni KGAP2(N) to KGAP3(N) if

negative. This is illustrated in Figure '3.14.- In this example the velocity

of gap 1 convects momentum from the left half of the ýmomentum mesh cell for

gap 4 to the left half for gap 2.,, The -velocity, of 'gap ý3 convects momentum
from the right'half of the cell for gap 4 -to -the right half of gap 2. (Gaps 2

and 4 also convect momentum from gap 1 to gap,2. In this example,

KGAP1(1) =1, KGAP2(1) = 2, KGAP3(1) 4 4, KGAP1(2) =3, KGAP2(2) = 2, and

KGAP3'(2) =4. (Al soKGAP1 (3) = 2, KGAP2(3) =3, KGAP3(3) =1, KGAP1(4) =4,

KGAP2 (4) =3,` 'and KGAP3,(4),=1)

,Examples of ~trans~verse flow connections typically encountered in the mesh

for a reactor vessel are shown in Figure 3.5. The gap between the local mesh

for a guide tube and the surrounding global mesh cell, as shown in Figure 3.5e

is a.;special case .and merits some additional di~scussion. .Such relatively

small meshes are used to obtain local detail of important flow- paths while

still- maintaining the larger, more economical global mesh size. Local meshes

withi'n a relatively larger global mesh 'represent a compromise in-that some of
the -local details of the flow and some of ýthe accuracy (-relative to that
obtainable with a global mesh size on the order of theý local 2mesh) is lost.
But in,, most lcases a global, mesh lsmall1 enough to resolve flow.,detalls is
prohibitive in both computation time and, storage,,requ~irements. -A reasonable

prediction of local, flow phenomena can be achieved using the large global m esh
with a local mesh specified within it.,

In general, the convection of transverse momentum by transverse

velocities in the gap ýbetween the local and-global mesh cells is neglected.!

The transverse flow between the local mesh and global-mesh is assumed to be

axi symmetric.. The.;shape of, the tran~sverse momentum mesh cell. is idealized and

requires the user's judgement, in sel ecting. val ues for the gap width and

length. The gap width should be chosen such that the product of the gap width

And the vertical mesh length increment is equal to' the physical area for the
flow path between thie 'local and global mesh cells. The shape of the momentum

mesh cell is assumed'reictangular and its~length should be chosen to' give a.
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physicallTy, meaningful time constant -for -accelerating flow -through -the gap.

distance equal to the diameter of the local meshA is recommended for the
centroid distance (LENGTH (0).

IA

the local mesh may represent several flow paths that have been lumped
together. The local mesh for a guide tube, for example,-represents the
several guide tubes occupying theregion of the upper' penum modeled by the
global mesh cell. In such cases the gap width should be the sum for all the
guide tubesýý,-and the centroid length should be the-diameter of a- single guide
tube,, wi th the fl1ow -area- and, wetted- perimeter :of- the, l1ocal: mesh-channel equal
to the sum..iof all the guide tubes.-

Local meshes that-represent the paths of fluid jets should have geometry
values that represent the l eng~th scales 'of the jet.

Setting up the gap geometry data is. r~elatively, simple. even for peculiar
geometries if the us~er. bears in -mi nd,,that GAPN_(K) and.LENGTH(K), def ine the
transverse control volume for the gap. The size, and,,shape of this control
volume should bear some logical resemblance to the physical structure being
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modeled, Within the constraints of the noding philosophy used in the code.

The control, volume isý impo'rtant not only for defining the location and

magnitude of the transverse 'flow, but 'also for determining vertical transport

of transverse momentum through the top and bottom surfaces of the control

vol ume I. Both aspects of ,the momentum solution" m'ust be conside'red in defining

the gap width and ce'ntroid'length.

3.1.3, Group 4: Section Data

The input data for group 4-describes -the vertical channel connections

between secti ons and def ines -the rebal anci ng and .simul taneous ,sol ution group

opti~ons. The input data describi~ng each section is read on card VESSEL4.2.,

it consists of the section number (ISEC), the num~ber of~ channels .(ICHN) in the

section, the number of vertical nodes (NONODE) in the, section and the vert~ical

node length (DXS) in the section. The section. boundaries are uniform at a

given vertical level, so all channels within a .sec~tion have the same total

length. The vertical node length DXS. in a, sect~i~on def ines...the. len gth,, of b oth.

the continuity' and momentum control volumes. DXS is constant within a.

section, so the total vertical height of a section is DXS*NONODE., DXS can

vary'betwee'n sections, and each section, may have one or many vertical nodes.

The o nly constraint on the DXS., val ues chosen for differen't sec~t~ions, is that

the change in DXS between adjacent s~ections should not be greater than a.

factor of two.

The vertical conne~ctions- for -each. -channel- in a ýsection, are specified by

t he input for. card.VESSEL4.3:with the identification-numbers of the' channels:

it connects to in .t~h~e section, above-and the section b~elow.. A Channel ma'y

connect to up to six channels in the section above and-six ch~annels'in the

section below. The arrayKCHANA contains the index numbers of channels

connected to the top of the channel, and, KCHANB. contains the index numbers of

channels connected to the bottom.. If a cha~nnel does not have..a connection.

above or below, KCHANA or KCHANB is specified with the channel's~own.

identification number. The code wil I not accept a channel. with only zeros in

the KCHANA or KCHANB arrays.

There are three basic patterns possible for vertical connections between

channels: a) one channel below connected to one channel above, b) one channel
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below connected to many channels above, and, c) multiple, channels below,

connecting to a. single channel above.. The .momentum equation for the vertical

velocity at the section boundary is, solved at-the top node.o~f the bottom...
channel for case (a), in the bottom node of each of, the, upper,,chann~els, in case

(b), and in the top node of each of..the lIower channels in case (c). The

momentum mesh cells at the section boundary for these-three cases..are shown in

Figure 3.15. Velocities are sol ved.- for. in .the. -momentum -cellIs -at-the top of

channel 1 for case (a), at the bottom of channels*2, 3 and'-4-for -case (b) and

at the top of channels 1,) 2 ýand .3 for case (c).

.Velocities at the momentum cell faces, whichare used to clalc~ulate the

momentum flux terms, are obtained by averaging the' velocities at the ,cel.l

centers' of adjacent momentum-cells. At section boundaries where the

connections are like those shown in cases (a) and c in Figure..3.15, the

veloci -tyý at the top face o f the mom'en'tu-m cellI is o .btained by averaging the

velocities *at the centers of the momentum mesh cells on the boundary with the

'velocity at the center of the first momentum mesh cell in the channel above.

For case (a), the viel oc ity of cha'nnel, 2, node 2, is averaged, wi th the velocity

calc ulated in channe 1. at the boundary. ýFor case (c)' the velocity of channel

4', node 2, is averaged w~ith~ thevel oci ties calculated in ch 'annels 1, 2 -and .3
at; the boundary. For' case'(b) the velocity c'al'cul1a ted in the_ las~t cell of

channel 1 is averaged with 'veloc'itie~s 'calculated i~n c'hannels 2, 3 and 4 at the

boundary. A channel with multiple connections to both the bottom and top must

contai~n: at l east: two. mesh %cellIs.- If the channel 'had only one' cell;,ý the code

woul dnot be.. abl1e-toidetermi~ne. whi ch,'vel oci ti es, to ýuse ýw hienobtaining average

velocities at the cell- face for momentum cells at the -'bottom of the, channel ;or

at the top. of the. channel.

Fig'ure 3.'16 shows two sample's of channel connections that are not

permitted by the channel splitting logic in the code. 'These examples are

given because they represent twoof the easiest 'mistakes to make in setting up

the channel-splitting input. The user shou-ld bear in mi'nd that any other

connections he might think of that arelnot in one of the patterns shown in

Figure 3.15 will not work either. In (a) in Figure 3.16, the channels below

overlap in,.their connections to:.the channels above.' Trying-to- draw the
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momentum, control voume, at-the inlet bound~ary. to".channel 4 is the simplest' way

to see 'why. that conf igurati~on is .not: all1owed." (The m'irror image. of this

configuration, i .e. , with 'channels above o~verl'appin~g channels. bel ow, i s not
permitted either,,for-the same reasons.) A correct, way to connect the

.channels in this example is also shown in Figure 3.16. Example (b) in

Figure 3.16 shows a channel with multiple connections .above and below. The
only thing wrong with this configuration is that channel 3 is only one cell
long. It can be corrected by giving9 the section containing channel 3 one more
node.

The logic in the code's input subroutine contains 'some error checks on

the channel vertical connections, primarily to determine consistency but also

to check for the erroneous one-node section pattern illustrated Iin part (b) of

Figure 3.16. Appropriate error messages are printed if inconsistent

connections above and below are detected. There is no possible generalized

check, however, for the most common error in channel splitting input, i.e.,
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connecting the wrong channels in a logicallycorrect pattern. The only

defense against this is for, the user-to have a clear pi~cture, of, the channel,

connection pattern for his probl em to check against.,the outpupt data COBRA/TRAC

provides.

The ýrem~ainder of the input in card. group 4 specifies 'the numerical

sol uti on, -procedure to be'used f orý solvi'ng' the line'arize'd con'ti nui ty 'a nd energy

equations. -.The equations may be solved' by 4 direct' inver-sion~of' the system

pressure matrix or. a-combination of direct invers'ion 'and i te ra-tion. In the'

combi nati on sol uti on,,- the pressure matrix forý groups of cells 1s solv'e'd' by

direct inversion while the pressure in'cells surrounding each, "group i s held'

constant..- A Gauss-Siedel iteration is then performed over the.,groups of cells

to obtain a converged solution for the entire s5ystem pressure matrix.

The, solution, procedure used, is determined by the: parameter" NSIM inpu ,t on
cari ý-YESSEL4.1. NSIM is the ýnUmber of simultaneous "solutAion grous6I*I

i s set to, one, (1) the soluti on i s obtai ned by 'directA inversi .on.' If N'SI*M is

set-,to N, (where N is an -integer greater than one) thle sol'utioin'ýis obtafined

with: ýa combination of'direct inversion and" iteration 'with N s-imultaneous

solution groups. A direct inversion is recommended for relatively small

probl~ems with fewer than -forty. or fifty mesh -cells. ..The -group-b y-group

iterati~on is rec~ommende~d. for larger problems since the com~puter .time required
to invert the large system matrix usually exceeds that. required to. .reach-a.

suitably . well- converged, soluti on us ing: the i terative. procedure.:

The convergence rate "for the iterative 'solut'io'n ýcan'be 'greatly e6nhance'd

by specifying the .rebalancing option,. IREBAL :=.:1. ýWhen -rebal-ancing. is, done', ýa
one-dimensional solutib-n fo r the'linear Pressure variation at each. level, in
t he ve sse'l i's 6b tain'e'd' by' d ir e ct inversion. IThis value is used as an initial
estim ate for the linear pr e:s su :r e variation in each cell in the group-by-group.
i te ratifo-ns'.

The bandwidth of the pressure matrix, is defined by the-maximum difference
between the index numbers of adjacent cells in a group that is being solved
simultaneously. This maximum difference is specified by input as parameter
IIDE on card IVESSEL4.4, and the maXimUm- bandwidth of the pressure matrix i-s

calculated as (2*IWIDE+1). (The code must be dimensioned such that dimension
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parameter NE is greater than or equal to (2*IWIDE+1). See Section 2.5.) The
cell n'umbersý used to define6 NIWID are 'not channel node numbers. (Channel node
numbers are unique only within a channel, while cell numbers are uniq ̀ue
throughout ýthe ,vessel mesh.) Cell numbers are as'si'gned in the following
manner: beginning at the first channel in the first section, the first node
in the chan -nel (node-J 0 = 2). is assigned cell number one (1)-. T;h'e 'ells of all1
the channel s in that section are numbered sequenti al ly at' the ,same, level

(J. 2). The cell numbering. is, continued, on the. next level-,- starting in. the
same first channel. This. process- conti nues. unti 1,:allI cells for allI secti ons
have been assi gn~edunique cell numbers. --An: example 111 ustrating this
numbering convection I s shown- i n Fi gure3.7

In the example in'Figure' 3.-17, IWIDE is equal to 2 in' simulta'neou s
solutions'groups 1 and 5.' 'In "groups 3 and 4,*IWIDE is only 1. In'gou
IWIDE. is 3..' The -value for, IWIDE, entered- on card VESSEL4.4,for this: example is
3. (The matrix. must_ accommodate the largest. ,balndwijdth. in. all groups'.i) -The.'.
user should construct a similar diagram for his problem,.'to determine: the
appropriate value for IWIDE, and al~so to, provide the:input' for the :MSIM array
(the number of ,theollast cell I in each, simultaneous 1solution group-ý-card
VESSEL4.5),-

Simultaneous so~lution groups-are based on the geometry-o'f the give'n
problem and ýsho-uld 'consist of c'ellsý th~at stro'ngly infec eac oter's
behavior,' or.are if~luenced by n"early, the' same' externalcodtns Vlue4
-COBRA/TRAC Develo6pmental' Assessment -and Data' Compari~son's ~contains several'
example~s. of geometries. model ed, With simul~taneous sol uti on groups.:

3.1.4, Group-' 5-and Group "6: Variations' in channel's and Gaps

The geometry of a channel or gap is assumed to remalin. constant al-ong the
entire ve -rtical l ength at the nominal values specified by input. But the
in'put for groups -5 and 6' permits 4the user to specify vertical variations- in
the geometry of channels or gaps. The input for these two groups is
optional. If vertical variationh data i s nfot, needed, groiups' 5 and 6 'are
omi tted.
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The input data for groups 5 and 6 is extremely general . The user

provides tables of variation factors in group 5 and identifies in group 6 the

channels or gaps that use the tables. Variation tables can be supplied to

model variations in the continuity flow area, momentum flow area, wetted

perimeter of channels, and the width of gaps. Variation tables are read on

card VESSEL5.3 as tables. 7of ýnode number, JAXL(,I,,.),, versus ivariation factor,
AFACT(I,N).., The,,node number JAXL(I,N) refers to the continuity cell for

continuity area and.-gap width variations, and to the momentum-cell for

momentum area and wetted perimeter variations. The vari'ation factor is

defined as--

locAl 'val ue
AFAC(I ~ =nomi nat.,,val ue

The value o'f*AFACT(I,N) is applied in the code as a multiplier on the nominal

val ue of -.,the quantity bei ng -varied at the corresponding JAXL(I,N) node--

continuity. areaj, momentum area, wetted perimeter or gap width'. Figure 3.18

shows two examples of channels with .area variatio ,ns that can be modeled with

variation 'tables,. For example (a),. variations; of 'the6 continuity'-area occur at

nodes 6,, 7 and. 8. Variations in the momentum area occur at nodes 6, 7 and 8

also, but be caiuse, the geometry :ofz the channel 'is ,tape' red and -the continuity

and momentum nodes are staggered, the areas vary by'diffe'rent amounts.

The tapere6d region in the channel is approximated' by a stack of cells

that have a uniform cross section along their individual lengths. The

continuity areas of the cells should' be defined so that the volumes of the

cells are ...equal to the volumes of the regions they'are intended to model. In

the continuity -solution, cells .6~ and 7 model the tapered region. The momentum

cells use the actual area at the location-of the momentum cell center. In

this example, the momentum area variation is modeled in cell 6.

The wetted perimeter is defined in the momentum cell, so variations in

wetted peri mete~rmust be- l ocated rel ati ve _to the momentum cellIs. In exampl e

(a) in Figure 3.18, the gradually changing wetted perimeter must be

approximated by step changes, as is the gradually changing flow area in the

taper. For the circular cross section of this example, the simplest approach

is to define the wet ted perimte as the perimeter of the momentum cell:
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PW = Wt'(.) (3.4)o

where '=[ 4 momentum cell1/2

.The input for group 5 to~model -the variations in example (a),..of. Figure 3.18

.consists of three-variation tables (NAFACT =3, read on card VESSEL5.1). The

tables themselves are read on card VESSEL5.2 (specifying the number of entries

in a table) and on card VESSEL' 5.3 '(filling the arrays for the~'node indices,

JAXL, and variation factors, AFACT). Tetables are numbered sequentially in

the order they are read 'n.

Example Wb in Figure 3.18 shows -a.different sort of area variation. The

orifice plate in the straight pipe affects the momentum solution, but because

it occurs over a relatively short distance compared to the node length, the

continuity solution is largely unaffected. This could be modeled with a
momentum area variation alone without any variation in the continuity cell
area.

Gap width variations are specified in the same manner as vertical

variations in area or wetted perimeter. The nodes that differ from nominal

are identified in the JAXL array, and the corresponding variation factors in

the AFACT array.

Variations encountered in most p'roble.m ,s for COBRA/TRAC will1 not -be as

neat, generally, as the two examples siiown in Figure 3.18. The user will have

to make approximations appropriate for the particular geometry involved and

the noding selected. Some general guidelines in setting up vertical
variations are

" In complex geometries, the user should preserve the same fluid volume as

in the actual' system. (Volume is-calculated as A*e&X in a cell.)

* The momentum area should approximate the actual flow area in the system

at sudden changes. (This helps the code calculate the correct pressure

losses due to momentum changes..)'
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*The code interpolates linearly in the table to obtain variation factors
for cells within the range of the table but not named explicitly. (Cell1s
with identification numbers lower than the first element of a variation

table or greater than the fast element ini the table' remain at nominal

val ues.)

o The area in-either the continuity cel-ls or- the momentum cells should not

change by more than a factor 'of two between adjacent cells, even if the

area in the system actually changes more abruptly. The code must be led

gradually through a large change in a series of steps.

The input for group 6 specifies the channels or gaps to which the

variation tables described in the group 5 input apply. Variation table

assignments are read on card VESSEL6.2 for either, channels or gaps. The
variation tabl~es, are identified by sequence-number; i.e.,_ the first table read
in group 5 is tabl e 1;, the.,second table read in group 5-is table 2;,etc. The
index' number of- the table to. be used for conti~nuity. area variations-i
sp eci~fied by IACT. The index number Of the table to be used for momentum area

variations is specified by IAMT. The index number of the table to be used for
wetted perimeter variations is specified by IPWT. The numbers of the channels

using the variation tables named by IACT, IAMT. and IPWT are listed in array,
ICRG(M). Axial .vari~ation ,in, gap width is specified by setting. IACT to the
negative of the variation table number, and naming the indices of the gaps
using the table in array ICRG(M).. When gap variations-are specified, IAMT and

IPWT. are, not used.

The input for card VESSEL6.2 is repeated until all1 channels and gaps
having variations have been identified. It is not necessary to specify

variations in continuity area, momentum area and wetted perimeter in a channel
simultaneously. Any or all can be used, as appropriate for a given problem.

It is possible to specify a continuity.-variation only, momentum area variation
only-, perimeter variation only, or any combination of the three.
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3.1.5 Group 7: Vertical Loss Coefficients

The input for group 7 is, designed to, model local. pressure losses in. the

vertical flow due to _spacer grids., orifice pl1ates- and other local obstructions
i n the flow field. The pressure loss is modeled in the code as, a velocity
head loss

AP CD V2 * (3.5)

The input for group 7 defines 'values for CD and -specifies where -they should be
applied.

The total 'number of loss coefficients to beý specified in group 7 is the

value'assigned to variable NCD' on card VESSEL7.1. The loss'coefficient

val ues, *CDL(,N), are specified on card VESS IEL7.2 along with t -he index number of

the node-corresponding to the vertical location of the loss. The indice's of

channels that contain that-particular pressure loss are specified in the array

ICDUM(I) . F ig urýe 319 s'hows two! e~xamples of arrays of channel's w'ith local

pressure losse's that can be modeled by using group '7 input.' Example (a):

consists of a .rod array with three spacer grids''having a measured loss

coefficient of 1.2. The: input in group 7 for this example'is shown below:

Card 7.1 7 3 (number' o'f~card~s to beý read)

Loss Coefficient (CDL) Axial Node () Channel~s(ICDUM(I)*)

Card 7.2 1.2 .'3 1 '2,

Card 7.2 12 F '_ 2 -

Card 7.2 1,.2 . 81 2

Example (b) consists of an external: downc-omer, lower ple'num and lower part of

a vessel--a model of part of an-experimen~tal test section.. -Local losses a Ire

caused by the turbine flowmeter in the downcomer pipe and the grid spacers in

the vessel. The group 7 input for this example is
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Card 7. 1 7 2 (number of ca~rds to be read)t

Loss Coefficient (CDL(N)-)' Axal 'Node' WJ Channels(ICDUM(I))
Card 7.2 1.5 ~32

Card 7.2 ý0.8 4 3

As these two-examples illustrate, thei input -for group 7-is relatively
simple and easy to construct._ There--lare- two -main points to remember:

" The location of a loss coefficient is-de~termined by node and channel

number. The node refers. to -the momentum cell, not the conti nui ty cellI.
This must be kept in mind when.-de~termining the node that corresponds to
the location of the local loss in the system being modeled. Care must be
used when placing a loss coefficient i'n 'a momentum cell at a section

boundary. The loss mus be defined. in the channel where the momentum
equation is solved.(a)

" The loss coefficients are defined assuming positive upflow in the

channel. If the loss _.,coefficlient of a. particular structure changes
significantly when flow reverses through -it, the code does not see the
change.,, -If reverse flow is the dominating pattern for such a situation,
the, user should. spec'ify the' loss' coefficient corresponding to reverse
flow rather than the value for positive: flow.

3.1.6 Group 12: Turbulent and Viscous Stress Data

-Viscous-and-turbulent shear stresses and heat transfer may be modeled
through the input provided -in -card group 12., This input i-s -optional, and
should be used only for problems where-these shear stresses have a significant
effect on the behavior of.1the system. Turbulent-land viscous shear stresses

may be specified for the en tire- mesh, or for only specific sections of the
mesh as the user requires.. Gene~rally. these terms should be neglected when
performing a full system calculation, as the coarseness of the mesh does not
allow for an adequate resolution of the velocity profiles that are required to
determine the viscous or turbulent shear stresses.

(a) To determine which channel the momentum equation is solved in refer to
Section 3.1.1.
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The user may wish to perform a~separate.detailed thrdee-dimensional

simulation-of some region of, the vessel where. turbulent and-viscous ýshear
.stresses are imprat Truetsartessaeiportant when modeling

probl ems i nvol vi ng l ateral. voi d dri ft and shoul d be used. when: such phenomenon

is -important. ,The viscous- and ;turbu~lent--shear stress cal-culations are

activated in each section of the, mesh. by specifying the,,appropri~ate, value for

IVIS(ISEC).and-ITURB(ISEC). -.If ITURB(ISEC) is set to a value of one (1) then

turbulence properties are assumed constant over the section. If ITURB(ISEC)

is set to a value. of two. (2). then, turbul ence properties areyassumed-to vary

from channel to channel,... A mixing -length turbul ence, model. is,-used in the,

code. (This model is described in detail in.Volume 1.) The user. must specify

the mixing length, the anisotropy factor and the turbulent Prandtl numbers for

each phas ,e, in eac .h secti o'n (if ITURB( ISEC) =1) or in each ch ,annel of a

sectioln .(-i~f ITURB('IS'EC) = 2). Thel mi~xing. _length fo .r a pr oblem is d epende nt, on

the geometry of the fl ow, path.. For rod bundles a. mixing, length on the order

of the-hydraulic diameter of a subc~hannel is recommended.

W.hý-il1e. th e input allow~s the user to,,specify .the, degree.-of ani~sotropy,;.this

is not .,.usual~ly known, and isotropic flow is, usually assumed when computing the

normal.. ,,.component of .the turbul ent, shear. stress.:-. Thus,_ the ani~sotropy factors

should generally be- set,--to :one,, as are ýthe ,turbulent- Prandtl <numbers, unless-

the user has i~n-hand.,conv~inc~ing:,data to the contrary..
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3. 2 VESSEL COMPONENT ROD. AND. UNHEATED CONDUCTOR. MODEL

The conduction heat ransfer mode fo th ESSEL component of COBRA/TRAC

is-designed to model 'nuclear fuel' rodsý, ýrelectrically heated*'elements,'and the

various" walls§,"tubeis, canisters anbd pipes composing a"rieactor -ves IselI or' tes t

section. 'The numerical procedure--used-ii -the- co Induc ti on sol uti on 1 is based on
a finite-differ'ence resi'stanceý network approach. It is-discussed'in 'detail in

Vol1ume 1 o f th is mnaniu al, Equati ons a nd C6 ns ti tuti ve: Model s-_.- Basiic al Iy, the

conducti~on sol~ution calculates the" heat'flo win two dimensions' in 'a solid

structure,'. With heat transfer to the fluid as a boundary condi:t'ion on the heat
transfer surface.' HeAt'flow in' the solidis~calculated Ain the 'radial

direction and (optionally) in the-axiail di re'ction.

The input data for the conduction model, is specified in groups 8,,9, 10,

and 11. The input for group 8 identifies the rods and unheated conductors fo~r

a specific problem and ini ti al izes the surface temperatures., The geometries
of the various rods and unheated conductors Are described i.n group' 9. There.
is an optional set of input data in group 9 for a dynamic gap conductance
model for rods 'modeling nucleiar fuel 'pins.' The thermal `properties of the
materials modele~d in-th~e rods'-n nhae codctr ar spciid in the

input data' for group '10. ' Ax'ial power profile fo rods ad'a forinAg function
on total power are s'pecif i~ed 'in group 11.- Te -input frec fteegop
is discussed in detail, with ill-ustr'ative 'examiplies, inth e" follo 6wi~ng

subsections.

3.271- Group 8: Description-of Rods and Unheated Conductors

The input data for group 8 identifies the rods and unheated conductors

modeling the solid structures that interact significantly with the fluid in a

partic ular problem.

Rods and unheated conductors are both used to model solid conducting
structures in the vessel. There are two significant differences between them,
however, one conceptual, the other numerical . Rods can model either active or
passive elements, but unheated conductors are always passive. Unheated
conductors cannot have internal heat sources. The quench front model with

fine-mesh renoding can be applied to rods ifl needed, b~ut unheat~ed conductors
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are assumed to never require it. This greatly simplifies the heat transfer

logic for unheated. .conductors a nd .reduces the computer storage required to

model solid elements that .will1 not expge'rience" dryqut and quenchi ng.

Figure 3.20 shows examples o-f: 'VESSEL structures that ca'n be modeled with

rods. Example (a)ils anarray .of.:nucl earf uel -pins; example (b) is a similar

array of electrically ýheated 'fuel. .pin-simulators; example (d) is an

electrically heated annular test section with both cylinders-..heated; and (d)

is a test section with an electrically heated flat pl ate as the heat so urce.
Figure 3.21' contains- examples' of VESISEL structures that can be modeled with
unheated c~onductors. Example (a) s a control rod guide-tube (from the upper

plenum and. upper head, of a PW);example (b) is a support column; example (c)

is a section of-a downcomer annulus (,formed by the core-barrel and pressure

vessel); and example (d) is a one-eighth, section of symm Ietry-of the canister

of a BWR fuel assem'bly.'

TIe first line of input in' group 8, card VESSEL8.1, identifies the number

of rods in the problem (NROD) and the number of unheated conductors' (NSROD).

The conduction solution flag NC must be set at this point to select either

radial.. conduction only "(NC- - 1) or radial and, axial conduction.(C= ) The
option. for radial an'd axial c ,o'nduction isý recom m en .ded only'-for problems -where
a significant axial temperature' gradient is.,expected in.,the rods. Proble'ms'
involving reflooding, and quenching of very hot surfaces definitely, should use

th xa oduction option. Problems involving relatively gradua1 heating or
cooling of,"the system probably can be handled adequately with radial
conduction only.

The rod and unheated conduc6tor identification parameters are read on
cards VESSEL8.2 and VESSEL8.3, respectively. If NROD is zero, card, VESSEL8.2

is omitted from the input; similarlyi,,if NSROD is zero, card VESSEL8.3 is

omitted. The rods are numbered sequentially from 1 to WROD, and the unheated

conductors are numbered sequentially from 1 to NSRQD. Each rod or unheated

conductor is uniquely identified by its index number and geometry,,type number

(IFTYP(N) for rods and ISTYP(N for unheated conductors). The geometry type

number corresponds to a set of descriptive geometry data specified in input

group 9. An *individual-,rod or unheated conductor may -have a uni q~u'e geometry

type, or several rods or conductors may be of the same geometry type. Rods
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and unheated conductors can use., the same geometry type, but any heat

generation specified for that geometry type will be ignored for the unheated

conductors. (The group 9 input is discussed in detail-in'Section 3.2.2.)

Each rod has identified with it the 'number of an axial poer profile

table, IAXP(N). If IAXP(N) is left bl ank',' an axi al ly `uniform. tabl'e wi th a

factor of unity is assumed. The axial power; profile tables ar~e specified in

group 11, and the form of this input is discussed in Section 3.2.4. An axial

power profile table can serve any number of rods. In addition to the axial

power profile table', each rod has associated, with it a radial power factor,
RADIAL(N). Theý radi al power f actor -i~s normal ized to the average power

generation rate (specified in group 1, s'ee! Section 3.3.1). In conjunction,

with the axial power profile table, :RADI1AL(N defines the local power

generation in the individual rod.

Unheated conductors do not generate heat but can transfer heat to and

from the fluid and store thermal energy during a transient. For each unheated

conductor the user must specify the heated perimeter of the surface,

HPERIM(N). If the conductor is a tube or wall that has contact with the fluid

on its inner surface, then the heated perimeter of the inn~er'surface,

HPERIMI (N), Must be spcfi ed as well.

In modeling large geometries it is sometimes convenient to represent

regions of the vessel,,by average rods or unheated conductors. A~fuel. pi-n

array such as the one shown in Figure .3.20(a), might be..represente'd'as a
.single average-rod. -The upper plenum-of a PWR contains-a largei'number of

guide tubes, such as the one shown in Figure 3.21(.a), but the guide tubes in a
given region of the plenum could be modeled by a single average unheated

conductor. The number of actual structures modeled by a rod or unh eated

conductor is specified in the variable RMULT(N) for the rod and in RMULS(N

for the unheated conductor. (The values specified for RHULT and RMULS can

include fractional parts of structures.)

The fine-mesh renoding capability developed to resolve the quench front
in reflooding requires some extra input for the rods on card VESSEL8.2; (this

input has no counterpart on card VESSEL8.3 for the unheated- conductors). :if

fine-mesh renoding is to be used for a particular rod, the flag NRENODE(N) is
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set to the ,num~ber o~f calclulational time steps to elapse between renoding. -How

often the rod-sh~oul~d be renoded is primarly a function of the reflood rate and

the size of time steps expected during the ref lood, portion of the'transient.

In general, NRENODE(N), should be set so that, the:quench front will notý,

pro~gres~s further than. 1/2 of .the minimum..node si ze (DAXMIN.(N)); between

renoding. For example:

quench front vel oci ty:

V =0.25 (in./sec)
QF-,

maximum time step: (. ý(0.Q5)(36

At = 0.05 (sec) W-RENODE =INT - -)2* =2
minimum-node size:

-DAXMIN1=.0.05 (in.)

If the rod is a tube quenching on .th~e inside surface, then NRENODE (N) should-

be -speci fi ed as a negative n .umber,. and the absolute value of NRENOWEN). is

used to determine the renoding interval.

If renoding is specified, for a particular rod by a nonzero value of

NRENODE(N), the user must specify 'the -minimum node si-ze, DA'XMIN(N), for that

rod. ,The normal si ze of 'the axi a'l nodes- inrt the' rod' is the same- as that of the

fluid nodes. :These are usual~ly quite large, on the'order o~f 12' to 24 in., but

at the quench froht the node length must be-o'n the order of fractions of an
inch to resol ve' the: temperature gradient adequately.- As a general rule,

DAXMIN(N) should be 'about 0.05 inches.'

The-remainder of the input in group 8 sets up "the initial surface

temperatures of the rods and :unheated conductors. The temperatures are

specified in tables Of initial temperature, TRINIT(IL),'versus axial

distance, AXIALT(IL), 'relative' to the bottom 'of the'`vessel. The code

interpolates linearly in the':table along the' axial length of the rod'or

unheated conductor it is applied to, so the first element 'of 'the AXIALT(I 'L)

array for a given table I must be at or below the bottom of the rod, and, the

last element mu Ist be at or above the top of "the rod,. A total-of NRTAB .tables.
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(the val ue: of NRTAB i s speci f ied on card, VESSEL&.1) must be suppl ied '* but
table, I ,can~be. applied- to more than one rod or unheated conductor. 'On card

VESSEL8.4 the. user must speci fy 'the number of: rods -NRT( I) , and the number of

unheated conductors t'ST(I) that 'use table Ii 'The! user must 'also identify on

this card how.many pairs of TRINIT(IL) and! AXIALT(I,L) elements make upý this

particular table. The NRAX(I) pairs of entries for table I,:TRINIT(I,L) and

AXIALT(I,L), are read on card VESSEL8.7.

If table I is to be used to initialize any rods, card VESSEL8.5 is read

to fill array IRTAB(I,L) with the identification numbers of the rods. If any

of the rods are tubes lor walls,,and the table is to be usedto, initialize the

temperatures on the inside ,Surf ace., the, rod identification number, N, is

entered in the IRTAB array as"its negative. (For example, :if-rod 9 is a tube

to be initialized on its inside surface from table 3, then IRTAB(3,1) =,-9.)

If table I is to be used to initialize any unheated conductors, card VESSEL8.6

is read to fill array ISTAB(I,L) with the identification numbers of the
unheated' cond'uctors__. 'The c'ode" a'ssu mes - an initi al ,ly flat temperature profile
in unheated conductors, so it is not necessary to specify whether the
temperature applies to the inner or outer surface.,"

3.2.2 Group 9: Geometry Description for Conduction Model

The input for group 9,descri~bes the characteristics of theý geometry types
identified in the IFTYP(N) .and ISTYP(,N),arrays$ for. the rods and unheated

conductors in group 8. Geometry type~s fal~l into two. basic, classes--nuclear

fuel rods -ard all other conductors.., *The nonnuclear conductors can beý
characterized as solid cylinders, hollow tubes, or- flat pl ates.

On the, fi1rst. line of i nput f or group .9, the- user must- speci fy.-NFUELT, the
number of geometry typ~es. This must, be, equal to: the: .number of. un~iqueý entries:
in the IFTYP(N) and ISTYP(_N) arrays. Two flags~ for fuel relocation, IRELF and

ICONF, are also input on ,card VESSEL9.1. Relocation is an option in the
dynamic gap conductance model for nuclear fuel geometry types.

Nuclear Fuel1 Rod. Geometry 'Types .

DOata for nuclear fuel ro'd geometry types are read on card YESSEL9,.2 with
additional optional input' specified on cards VESSEL9.3 through VESSEL9.5.
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More than one nuclear fuel geometry type can be specified for a problem, but

generally nuclear fuel rods in a core or tes t section are uniform enough for

all to be modeled by the same geometry type. The input on card VESSEL9.2 sets

the geometry type index,, 1, which must correspond to the IFTYP(N) value of the

rods that are ,of this geometrytype. The geometry type flag FTYPE(I). for

nuclear geometr~y types is NUCL'. The geometry of the nuclear fuel rod type is

defined by the outside. diameter, DROD; the pellet diameter, ýDFUEL(I); the

diameter~of the..cen'tral. core, DCORE (zero if the fuel is Isolid); and the clad

thickness, TCLAD. The code assumes that the- rod is uniform in the axial

direction, so thi's data completely characterizes'the physical dimensions of

the rods being modeled by thi s-,geometry type.

On card VESSEL9.2 064E defines the number -of r'adi al heat -transfer nodes

in the fuel pellet. NFUEL ,must be large enough for the code. to resolve the

temperature profile in the fue'l pellet adequately, yet the more. nodes,

'.-,specified, the harder the'.code-has to work in ,Lthe heat conductin

.ý.calculation. Figure 3.22 shows a fuel pellet with a typical radial

:!temperature profile modeled with 3, 6 and 9 radial nodes. By inspection it

appears that 3 nodes probably are not quite enough; 6 nodes give a reasonable

:approximation; and more than 9 would be too many. The user must exercise a

'degree of judgement in determining .the number-of radial nodes appropriate for

the problem.

The remainder of the. input card -VESSEL9-.2 sets flags' and options for the

fuel material properties and the gap conductance model., The code contains

properties for U02 fuel(a) derived fr~om MATP-RO-11 (Revision 1) (Ref. 8).

These can be flagged by setting IMATF to .zero. The correlations from

MATPRO-11 use the fuel theoretical density as a par~ameter in calculating the

U02 properties, so if IMATF is zero, the u~ser:-mus~t supply an appropriate value

for FTDENS(I). This is a fractional value, that depends obn the properties of

the U0 2 pellets being modeled, and is' us'ual~ly on. the, order of 0.95.

Alternatively, the user may ele'ct to .sp'ecifyi a -different maeilfor the

fuel, in which case IMATF must be. set to the' numerical index of a material

(a) See Volume 1 of this manual for a complete discussion of the con sti tutive
relations and-models used in the conduction'solution.
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FIGURE 3.22. *Fuel Pellet Radi al. Nod in g for the Conduction Model
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property ,type,.speci f ied. in group 10. (See Secti-on 3.,,2.3. for di~scussi on of

u.-ser-specified material properties.) For cladding material properties, the

.code. contains properties. for ,zi rcal oy, an~d.zircal oy oxi de. from, MATPRO-11
(.Rev~ision. 1), and these, can, be fl~agged. by sett~ing IMATC ,and IMAT.OX( I), to
zero. If the cladding or. cl adding, -surf ace, oxi deý is,.,some- other material for
the nucl ear rods bei ng, model ed by geometry type- I,, .IMATC -and TIMATO0(1) must be

assigned the numerical index of an appropriate material property type

specified in group 10.

There-are three options available for theý gap, conductance, model fJor.

.geometry type I: constant uniform gap conductance, -axial~lynonuni~form user-

speci f ied, gap.. conductance, or a dynami c gap conductance., model. The-, simpl~est

of the three alternatives, and the easiest..to imnplement, is the. constant.

uni~form gap, conductance. It is,.flagged.,byse~tting IGPC-,to,,zerqo.- The gap
c,,onductance value specified on card VESSEL8.2. i n. HGAP( N) is-used for rods with

geometry.,type Iand .no f urther i np~ut i s requi.red--for, the gap cnutne

The:.ýsecond option for a user-specified nonuniform gap-conductance is a'
variation of the--first option. 'The- user specifies ,the value 'for~gapý---

conductance .but can vary it~axially and, in7 time- by-means !of i nput tables.' :The
user specifies a table of pairs of' values of'axial 'ocation, 'AXJ(L,) an'd gap
conductance, AGFACT(L,I), on card VESSEL9.4. (IGPC on VESSEL9.2 define~sthe

numb~er, of pairs of,-entries in this table.) The code, determines the gap

conductance in each axial node of the .-rods. with geometry, -,type: I. by .ýl inear

i nterpol~ati onj in the, table.,spec-ified on card ,VESSEL9..4 and app~li es the ,gap

conduc~tance -temporal forcing 'function (see card group. 11, Section.3,.2.14), if.ý

one has been specified. ,.

-In the dynamic gap conductance model,;/'the' code calcdul ate s the gap
conductance:based on 'the thermalý and goercpperties' inýthe gap :The
model takes into-account the thermal expansion o6-f- the fuel ýpellet :an'd'cladd ing
and el astic def ormati on of. theý -cl.addi ng i n ,determi ni ng the s§i zed of the gap.
The dimensi-ons, of the gap :,and the thermodynamic :propertie6s of :the f ill gas--are
used 'to cal cul ate the' gap conductanhce.-, -The 'user 'must. specif 6'the 'ini-tial co ,ld
gap width in a table of -axial location, AXJ('L)," versu Is cold ,gap widI-th,
AGFACT(L,I), read on card VESSEL9.4. The cold gap width is the gap W-idth
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befre he uel pin is brought to full power Bu ince the 'gap'cnucac
model does not calculate' the 'effects 'of the Power history of th'e rod, th cold.
gap widths spcified by input'must include Any changes from as-buIlt conios
due to' 1bur -ependent factors. The nuimibe-r oif'entries in- the' tabl e read on
card' VESSEL9'.4 Is' the absolute'value ofIP since IGPC-i is' entered'as a

negative number to flag the dynamic 'gapý c'ond~uctanhce`model

,In. additi-on to the cold -gap width, the user must supply data. on the
composition of the fill gas and the internal characteristics of the gap for

the dynamic gap codctnemodel. This dat'a'is read o6n card VESSEL9.-3. The

cold pin 'gas pressure,.3 PGAS( I)i, is t -he g as p"re s sure _;ýAt 2955K. -The gas .plenum

volume', 'VPLEN(I) i s"the v4oloume -of 'the etaspace between the top,. of' the fuel

pellet stack 'and the top 'of the rod. Both P-6A'S(I an .d VPL .EN(I) should be

determined from thei'manufacturing specifications of the particular'fuel rods
,being 'model ed by 'geometry type" I. 'The surface roughnesses of the f uiel p ellIet
and 'the cl61adding inne~r- surface, 'ROUFF(I1) and ROUFC(I), 'are 'used in the

temperature Jump discontinuity -correlation. in the gap conduc~tance model. The

correlation was optimized~with values of O.2(1O-4) inches 'and
.0.39(10-4) inches for. ROUFC and. ROUFF, respectively, and even if ,the user

knows the correct val ues-. the' opti mi zed -Val ueIs wifll probably:-yiel-d a more

accurate ~answe~r. -,

The 'fuel rel ocati~on mo'del from FRAPCON-2 can be i",ncl, u Ide 1d in the dynamic
.gap codcac cacuaio. eocation allows _fuel to -m'overadi ally 'into the

fecldiggp Cracks -formed-in -the fuel by relocation reduce the

effective conductivity of the' fuel:. When IRELF=l, both ra dial relocation and

conductivity degradation are included in the calculation-. Since the

relocation model. i~s an ýempirical. correlation, :the surface roughnesses should

correspond to those used to eri ve ,the correl ati~on. ROUFC ' and ROUFF are

.0.45(104), inches. and: O.85(1O`ý) .inches -respectively, in, FRAPCON-2. *(These

values, are different f~rom, -the-surface roughnesses used to optimize the
-temperature jump di sconti nutty correl ati on.ý) Conductiv~ity 'degradation can be'

calcul~ated wi thout. rel ocati on by setti ng ICONF -1 and ,IRELF = 0. In thi s
case the effect.,of radial;_rel~ocation should be.:included in the specified cold
gap width.
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The code expects. the fill gas, to. be composed -of helium, zenon, 1argon,

krypton, hydrogen and nitrogen. The composition of the gas-for.,a. given

geometry type is specified by filling the GSFRAC(I ,array. on ,card VESSEL9.,3

with values for the molar fractions (GSFRAC(I) < 1) of the gases'present.' The

GSFRAC(I) value for anyý one component c'a'n be' any value between zero. and one,

inclusive,1but the array must sum 'to ýuni ty:

6
SGSFRAC(L) =1'.- (3.7)

L= 1

For example, if the fill gas was 100 perc'ent helium, 'GSFRAC(1) wuld be 1.0,

and GSFRAC(2) through GSFRAC(,6) would all: be' zero.

The code assumes that the radi al powerý;prof iIe' in ýa fuel-. pellTetý is

uniform, but the user, has the option of spec-ifyi ng a nonunif orm radial prof il1e

in the pellet. If this option is selected, the pin radial power profile is

read on card VESSEL9.5 as a table of relative radial location, RODP(L), versus

relative power' fac-tor, POWR(L. 'The relative radial locatio'n is "defined as

RQDP(L) (R(L) - DCORE/2). (3.8)1 WFULL - UGORE)

where- DCORE =diameter of central v~oid., (in i nches),

DFUEL =pel let diameter (in inches)

R(LW radial,,location,: (in inches)

The relative power factor is defined as

PORL)=power at radial location R(L (9
average pin power
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-.The prof ilIe constructed 'by, the tbeof (RODP (L) POWR(L)l*'is

automatically normalized to unity.

Nonnuclear Geometry Types

Data for nonnuclear rod and unheated conductor geometry types is read on

cards VESSEL9.6 and VESSEL9.7. The geometry types are.-classified as solid,

cyl~inders., hollow tubes or. fl-at wa lls. The physical elements of a reactor

vessel .or -test secti on can be model ed wi th these geometri es, even i f they do

not conform exactly to the ideal shape. The guide tube shown in

Figure 3.21(a), for example, can be modeled.'as a flat wall, even though it is

a square tube. In modeling a solid element as a rod or unheated conductor,

the, important aspects to preserve are:,

" the surface area in contact jwi th the,' fl u14d

" :the- mass. availableý for. thermal- !'storage

o- the: thi ckness of ;any el eme~nt ̀ -(wall1 or tube) that has fluid contact on

both surfaces.

The physical dimensions of othe geometry ~types should be defined so. that these
three characteristics of the solid elements of the system are modeled with

reasonabl e accuracy.

The nonnuclear geom~etry typesý are6 defined on card VESSEL9.6 by index

number I, and an alphanumeric value for FTYPE(I: HROD for a solid cylinder,

TUBE for a hollow tube, and WALL for a flat plate. The dimensions of the rods

or unheated conductors modeled-byla geometry type I-are def ined by: D ROD "aind:

DIN. For a solid cylinder geometry, DROD is the'outside diaimeter, and DIN is

zero. For a tube geometry, DROD is the 'outside diameter and DIN the inside

diameter. For a flat plate geometry, DROD is the-perimeter of-the plate

surface that is in contact with the fluid and DIN is the plate thickness.

In many problems, DROD and DIN will correspond exactly to the physical

di~mensions of the elements" b`eing' modeled b'y the' geometry type. The electric

heater rods in Figure 3.20(a), for example, could be modeled with DROD equal

to the actual diameter of the heaters. Similarly, the outer tube of the

annulus in Figure 3,20(c), could be modeled with a geometry type having DROD
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and DIN equal to the actual outer and inner diameter of the tube. But the

squ Iare guide tube in Figure 3.21(a) would 'have to be modeled by an equivalent

conductor, such as a'flat plate. The guide tube, with width W and

thickne~ss t. has 'outer 'perimeter PW0= 4W. A fl1at pl ate wi th equi val ent outer

perimeter wo'uld 'have width DROD-= 4W, and thicknes's.DIN =t.

The number of different material regi~on~s modeled in the rods or~unheated

conductors of geometry type I is specified by the value of NFUEL on card

VESSEL9.6. The number of heat transfer nodes in a given re gion is specified

by input on the subsequent, card, VESSEL9.7. A region defines a radial ring

(or layer, for~ wall geometries) of uniform material properties for the

conduction solution. The heater rod shown in Figure 3.20(b), for example,

consists of 'three different" material .s: stainles's s~teel', boron silicate Iand

nichrome.! F0our separate-regions of m'aterials are' for .med 'by' the rod geometry;

the central core of boron silicate, the nichrome heater wire, the outer l .ayer

of boron si~licate, and -the. stainless steel 'cladding. Four ̀ material reg -ions

(NFUEL =4),are-re~quired to -describe this-aheater rod geometry -type.

Teremaining input for card VESSEL9.6 defines the material 'properties

usdt dtrin h inimum film boiling temperature" for the hat transfer

surfaces of-the geometry 'type". Most physical systems in contact with water,

particularl 'at high temperatures",'develop an oxide lay'er that si gni f ican~tly

affects the-thermal properties of the'su~rface. The user may specify .the'

'thermal -properties of the"'oxide material on' the.'o'utside...and insi de s .urface b y

setting IMATOX'(I) and IMATIX(I) to 'the index number of a ma'te-rial propertie's

table speci fied 'in group 10'.' (-The variable IMATIX(I) applies only to TUBE or

WALL geometrie's with fluid contac~t 'on tihe i-nsi de surface. For solid cyl .inders

(HROD) 'and TUBES or' WALLS wi th -flIuid contact only on th Ie outside surface, it

is ignored.) I f a 'Particular geometry,'type does n ot have oxi -de scale on .its

heat tran'sfer surfaces, IMATOX(I) and IMATIX(I)' should be assigned values that

corepod o hemaeralprpetes, table for the material the rods'o
unheated conductors are composed of at the surface. If:IMATOX(I) or'IMATIX(I)
are set to zero, 'the oxide prpryindex defaults to the built-in zirconium

dioxide properties table.
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The materi al composi ti on and, radi al _no~ding i n the, NFUEL regi ons

identified for a geometry type I are read on card VESSEL9.7,.. The user must

specify a material property ta~ble index for the .region.MATR(L), corresponding

to a properties .table supplied in group 10. The physical thickness of each

region must be specified in.,the-,variable TREG(L), with the number of radial.

nodes in that region, NODER(L). The code automatically calculates the size of

each node within.:the re-gion by dividing the' region into NODER(L) nodes of

equal thickness.*

The material temperature is calculated at the, center, of mass of each

node. The only exception to this. node placement occurs for a, region, where one

edge forms a heat transfer surface in contact with the fl ui~d. In this case,

the node closest to the surface is given onl1y .one-hal f -the n~omi~nal

thickness. The node temperature is calcul~ated at, the surface rather, than the

center of the, hal f-wi dth node.

For the .heater,.rod with ýNFUEL, .4, Figure 3.23 shows a typical,

temperature profile in the-heater rod-land the radial noding-in-the vario-u's_

regions required to resolve it.. Region 1,. the ,boron-sil~icate.,i n the center or

the rod, must of necessity be. at a uniform temperature in .steady state, and

si nce it, is a relatively,.small re~gion,, it, can be, modeled adequatel~y with a
s ingle node. T~he. nichrome wi~re fills a thin enough region in the heater rod
to be considered almost a ln e source and, cannot have a significant.

temperature gradient (because of, the ther'mal, properties of n ic hrome.), .so thits

region too can, be. modeled witXh .,a single node.. The region between the heater

wire and the cladding has a -very gradual. slope, because o~ft~he thermal.

properties of boron silicate, so two nodes are, .enough -to resolve it

adequately. The region defined by ,the steel cl addi ng, is.,relatively thin, but

because of the thermal properties of steel., the temperature. profile may have a

relatively steep slope here,. so two nlodes. are required i-n thi~s regi~on. The

input for' card VESSEL91.7. for, this example, is,, summari zed below:

Region 1 NODERMl)= 1
MATR(1) = I (impli~es that tab~le 1. n group 10.
TREG(1 = ri contains properties for boron silicate)
QREG(1) = 0
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Region 2 NODER(2) =31
MATR(2) =2 (implies that table 2 in group 10
TREG(2 = C(r2 - rl) contains properties for nichrome)
QREG(2 I~

Region 3 NODER(3M 2
MATR(3) 1
TREG() =(r 3  q r)
QREG(3) =0

Region 4 NODER(4M 2
MATR(4M 3 (implies that table 3 in group 10
TREG(4) =(r 4 -r 3) contains properties for stainless steel)
QREG(4) =0

The number of radial nodes to use within a region of a geometry type is

governed by two factors: 1) the temperature-gradient expected in the

structure, and 2) the calculational cost for a large number of heat transfer

nodes. The user must specify enough nodes to -adequately resolve the heat

transfer conditions being modeled.. Beyond a certain limit,-however, doubling

the number of nodes does not double the accuracy of the solution, but it

nearly quadruples the computation time require~d for elements with that

geometry type. The' user must exercise some ,judgement as to what constitutes

an adequate but not-excessive number of radial nodes for the heat transfer

solution in a particular problem.

The radial Power factor, QREG(L), specified for each region, defines which
regions of a nonnuclear rod generate heat internally. In heated rods, the

QREG(L) values for all the regions of the rod- are automati cal ly normal ized to

unity, relative to the -total power generated in a rod. Nonzero values of QREG
are ignored in the, unheated conductors.

3.2.3 Group 10: .Material Properties Table

The input for group 10 supplies the material properties selected by

numerical indices in the geometry type input of group 9. If all the geometry

types specified in group 9 use the built-in, nuclear fuel rod properties for

U02, zircaloy and, zi~rconium dioxide, the input for group 10 is omitted.

Otherwise, properties tables must be su`pp'lied for NMAT materials, where NMAT

is the number of, 'unique indices specified in group 9 input for the variables
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IMATF, IMATC, MATR(L, IMATOX(I) and IMATIX(I'. The user mu st keep track of

which material he wishes to'specify with a given ind ex' 'number. ,T he code

cannot check'ý this'"inpu-t internally.

The material properties tables are entered on cards VESSEL1O.2,.and

VESSEL1O.3. Both cards are read for each table.. Card VESSEL1O.2 identifies

the table by its nmrca inde an specifies the number of entries, I*TDP,
inth tbe. Th ol-sa ei denity of the material RCODN), is also

.entered on -this card.' RCOLD(N) is the density at normal (as-built)

conditions, and is' 'used to: ca'lcul ate 'the mass of the nodes. This approach.

eliminates the tedious 'process of c~alIc u'l'at ing the relocýation of the radial

nodes due to thermal ~expansion-during the transi .ent.

The 'properties table itself is read on card VESSEL1O..3., The material

properties included in the table are specific heat,_ CPF(I,N)., and. thermal.
conductivity, THCF(I,N), as a function, of temperature,, TPROP(,,I,N-),., The

temperature range of the table must be great enough to encompass the.-

temperature extremes expected in the calculation; otherwise the run willI abort

due to property table lookup failure. The user does may speci fy. constant

properties for a material type. Thi s is done by entering only one element-,in

the table; i e, setting NNTDP to 1, and reading card .VESSEL1O.3ýJor only. one

set of TPROP(I,N), CPFF(I,N.), and THCF(I,N). The value specified in,

TPROP(I,1) I s i'n this case superfluous. T he values specified in,,CPFF(I,1) ,And

THCF('I,1) will be used for material type I regardless of the material

teperature.

3..2.4 Group 11:; Axial Power Profiles and Forcing Functions for Total .Powerl

and Gap Conductance

The input~for group 11.defines the axial :power profiles for the rods
specified in group 8.- In addition, the user may specify, temporal forcing

functions on .total .power generati on rate and, for nucl ear fuel -rods, -onth

gap, conductance. .If. no rods ,are, speci f ied i n the group 8 i nput,- the input for

group, 11 is unneede~d and can be omitted entirely.

The axial power profiles and forcing functions on power and gap
conductance are entered as tables of paired values--relative power versus
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axial location for the power profiles, and forcing factor versus time for

power and gap conductance. The first. line of input on,.card VESSEL11.1 defines

the number of axial power prof il1e tabl es, NAXP,. and the Inumber of pai rs of

entries, NQ and NGPFF, in the power forcing function table and the gap.
conductance forcing function table, respectively.

The NAXP axial power prof il~e. tables. are numbered ,sequentially, 1 through

NXin the order they are, read in. The, i denti ficati on numbers must

correspond to the values .specified in the IAXP array .on card VESSEL8.2 for the

rods in group 8. Ca~rd,,VESSELL1.2 i~s read for:-each axial .power profile table.

to define -its, i~ndex number, I, and..the num~ber of entries, NAXN{I), in the

table. The table itself is, rea~d.on card.VESSEL11.3-as NAXN(I) pairs.,of Y(I.,N)

and AXIAL(I,N), where Y(I,N) is. the axial location relative to the bottom of

the VESSEL and AXIAL(I,N)' i s the power' factor at that location; AXIAL(I,N) is

defineda the ratio of local power to average power in the rod or rods the

table is applied to. 'Figure 3.24 shows a nuclear fuel rod with a' 12-foot
active length 'and `a chopped' co's~in .e "p'oW'e'r p rofile with peak-to-average ratio of
1.45.

'The axial power tabl "e is used to' intlerlt linearly for axial po wer
fac tors at the boundaries' 'of the axial heat transfer cellIs,, and the p rof IlIe is
integ'ria~ted ov'er" 'each cell1 to ob t ia in an a v'er age linear heat rate1 for the

cell. When re'-nodi'n'g occurs,.the axial power profile is re-integrated to,
obtain the average linear heat rate. in the new cells. In the exampl e shown, in

Figure 3.25, an electric heater rod with step approximation to a cosine..power
profile-is-modeled in a channel with 12-inch continuity -nodes. The linear

heat rate-in the cell is-modeled'as a uniform Qin alongtheentire-lerigth of

the cell.

With channel splitting it is~possible to extend a' rod' through several
sections of the channel geometry. A rod can be used to model an average
heater rod in a test section, -asiillustrated in Figure 3'.26. Channel 3 in

section 1 models a portion of- the region penetrated by the cold ends of the
rods modeled by the average heater rod 1." Channel 3 connects to 10 above.
Channel 10, in sec~tion 2, models the portion of the core containing-the rods
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heater rod 1. Channel 10 connects to channels 15,:

3, but the heater rod ends at the boundary between
16 and 17 above,

Sections 2

In general a rod can pass through any number of contiguous vertical

sections with fluid connections in different channels in 'each-section, but the
rod must begin and end at a section boundary. The vertical locations of the
beginning and end of each rod must be cons idered when defining section
boundaries for the group 4 input. Unheated conductors do not require axial
power profiles and may not cross section boundaries, but they must also be
considered in the section boundary locations. Unheated conductors are assumed
by the code to have the same axial length as the sections that contain them.

The forcing functions specified in group 11 are read-on cards VESSEL11.4

and VESSEL-11.5.ý The forcing function on the power is entered as NQ pairs of

.transient time YQ(N) and power factorý, FQ(N). The power factor FQ(N) is the

ratio of power at time YQ(N) and the initial power. The code interpolates
linearly in the power forcing functi-on table to determine the current value of
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total power at each time step. Figure 3.27 shows an example of how the code

interpolates a power forcing function. (The relative size of the time steps

has been greatly exaggerated on graph (c) for illustrative purposes. In

reality, the calculated power values over the time steps sum to a value very

nearly equal to the integral of the power table curve in graph (b).)

The gap conductance forcing function is specified on card VESSEL11.5 as

NGPFF pairs of transient 'time, YGPFF(N) and gap conductance factor,

FGPFF(N). The input convention for this table follows the same logic as the

other tables in group 11.: The gap con~ductance fac,tor FGPFF(N) is defined as

the ratio of the gap conductance value' at the titme YGPFF (N) and the initial

value. The forcing-fUnction is applied uniformly along the axial length for
nuclear fuel rods with a gap conductanice-forcing' function specified on card
VESSEL9.2, i.e., with IGPC > 0.1,

3.3 BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE VESSEL COMPONENT

Boundary and initial. conditions fo r the VESSEL component consist of the
initial system operating 'Conditions, boundary conditions on individual
computational cells within the VESSEL, and the jtun'ction connections that tie
the vessel to the other components of the system. The initial system

operating conditions define the state of the VESSEL component at the beginning

of the transient. This data is suppli~ed in input group 1,which is discussed

in Section 3.3.1.

Within the vessel component itself the user may specify a variety of

boundary conditions on individual computational cells. These include pressure

boundaries, mass flow-bou-ndaries, mass sources and pressure sinks. In

addition, the user may selectively shut off crossfl~ow in specific nodes, a

useful aid in modeling unusual transverse flo .w paths. The data for these

boundary condition options are specified in group 13, and the input

requirements are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2.

The input data to'specify the'VESSEL connections to other components is

discussed in Section 3.3.3'. The input for this group is relatively simple,

but there are several important and somewhat less-than-obvious factors the

user must consider.
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3.3.1 Group 1: Initial Conditions

The input for group 1 contains two seemingly redundant cards for the

geometry data, and a card to initialize operating conditions in the VESSEL.

The geometry cards, VESSELM. and VESSEL1.2, require the'user to specify the

total number of axial nodes (NDX) and the total vertical height (Z) of the

VESSEL. The values specified on these cards must; be compatible with the

section-by-section input supplied in group 4,., That is:

NSEC
.1 ~NNOEN (3.10)
N=1

where NONODE(NM number of axial nodes in section N

NSEC = total number of sections

Similarly, the vertical height, Z, is

NSEC
Z = NONODE(N)*DXS(N) (3.11)

N =I

where NONODE(NM number of -:ax'ial 'CelIs "in' -section N

PXS(N), =.'axial' cell length- -in _secition. N,

The initial operating-conditions in the VESSEL are read on card VESSEL1..3
and consist of system pressure (PREF), fluid enthalpy (HIN), mass flux into
the system (GIN), and the average power generation rate (AFLUX), expressed as

an average linear heat rate in kW/ft or kW/m. The ini~tial -pressure (PREF) and
enthalpy (HIN) are used to determine the initial properties. of the fluid in

the VESSEL. During the calculation the enthalp and pressure change with the
system behavior, depending on- the state of'fluid flowing in or out of the

vessel from other components', and the local heat generation rate.

The initial mass .flux specified in GIN for the VESSEL is not, in general,

compatible with the initial pressures, which are calculated based on gravity
head losses only. The code must iterate to a correct solution. It is usually
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most expedi ent to speci fy the imi ti al; mass fl ux as zero; i e. , a, "standi ng

s Itart," unless the problem Iinvolves single-phase flow at a nominally uniform

flow rate in the system.

COBRA/TRAC does not currently. have a steady-state implicit solution

capability. Since many of the transients that the code will be used to

c clulfate, b~egin from a. stea-dy.-sta~te ctondi~ti'on-, the problem.,must be i~niti-alized

with a transient calculation that brings the system from the initial
conditi ons specified by GIN, HIN and PREF to the required steady-state
condition. This' is a 'relatively simple process, but it requires that the user
know what'he i~s doing. 'Section 3.6 iscu'sses the ýrecommended procedure.

The *ini tial, power in the vessel, is. specified by, the variable AFLUX on,

card VESSEL.1.3. Unless modified..by a power forcing function in group 11, the

initial value of AFLUX remains constant throughout the transient. AFLUX is,

the average linear heat generation rate per active rod. ,The power generation

rate in the active nodes of ,a rod is given b~y

=AFLUX*RADIAL(N)*AXIAL(J,N)' (.3.12)n,

where' RAMIAL(N) normalized radi al power factor for rod N

(from in6p ut group 8)

AXAL(JN)' normalized axial power factor for rod N

(f rom -axial power profile for rod N) at axial l oc~ation. J

Thtoa linea-r-power generation rate for a gi v~en VESSEL is

WROD' NODE
n (3.13)

m=1 n=1-

where NODE = total number of active (i.e., heat generating) axial nodes in

rod N

NROD' = total number of active rods modeled in the VESSEL

Note that NRQD' is not necessarily the same as NROD, specified in group 8. A

rod specified in group 8 can model any number of actual rods. In general,
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NROD '

NROD' T RMULT(N) (3.14)
'N=1

3.3.2 Group 13: VESSEL Component 'Mesh :Cell 'BudayCondi ti ons

Two, main types of boundary conditions can be specified by, input in

Group 13. Teeare 1) inlet or outlet bou~ndary, conditions on channels and 2)

specific boundary conditions on particiular cells within the mesh. for both the

vertical . and 'transverse coqntrol1 vol~umes., In let or outl et. bou .ndary c~onditions

must be specified for channels that do.,no~t have vertical connections to other

channels in tIhe system at their inlet or outlet. (This, obviously, must

incl ude. the. inlet to channes in'Section 1, and the outleofcanlsith

last'section NSEC. 'But other' channels within'the stack-of sections can be

unconnected at the top -or bottom to other channels'.:) Mes'h'cell 'boundary

conditions may be' applied weerneed, on' any face of any cell within the
vessel mesh. But only one boundary condition can be a~pplied toayoenoe

The number of channel~mesh cell boundary 'conditions -- including inlet,
outlet and internal mesh cells -- in a given proble~m is specified by the value
of NIBND on card VESSEL13.1. The NIBND boundary,,condi~tions are.-set by reading

card VESSEL13.4 for each boundary, specify~ing the channel number

(IBOUND(1,M)), axial node number (IBOUND(2,M),),, boundary type, number

(ISPEC(M)), the first boundary value (PVALUIE), and ,the second boundary value

C HIVALUE)', on card VESSEL.13.4. The boundary condi~tions that can be specified-

for channel mesh cells are listed in Table 3.1 below. The specified boundary

values are pressure and enthalpy or flow rate and enthalpy, and either or both

of them can be modified by forcing function tables. The forcing functions are
identified by table number 'n p~arameters,-NPFN and NHFN for the first and

second boundary values, respectively.
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TABLE 3.1. Channel Boundary Condition Types

Boundary Type Number Boundary condition.

1 pressure and enthalpy

2flow ra~te,ý and enthal py

S3 flIow rate only (en~thal-py. taken- from. that
of the cell the flow rate con~vects from)

4 mass source and enthalpy

5 pressure sink and enthalpy

If a type 1 boundary condition is specified, the pressure in channel

I =IBOUND(1,M) at node J = IBOUND(2,M) is set to PVALUE and the enthalpy of

any flow into the system across that boundary is set to H-VALUE. .For, a type 2

bou'ndary condition, the flow at the top face of node IBOUND(2,M) in channel

IBOUND(1,M) is set to PVALUE and the en thal py to HVALUE. The flow may be

either rpositive or negative. For a type 3 boundary condition, the flo'w is set

to.,PV.ALUE and HVALUE is not used. This boundary condition is used to shut off

vertical flows within the mesh or to Specify flow into Or' out 'of -the.-top of a

channel, where it is not desirable to specify the node enthalpy, as is done

for a type 2 boundary. A type 4 boundary is used, to specify amas~s so~ur~ce in

any cell. PVALUE is .the .s'ource mass .flow rate, and HVALUE is the source

enthalpy. A type 5 boundary is used to specify, a pressure- s~ink connected to
any mesh cell. PVALUE is the sink pressure, and HVALUE ,the e nth a-1py .o f the

fluid in the sink.

In addition to the axial boundary conditions, the transverse flow between

channels connected by a gap can be shut off at any elevation within the .vessel,
by specifyi'ng input for card VESSEL13 ..7. This input is read if NKBND is
greater than zero. NKBNIJ is the. total number of, tranverse.. mesh cells with,
crossflow set to zero. The input for car~d VESSEL13.7 consists simply of the,

gap identification numbe.;r K a .nd the contiguous axial levels JSTART to JEND
where the c'rossflow will b6 se t to zero.. Thi s format makes it. very easy to

zero out a sequence of crossflows, from J =2 to J =10, for example. If flow
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is to be shut off in more than one segment of a gap, card VESSEL13.7 input can
be specified for gap K more than once, until all of the axial levels to be
zeroed have been specified.

The, 'general appl i cati on of the boundary condi ti ons is. sunmari zed bel ow:

Boundary Condition

.pr Iessure and
enthalpy (type 1)

Internal Mesh Cells

no

Boundary Cells

yes

mass flow rate and
enthalpy (type, 2).,,

mass flow rate
(enthal py unspecified)
(type 3)

.mass source (flow
ra'te and enthallpy)
(type`4)

pressure sink
-(pressure and
enthalpy
(type 5)y

l ateral fl ow set
to zero

no yes

yesyes

yes no

yes

yes

-no

no

Unless otherwise indicated, the special boundary

cells-as specified in group 13 are constant in time.
specify forcing function~s-on PVALUE or HVALUE for any
boundary conditions. the number of forcing functions
value of NFUNCT on card VESSEL13.1.

cond~itions-,applied to

The-user may, however,

or all of the special

is specified by, the

The forcing functions on 'the special boundary conditions are, specified 'i~n
the same way as any other forcing function in the VESSEL input--as tables of
forcing function factors versus time. The number of elements in a given table.
is read on card VESSEL13.2 as NPTS;, then NPTS pairs of (ABSCIS(K.,I,),
QRDINT(K,I)) are read on card VESSEL13.3. The ABSCIS array contains the,_
transient time, in seconds, when the -corresponding forcing function factor
ORDINT is to be applied. ORDINT is defined as the ratio of the value at time
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ABSCIS(K,I) of the parameter being forced and its initial value. The factor
is determined at any given. ti~me, step by linear interpolation in the forcing

function table. The forcing function tables are numbered sequentially from 1

to NFUNCT in the order they Are read i n.

If a pressure sink boundary-condition (i.e., type 5-boundary condition)
has been specified for a cel~l on card VESSEL13.4, addi-ti *onal information

describing the sink geometry must be supplied on card VESSEL13.5. Flow in or

out of the sink is defined for a special control volume, as shown in

Figure* 3.28. The flow area of the control volume is ASINK and the length of

the cell is DXSINK. The sink boundary condition usually models a real hole in

the system, such as a pipe penetration. In such cases, ASINK is the flow area
of the hole. The control volume length, DXSINK, should be on the order of the

centroid length of the channel in which the sink lies. The flow in and out of
the sink.,generally encounters some. unrecoverable pressure loss ,due'-to

expansion at the orifice, and the loss coeffi~cient associ~ated, with the sink
flow is defined by SINKK on card VESSEL13.5. The type 5 boundary conditions

are numbered' sequen~tially .within the code in -the order 'they are-read in :on

card VESSEL13.4.. Card VESSEL13.5 should be read for :the-vsinks in the 1same
sequential order. Card. VESSEL13.6 is..read, for. the, flow, area.:of mass sources
in the same manner.

3.3A3 VESSEL Connections to One-Dimensional Components

The one-dimensional components connect to the VESSEL components through
4 junctions in exactly the same manner that they connect to other one-ý

dimensioIn al comp 1on ents. The connection .,inp ut identifies th e number of,
connections to the VESSEL component and defines their locations. The number
of connections to the VESSEL- (NCSR), is 'read 'on card COBRA.4. 'A VESSEL must
have at leastlone-connection to 'the res t of: the' system and usu'ally'has more ..

than one. (AVESSEL model ing, a f ull1-size reactor vessel, f or example, might
have four junctions in'-the downcomer channels to connect components modeling

the cold leg piping, four more junctions inupper plenum channels to connect
components modeling the hot leg piping, plus several junction connections in
the upper head channel~s to conn~ect components modeling upper' head in'jection
lines.)
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4 ýINK

F IGURE 3.28.: Con trol IVol1ume fo r Pressure Si nk Boundary Con'dition'

The locations in. the VESSEL component of the-NSRC co'nnection's-are read 'on

card .COBRA,.5. The ýone-dimensional co'mponent is conn'ected to" a 'specific' cel'l

in-theVESSEL. 'This cell is ietfdbycanel number (ISRL(N)) and axial

node number (ISC(N). One-dimensional components may be connne'ct'edto" the
bottom, top or side of the, mesh, ,c ell1, ,dependi~ng on-the geometry of-the--system

being modeled. If-the flow enters at the top of the cell or from the side,

the."axi'al. n'ode number ISRC_(N) is- entered as a positive value, J. If the flow

enters at the botto~m of' the cell., however, ISRC(N) is, entered a~s the negative

of the node index number.

For the connections on the side. of a. cell, :the input for ISRF(N)

identifies the index number, of the. gap that -faces the one-dimens~ional,,

component. ISRF(N) -is zer-o.if the, connection is. on a side and,-faces a solid

wall rath er than..a, gap., _(An exampl e of this. type of connecti on i s -a, col d l eg

penetration in the dowincomer.) .ISRF(N).,should. be. set to negative one (-1) for
connections at the top or, bottom. of a cell1. The,,i1nf ormati on provi ded by the
signs of ISRC(N) andISRF,(N) i s. used to,,determi ne the correct di recti on f or
the momentum of the fluid entering the VESSEL component through the

one-dimensional component.
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The VESSEL connnects to a one-dimensional component through junction
number IJUNS(N. This junction number is identified with the end of the one-

dimensional component connected to the VESSEL. The components Iconnected

directly to the VESSEL are usually PIPEs,- TEEs, PUMPs or VALVEs. BREAKs,

FILLs and STeam GENerators should' not" beý connected directly' to the' VESSEL;

however, these components can be connected to'the other end of a PIPE'or' TEE

that connects 'to the VESSEL.

3.4 SPECIFICTION. OF, OUTPUT OF RESULTS FOR-VESSEL COMPONENT

The output data'generated for the VESSEL component, is 'considerably

di f ferent f romn that f or the' one-dimensional components. It is in, general

considerably longer and more complex. (See Section 4 for a discussion of the

conventional output for the sample problem.) The user has options to limit
the output to only those VESSEL elements of special interest or to'expa~nd the

output to include information not o~rdinarilys-pecified- 'The inpUt to specify
the form 'of -the output desired for' the VESSEL component 'is suppl ied in group
14, which is discussed in Section 3.4.1.

Da~ta for'gra-phical presentation *of the calculationial results can' be' sa-ve'd
for "both the ýVESSEL-and the one-dimensional components. This helps Provide a
comprehe'nsible and accurate picture of 'what -the calculation. is' 'doing. The-
capabilities of the GRAFIX program that processes the r "e sul1ts ,from the

COBRA/TRAC calculation are discussed in the Programmer's' Manual '(Volume, 5).
The-inpu~t instructions for GRAFIX are listed- in-Section-. 2.6. of Volume 3. But

before this feature can, be used the 'graphics. dump tape must be created during
the calculationi ýThe input to set'up the graphics dump is di scussed in

Section 3.4.2,.

3.4.1 Group 14: Line-Printer Output Op'tions for the VESSEL Component

Group 14 offers the user five separate choices for the format of the
VESSEL output. These are specified by the value of Ni, read on card

VESSEL14.1, as
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1-channel data .only

2 -channel and gap data on~ly,

311- rod and unheated conductor -data ,only,

4 ,-,rod, 'unheated, co~nductor and-channel ,d ata only

5,-. rod, unheated-conductor, channel and gap data.

In addi ti~on, -the user may ,specif~y by i~ndex number the- channels, rods, gaps or

unheated conductors the printout should include, if he does not want. to see
all of them. This is done by setting NOUTi, NOUT2, NOUT3, and NOUT4 on card
VESSEL14.1 to the -numbe~r- of channel~s-,ý rods.,,gaps and. unheated conductors,-

respectively, to be printed out., For most cases, the user will select Ni = 5,

and set NOUTi, NOUT2, NOUT3, and NOUN4 to zero, so that all ,chan~nels., rods,
,gaps and unheated conductors will be printed. The. option to limit :the. output

is useful mainly for very large problems. ---

.Two ad~diti-onal -printout options specified on card VESSEL14.1 are IPROPP
and, LOPT. Jf IPROPP i~s specified as a, positilve integer- the fluid properties
table used in. the code-:to. cal~cul~ate 'local. fl1ui d -properties in 'the VESSEL -

component will be printed out. If the user: does.,.,not need -this information, he
can suppress t~he printout, by.setting IPROPP to ze~ro. The variable IOPT lets

the user request additional channel outputinformtin which includes the

vapor and liquid interfaci~al drag forces, yapor and entrained, droplet- -

interfacial drag forces, and interfacial heat transfer-coefficients.

if the user specif ies: nonzero values -f or NOUT1, :NOUT2, NOUT3 or -NOUT4' on

card VESSEL14.2,-he must -i-dentify the -index numbers- of the -specific channels'",

rods.,, gaps or un heated conductors he wan~ts to see printied out., The NOUTi

channel numbers are specified in array PRINTC(I) on card.VESSEL14.2; the NOUT2

rod numbers are specified in array PRINTR(I) on card VESSEL14.4; the' NOUT3 gap

numbers are specified in array PRINTG(,I),on card VESSEL14.3; and theNOUT4

unheated conductor numbers are specified in array PRINTS(I) on card

VESSEL14.5.,"

3.4.2 Graphics Options

The graphics input options are used to create special data files, one for

comput~er-generated movies and one for input to the graphics program GURAFIX.
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'It is recommended that the movie option be -ignored for' 'the" time`6eing.

Pa-rticle-'tracke'r movies are neither simple nor in Iexpensive to make, and

generating' the data is':bu't-the'first ste Ip i n a l ong' p roce ss-. The -parti cle

ttracker' movie .s'of tware -is still under de'velopme'nt and Will be documented

separately atýa` later date.'- 'the ýgraphi c's o6p t ion, howeve'r, i s -i nd'ispensi b'le

for analyzing long and complicated simulations.

The user needs' to 'spend some time thinking about the pl ots ul ti matel y
neede~d-for'the simulation." The' following questions need to be answered 'before

the simulation Is be'gun:

9 For what components should data be -saved?

*How often should data be saved for- the. plIo ts ?

Properly used, the graphics options will allow the user -to s'a ve" data for- ainy

or all of the, compon Ients, -at any reasonable interval. throu4ghout the

transi ent.

The variable's saved for'a one-`dimens~ional co m'ponent in'the 'graphics- dump'
incl ude porti on's of the "fixed leghtbe, and th aralelnth tbe for

thaft' componen~tWa. 'The" ~geometry 'arrays and computational variables for t he

component' are- al so saved.,'i,.ncludinhg thýe ýflow 'area, hydrauict diameter, ph'as e"
densi ties, mixture veocities, i qu-id -:and- vapor fr~acti ons, phase temperatures
and' w~all -,teimperature~s forý eah cell.

The vessel component, as usual, is treated differently than the one-,
dimensional components. The user, has the option of speci fyi~ng a n ormal

graphics dump for the vessel, or a .very short dump. For each cell of each
channel the 'nor'mal' graphics dump for the' 'vessel 'siaves the' pressure', liquid

fraction', vapoor fractioný,`elntrainment fraction, phase enthalpiies,"phase
den'si ties, i qui d flo6w" rate , vapor- fl ow' rate,' heat deposli'ed to the iq~u~id,
heat depo- sited to the'vapor, entrainment ra-'tie , de-entrainment rate,' hy draul1ic'
diameter and int'erfacial heat'~transfer coefficients, plus tev'eral useful
variable flags. Fr' every transverse momen tum cell (i e., every cell 'of 'every

(a) See Volume 5, the Programmer's Manual:, for a. descri-ption of the-contents
of these tables for each component.
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gap), the normal graphics dump saves ýtheliquid crossflow, vapor crossflow and

entrained crossflow.. -For, each axial level of each.,rod the.-normal ,vessel, dump
saves liquid and vapor temperatures of the fluid..seen, by the rod, heat
transfe~r, coeff~icients to the liquid and vapor, rod power, rod temperature and

local- heat transfer mode., Thi-s amount ýof data even for a mo~derately-si~zed..

VESSEL component can result in a data file too large to manage.

If thec normal, VESSEL. graphics dump i~s -too, bi g .or. is -not needed, the short

dump,,option can be used., The --user,,-speci fies (by. channel, rod or. gap,.number

and axial level index) precisely which variables to save for the-vessel
component. Thi s i s of ten the onl~y .f eas~ibl e 4way to ,save. graphi cs data .for a
large VESSEL component. The normal VESSEL dump is flagged by setting IGRFOP

to zero on GRAF.2. If the short dump' is req'.uifred, IGRFOPý Is ýequal' to the

number-.of variables saved.

The number of -compo'nents f .or which' g~raphicsý data may "be saved, is

specified on card GRAF.2 as NCGRAF and the maximum number of graphics'dumps to

be made is, specified, in, MXG.DMP. ,Both. of ~these values are:, constrained by

dimension. pa-ra~meters. :.,NCGRAF mu~s~t be equal. to MH,- and MXGDMP must,-be no*

greater than, MI ; (see Section .2.5 Table. 2.1, -for.aj.complete definition- of<.MH:

and.,MI.) It should, be. noted that MXG.DMP. cannot beý changed, in thecus of a.

transient.., The, initial input, vallu~e'of MXGDMP, is' u-sed -to -,determi ne ,the. sj ze-.o~f
file TAPEll, the graphics dump file , and is: used. subsequently I n c al~cul ati ng
locations of dumps for the various time steps. If it were changed in the

course of the transient on a restart, the code would not be able to locate the

correct plac.e to -read or wri te data i In the TAPEll1 file."

The short graphics dump. for,, the ve~ssel .inc~ludes an option to-,save data

for liquid level, calculations. (The normal-'dump automatically saves enough..
data for such, cal.cul ati ons.) ,Thi s, opti on reduces the,,amount of data that-must

be written to file TAPEll for the calculations by performing part..of the

calculation in COBRA/TRAC. Instead of saving ..,the- area, .,void fraction and.cell

length for every cell in-every channel,. included in the..liquid level,
calculation-, the code performs the liquid level calculation and saves only the

height of each liquid level specified. But to do this, the user mus~t-tell the
code the channels and axial, levels! for-which the calculation is to be

performed.
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For a group of channels within a single section, the input to define the
liquid level calculation is relatively straightforward. The input, read on

card GRAF.3, consists of the number of cha~nnels in the ,section that are to be

included in the calculation (NCHL.L,(N).), the beginning and endi~ng continuity

cell numbers, (JSLL(t4) andJELL(N),), and the index numbers of the channels

i nvol ved, ( ICLL (IN))., 'An example of the-geometry for this type of liquid

level calculation is *shown in Figure 3.29, and the corresponding input for

card GRAF.3 -is shown below.

NCHLL(N) JSLL(N) JELL(N) ICLL(I,N)

9 3 4 15 16 17 21 22 23 27 28 29

Th~is input. results in the calculation of the liquid level over the axial

length from node 3 to node 4 in the' 9 channels which model the. core inlet

region above the lower core support plate.

For, a liquid level calculation that includes channels:-in different.

sectionsS, te input is slightly more complicated. The number of channels in
the first~section to-be included in the calculation is entered in NCHLL(N),, as

before. JSLL(N.) is specified as the beginning axial l evel of _the cal.c ul~ati on
in the section. For subsequent sections,lhowever, the sign of JSLL(N) is
negative indicating that the liquid, level calculation is to continue through
the section boundary. For the beginning section and any intermediate
sections, JELL(N) is the top ýnode i n each of the section's. For -the last

section included in that liquid level c'al cul ati. on, JELL(N) is the ending axial

level in the calculation. Within-each s~ection, theý ICLL(I,N) array is used to
identify the channels included in the liquid level calculation.
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FIGURE 3.29. Core Inlet - Lower Core Support Plate Section
(Section 2 from full PNR Vessel Model)
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,An example of the .geometry for a liquid level c alculation th at crosses

secio bunaresisgiven in Figure 3.30. .The ,corresponding input for card

GRAF.3 is given below.

NCHLL(N) IJSLL(N) JELL(N) 'ICLL(I1,N)

17 2 2 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219

220 221 22'2 '2,23 224 22.5 226 -2127

-25 -23. 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245
24 27248 249 250 251 25225 24

255 256, 257 258 259 .260 2611

21-2, 3' 262 263 264 265 '266 .267 268 269 270

271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279

280 281 282

This input yields a liquid level calculation over the vertical height length

from. node 2 in section 8, through section 9, to node 3 in section 10, in the

channels that model the upper heald.

The identification numbers of t~he com'ponents -for which graphics data is

to be saved are entered on card GRAF.'4 in array _IGRFIT(I). Up to NCGRAF

values can be specified, but zeroes may be entered if fewer than NCGRAF

components need to be saved.`"It I s possýible to' change the input specifying

which components to dump in the course of a transient, but it must be done

cautiously. The IGRFIT array serves; to. determinhe :what order the components

* are written to TAPEll.,1 and o'.nce a component has been given a particular slot,

it can only be deleted i-- t cannot be changed. .New components must be added

at locations in the IGRFIT ~ar~ray that-were previ~ously zero.

This convention can best be explained by example. Suppose that a system

of two components is set up for a 100 second transient. Initially, the system

consists of a pipe and a vessel. Both. the pipe (component number 1) and the

vessel (component number 2) are of interest, so graphics data is saved for

them. The simulation is run from 0 to 25 seconds. The calculation is stopped

and restarted with the pipe component replaced by a new
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FIGURE 3.30. Upper Head - (Section 8, 9 and 10 from full PWR Vessel Model)
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pipe component (number 3) and 'a break component (number 4). -Component #1 is

gone, and, i t i s desi rable -to save the data f or the new pi pe and *break

.components..without losing -the. data for the original pipe. The simulation is

restarted at 25 seconds and run to completion at 100 seconds.

The'IGRF-IT array, input on -card GRAF.4, is' used to specify the components

to save. The following two sets of cards (GRAF.ý2, GRAF.4) would be used for'
the above example:

Set 1: run from 0 to 25 seconds, sa~ving. data for components 1 and,2;

GRAF. 2
4 '100 0 0 (NOTE: NCGRAF=4 iiiipl is MH 4.)

GRAF.47

'0 200

Set 2: run from 25 to 100 seconds, saving data for components 2, 3 and 4;

GARAF.2

4 1000 OOq

G RAF .4

0 23 4

The thing to. remember :about. the IGRFIT array data is that it is -position-

dependent. Once a component has been assigned to a location- in the- IGRFIT,

that location-cannot, be changed, other than to zero it.
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3.5 ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPONENTS

The one-dimensional 'components in COBRA/TRAC 'are -modules developed for

TRAC-PD2 to model' the reactor ýprimary system. These .components provi Ide models

for accumulators, pressurizers, pipes, tees, pumps, .'steam-genierators andý

v aIv es5., In add~ition., there are two. modules:,tha~t provride boundary, conditions

for,.parts, of, the system no~t modele~d, consisting of -either a pressure
sink/source or a flow boundary.

This section is intended primarily to aid the user in understanding how

to set up the' input 'data 'for the one-dimens-ional com .po'nents. The input In

COBRA/TRAC is unchanged from TRAC-PlA, and the discussions for the various

modul es have .been, lifted _virtual ly i ntact f rom a draf t of the T.RAC-PlA

Manual. (The solution of the conservation equations, however, has been

updated to the capabilities of TRAC-PD2.) Users wishing a more detailed

understanding of the solution procedures and models for the one-dim-ensional
components are referred to the TRAC-PlA (Ref. 2) and TRAC-PD2 (Ref. 1)

manuals.

In the process of learning to set up the one-dimensional component;,input

data in COBRA/TRAC, a few things were discovered that we're not expl~icitly

stated in the TRAC manual, and should be brought to the attention of-the new

user. These are listed below.

* The end nodes of a component that form a junction with an adjacent
component must have the same flow area- '(FA) and hydraulic diameter (H-D)'
as the adjace'nt 'node on the otheir ýside 'Of. the ýýjunction. (Thi s i's be'ca'use'
there is actually only one node 7at the-;junc'tion,1 even though the input
variables must be defined on both components.)

* The additive friction loss coefficient specified for each node of a
component in the array FRIC is defined for node N by

KD(DHN
FRICw D XNl (3.14')
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where K0  dimensionl~ess los~s coefficient for dP = K p

DHN hydraul ic diameter of cel~l,.N. adjacent,,to *node NC

UX length of. cell N adjacent to. node. N

AXN = length of. cell N-i (on, the "other side" of node N)

*The solutio In for;.; *the one-dimensional components has built-ýin form loss

- coefficient equations for calculating the for-m draq at sudden area
changes. These are flagged by setting'-the value'of-NFF at'a node N toý

the negative of the friction correlation flag. For a sudden- expansion or

orifice of. negl igi bl~e length, the built-,in form lossis

A 2 -
K =1-1 (where A1 > A(3.15)

0 A2)

For an abrupt contraction, the buil1t-in form loss is

K0  0.5 -. 0. 7 ) +0. 2A 1 2(.6
2 2

(If the bu ilIt-in, f orml loss ,corr~el ati on's are flagged by specifying a

negative value in the NFF array, the f orm loss coefficients due to area

change at that location should not be specified in the FRIC array. .It. is

possible6, however, to model an additional loss at that location that is

due to some other impediment to the flow using a FRIC array element.)

3. 5.1 Accumul'ator

,An accumulator is. a pressure -vessel filled with. Emergency Cor oln

(ECC) water and pressurized with nitrogen gas. During normal operation each

accumulator is isolated from the reactor primary coolan~t system by'a check

valve. If the reactor coolant system pressure falls below~ the accum .ulator

pressure,"the 'Check valve openis and ECC water ,is forced into the primary

coolant system.
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An accumulator component is' s imulated by the ACCUM module in

COBRA/TRAC. This module can have only one junction connection to other

components. This connection is at the ýhighest numbered cell,'NEL Cell 1
is assumed to be closed off, as shown in the typical accumulator noding

diagram i~n Fi gure 3..31.. It is assumed -that. ýthe accumul ato'r i s -notý connected

to a nitrogen .-pressure source, so the nitrogen pressure results only from the

expansion of the initial. gas. volume,.

The' procedures for data'input, initialization ofarysavnento

time-dependent variables, and-editing ar'e'similar to that given for a PIPE

component (see Section 3.5.3). However, in an accumulator the vapor phase

properties are those for nitrogen gas. The hydrodynamics are treated using

the -one-dimensional , semi-impl icit drift-flux routine, DF1DS. Drift

velocities are not obtained from the SLIP routine as is the case in PIPEs, but

are specified in subroutine ACCUMI to produce a sharp liquid/vapor interface

during accumulator di'scharge. Additionally', pure liquid is-discharged-from

the accumulator until the calculated collapsed water level reaches 90% of the

height of the last mesh cell. When this occurs, the accumulator is modified

so that 'the l ast cellI has, A zero" flYow a ýýre -a at its upper surface and the void
fraction in the cell is set to 0.1. After this time the discharge properties

are not controlled, and vapor-phase properties are those for steam since

noncondensible'-'gases are. not treated in this've~rsion of the ýcode'.

The wal~l.. fri'ction coefficients in -an ACCUM component are set to 0.005,

but the addi t~ive friction_ factor., _FRIC, at each cell .edge can. be -speci~fied by

the user. The walls of an accumulator are assumed to be adiabatic.

The output edit is similar to the PIPE one-dimensional component. with the

addition of three variables specific to an accumulator: the di scharge'

volumetric flow rate;,' to .tal liquid volume discharge, and collIap'sed I q'u id

level.

3.5.2 BREAK and FILL Modules

The~se modules differ from the other component modules in that they do not

model any system component per se, and no hydrodynamic or heat transfer

calculations are performed for them. In all other respects, they are treated

as any other component, with the same input, initialization and
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1 ~INITIAL GAS VOLUME (N)

EFFECTIVE
VOLUME OF

LIQUID -DISCHARGE

4 W/o~ OF HE I GHT OF
LAST MESH CELL

FIGURE 3.31.7 Accumulator Nodi~ng Diagram

identification procedures. The BREAK and FILL modules are used to impose

boundary conditions at any one-dimensional component terminal junction.

The BREAK -module, imposes a pressure boundary condition (which may be time

dependent) one cell away from its adjacent component',, 3as _`shown i n

Figure 3.32. The void fraction and fl~uid temperature associated with :the

BREAK may be specified as a f.uncti on of time. This module can be used. to

model any pressure boundary on the system, such as the containment in LOCA

calculations or'the pressure' supeso tank in blowdown experime'nts..

The FILL module i'mposes A velocity boundary conion(hcmabete

dependent) at the junction between the ,FILL and its adjacent component, as

shown in Figure 3.33. FILLs may be ,used,%to. fix 'the mass flow of either vapor

or liquid at a junction. ECCS injection may be modeled with a FILL. The FILL

velocity can be a function of time or pressure, with or without trip

control. Five control options are provided for specifying the type of FILL.
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BREAK COMPONENT

ENT COMPONENT_

JUNCTI ON 1,PRES SURE SPECIFIED
AT THIS POINT

FIGURE 3.32. Break Noding Diagra

ADJACENT COMPONENT
FILL COMPONENT

W

I

VELOITYSPECIFIED
AT THE JUNCTION*

FIGURE 3.33. Fill Woding Diagram
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The parameters needed for specifying BREAKs and FILLs are described in

the Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 of this man'ual. It is suggested that the c~ell

volume ,(VOLIN) and length (OXIN) in -FILL and BREAK components be the same as

th ose for the neighboring cell in the adjacent component. The t ,emperature and

vapor fraction specified. in.FILLs and BREAKs are used,,t0 determine the

properties of' flu'id convected into the adjacent component i f" an -.in.,flIo~w

condition should occur. These components may be Connected only to other' one-

dimensional components. They may not be connected directly to the VESSEL

component.

3.5.3 PIPE Module

The PIPE module is used to model therm~al-hydraul'ic flow in a one-

dimensional duct or pipe. A PIPE can be used alone in a problem or can

connect other components together to model1 a, sy~stem., :,Area, changes, wallI heat

s ,ources and heat transfer across the in -ner-and outer wall surfaces ~can, be,

modele'd ýi 1n- .the, PI PE component. Material, prope~rti~es for- stainless steel. (304-,

316 and 347), carbon steel A508 and Inconel 718 ,are avail able for representing

the wall material in the wall conduction calculation.

Figure 3.34 shows a typical no ding, di a~gram for a PIPE, containing.. a

venturi and an**abr~upt area change. The numbers within the.:PIPE. indicate cellI

numbers, and those above it are cell boundary numbers. ,,The geometryis

specified, by providing a vo~lume and_ length for each..cell, ancla flow area.and

hydraulic di am~eter at each cell boundary...,The. juncti~on variables JUNI. and

LIUN2,provide reference numbersý for connecti ng, th is pipe, to. other components,.

The user must specify the degree of implicitness in the numerical

hydrodynamics solution method, the noding for wall heat transfer, and,,.

correlations to be used for CHF and wall friction -factors in the.PIPE input..

Most PIPEs should be treated with the faster par~tia~lly, implicit, numerical
hydrodynamics option (IHYDRO 0). However, when very high flow velocities

are expected, as in a pipe adjacent to a break, the fully implicit
hydrodyamics option (IHYDRO =1) should be used.

The noding in a PIPE with implicit hydrodynamics modeling critical flow

were investigated for a number of experiments and the results reported in
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ýJ UN 1,JUN

FIGURE 3.34. Pi pe Noding Di agram

TRAC-PlA Development Assesslment (Ref. 3) . The region of'a pipe experiencing

critical' flow must be modeledý with 'extreately 'short nodes, as shown in
Figre3.3. his figure shows the PIPE fading reportedirernc3fr

"the Edwards bl'owdo'wn experiment.

Wall heat transfer can be omitted by setting the number ,of heat transfer

nodes (NODES)7 t'o zer~o. 'The user can choo'se one of three methods of

calcul'ati ng' CHFI, 'or th is calculation cain be bypasse-d by -setting the input

parameter ICHFto zeo. Wall frictin an l ossesý due to abru .pt are ,a changes

are c hose'n by s ettiin'g a'pp r o p rlaiate value of teinput arrays NFF and FRIC at

each cell i nterf acc~e-. Thre' value~s for-the NFF- array flag spoec'if ic f~r iction

factor correlations and the values for the FRIG array are included as local

additive losses.

Whlea IE-can bcnnected to any other component, including anothe

PIPE, it is usually a good idea to keep the'number 'of c ompon Ients to a

minimum. It should'also be noted that the ju~nction between two implicit PIPEs

8
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FIGURE 3.35. PIPE Noding Diagram for the Edwards Blowdown Experiment



is treated as partially implicit so that some of the advantages of using the

implicit hydrodyamics are lost if. a continuous pipe is modeled as two separate

PIPEs.

When using the semi-iJmplicit hydrodynamics, the lengths of adjacent cells

should not be exceedingl ,y different. This can lead to calculational
inaccuraciesý,_especially when a long volume follows a short vol~ume. It is
recommended that-thechangie in cell lengths should not be greater than a

factor of 1.2 between adjacent cells or across a junction-boundary.

During the execution of a problem, the solution procedure is controlled

*by routines PIPEl,. PI-PE2 and PIPE3. At the beginning of each, time step, PIPEl

calls SLIP to obtain relative velocities, FWALL for..wall friction and orifice
loss coefficients,ý MPROP_ for wall1 metal properti es, and HTPIPE to obtai n wallI

heat transfer, coefficients.. During the iterations for a time step, PIPE2

calls OFiD for the numerical hydrodynamics solution andJiD to update boundary

arrays. After a time steplis successfully completed, P.IPE3 updates the wall

temperatures with a call to CYLHT, computes new fluid prope'rties*(viscosity,

heat capacity and surface tension) with a call to FPROP, And resets the

boundary arrays with JiD. If the time step fails to conve'r g .e,ý THERMO is

called to restore variables to their ol~d values and-a new; "time step,*half the

size of the old one, i-s tr~ied.

Output for a pipe is managed by sub routines CWPIPE'and WPIPE. CWPIPE
transfers data from *LCM to SCM and calls WPIPE. WPIPE prinhts -out- the
-component number, junction numbers, iteration count, pressures, vapor

fractions, saturation temperatures, liquid and vapor temperatures, liquid and

vapor densities, mixture velocity, slip ratio and wall friction factor. If

wall heat transfer is included (NODES>O), then information on the heat

transfer regime, liquid and vapor wall heat transfer coefficients, interfacial

heat transfer coefficient, heat transfer rate from the wall, wall temperature

for critical heat flux and wall temperature profiles are also printed.

3.5.4 Pressurizer

The pressurizer in a PWR is a large fluid reservoir that maintains the

pressure within the reactor primary coolant system and compensates for changes
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in the coolant volume due to system transients. During normal operation this

reservoir contains the highest energy fluid in the primary system. It is

usually maintained about 50% to 60% full of saturated liquid pressurized by

the saturated steam above it. The pressurizer pressure is the controlling

source of the primary coolant loop pressure 'and is transmitted by a long surge

line connected to one of the hot legs.

A pressurizer component is si mul ated. by the PRIZER module. This module

is normally used to model the pressurizer itself with the surge line

represented by a PIPE or TEE component. As shown in a typical noding diagram

in Figure 3.36, a PRIZER component can be connected only at one junction to

other one-dimensional components. By convention the junction connecton is at

the highest numbered cell NCELL, with cell 1 ass~umed to be the closed-off end.

The procedures for data inp'ut,ý initialization of arrays, advancement of
ý'!time- dependent variables,, and editing: are similar to those given for a PIPE
'component (see Section 3.5.3). The hydrodynamics-are -treated using the one--

dimensional, semi-implicit drift-flux routine, DF1DS. However, drift

velocities are not obtained from the- SLIP, routine as is the case in PIPE, but

`are specified-in subroutine PRIZRL ,to :produce, a sharp liquid/vapor interface

-during .pressurizer discharge.

In'a PRIZER`component the walls a-e 'adiabatic, but energy trans-fer from a

heater/sprayer can be simul ated. The primary purpose of this heater/sprayer

l~ogic is not toaccountif6r added-energy but ratherito serve. as~a system

pressure- controller. :.The user -specifies a -desired pressure ýsetpoint, -PSET,

and the .pressure -devi~ation, DPMAX,,.at which the heaters..input their maximum

power of QHEAT. The power that is input to the pressurizer-fiuidis, directly

proportional to the difference between PSET and PM), the pressure in

cell 1. That is,

Q PSAT ET -A()3.17)

Qinput =QET[ 
DPMAX
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_,JUNCTIOIN
:FIGURE 3.36.- Pressurizer.2Noding Di agram

'The maximum value~of Qiptis limited to ±QHEAT. -This"power is distributed

over alifluid celis'in the pressrizer'-with'the fraction of Power input to

each cell equal to the fraction of total liquid mass in that cell/ Power is

not added, if. the ,collapsed liquid level is less than~the input parameter

ZHTR. If pressure control is, not, desired, QH-EAT; is. set to, zero..

Wall'friction coefficients are calculated in routine FWALL by specifying

a friction" correlation-option, INFF, along with additive friction' factors,`

FRIC5.for each cell edge. The homogeneous flow friction factor option

(NFF = 1) is suggested for a pressurizer.'

The output edit for a PRIZER component is similar to the PIPE one-

dimensional component with the addition of four variables specific to the

pressurizer: the discharge volumetric flow rate, total liquid volume

discharged, collapsed liquid level and heater/sprayer power input to the
pressurizer fluid.
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3.5.5 PUMP Module

The pump module. e~mployed in COBRA/TRAC describes the interaction of the

47 system:. fluid with a centrifugal pump. The model calculates the pressure

differenti~al across the pump and its angular velocity as a function of the

fluid flow rate and the fluid pro perties. The model is designed to treat any
ýcentrifugal pump and can include two-phase effects.

The pump model is represented by a one-dimensional component with N

cells, N must be greater than 1. A typical noding diagram for the pump

component is shown in IFigure '3.37.' The pump momentum is modeled as a source

(SMOM) that is included between cells 1 and 2. The source is positive for

normal operation with the pressure rise occuring in going from cell 1 to

cell 2,' so it is necessary to number the cells so thatthe cell number

increases in'the normal flow directi'on.'

The following considerations were felt to be im portant in creating the

pump module:

1)ý Compatibility with adjacent components should be maximized.

2) Choking at the pump inlet or outlet should be automatically predicted.

3) The calculated pressure rise across the pump should agree with that

measured at steady-.state conditions.-"

The first two, criteria el-imin~ated thle use of a, lumped-parameter model.

Since the adjacent components are usually described by PIPE modules that are

based on a one-dimensional drift-flux approximation, the pump is treated

likewise. The resulting PUMP module combines the PIPE module with pump

correl ati ons. The pump model is identical to the one-dime~nsi onal pipe model1

except that a momentum source is included in the mixture momentum equation

written between cells'1 an d 2':

n+1 n (ný1' n+1 n' n
V -V ( -p f) V IV I1-.5 1.5 1 2 n - 1 15 1.5 (.8

At n AX C Dh 3.SM8

1.5
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FIGURE 3.37.,. Pump Nadi ng Diagram

where f i s the frict ion factor, Cn. represents the convective terms evaluated
at time n and 1.5 refers to the average value between cell,.1 and cell1 2. _The
source term, SMOM is taken to be

SMM P tl,+ . +g fr Vn: nV5  (3.19)

where A~P is the pressure ri se through the.:pump,, eval~uatedf from, the, pump,
n ncorrelation at the flow velo ci ty V1.5 and density p1 5  With thi -s definition

of the'.momentum source, the steady-state so~lutio ,n of Equation (3.18) is

P2  P1 = P (3.20)

which is the desired result.

It is necessary to evaluate the momentum source for a pump. cell, only once

each time step, and the source is needed only during the explicit pass in
DF1DI or DF1DS, which calculates the temporary velocity, V. Numerical results
indicate that evaluating the pump source at the old time (n) is adequate and
that it is not necessary to re-evaluate the source during the implicit
iteration phase of DFID. The pump source evaluation is performed by
subroutine PUMPSR.
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The pump characteristic curves describe the pump head and,.torque response

as a function of fluid volumetric flow rate and pump speed. Homologous curves

(one curve segment represents a family of curves) are used for this

description because of their simplic ity . These curves describe in a compact

manner all operating states of the pump obtained by positive or negative
impeller velocities with positive or negative flow rates.

To take into account two-phase effects on pump performance, the pump

curves are divided into two separate regimes. Data indicate that two-phase

pump performance in the vapor fraction range of 20 to 80% is significantly

degraded in comparison to its performance at vapor fractions outside of this

range. One set of curves describes the pump performance for single-phase

fluid (0 or 100% vapor fraction), and another set describes it for two-phase

fluid. The pump head at any vapor fracti~on is calculated from the

,rel ationship

H =H 1 -Ma) (H1  H) (3.21)

where H =total pump head

H, pump head from single-phase homologous curves

H2 -= pump head from the fully degraded homologous curves,
M_= pump head degradation multiplier

a =vapor f racti on

The two-phase hydraulic torque is treated similarly. The following

definitions are employed in the subsequent development:,.

A~P = pump differential

p = pump inlet density

H = pump head =-A__
p

Q = pump volumetric flow rate

Q= pump impeller angular velocity
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In order to allow one set of curves to be used for a variety of pumps,
the following normalized quantities are Used:

h ~H
R

q

where the subscript R-denotes the
relations (Ref. 4) shows that

rated condition. Use of the pump similarity

h 2 f ' ( wf (3.22)

For a small w, this correlation is
combination is used:

not satisfactory, and the following

h f~
7-~ f. (3.23)

The first correlation. is used in the-ýrange. 0 < 11 1,'and the. second is
used in the range 0 < -! 1. The four resulting curve Isegments, as well as
the curve selecti~on logic used, are shown in Table 3.2..

The dimensionless torque, 0, is ctefined by

Thy

T R

4

where Thy "= hydraulic torque

TR = rated torque.
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TABLE 3.2. Definition of the,
Pumlp Curves,

Four.Curve Segments Used to Describe Homologous

q
W1

Curve Segment
(a)

Iq

A.

4

<

<

> 0

<0 }
Correlation

h -f(q)

h

qq{3 < 0

q=normalized flow

=normalized angular velocity

h =normal ized head

The single-phase torque, T, is dependent upon the fluid density and is

calculated from

T = TR P .(3.24)

where p is the pump inlet density and pRis its rated density. The density

ratio, multiplier is needed to correct for the density difference between the

pumped fluid and the rated condition. For two-phase conditions the impeller

torque is calculated from

T= 1 .. I~T - .2) (3.25)
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where T =total impeller torque

T:=-impeller torque from single-'phase homologous curves.

T2= impeller torque from fully degraded homologous curves

N(ci) = torque degradation multiplier

The homologous, normalized torque curve segments are correlated in the
same manner as the head curve segments shown in Table 3.2.

In addition to the homologous head and torque curves, the head

degradation multiplier and torque degradation multiplier defined in

Equations (3.21) and (3.25) are needed. These functions are usually nonzero

only in the vapor-fraction range where the pump head and torque are either

partially or fully'degraded.

The pump module treats the pump angular velocity as a constant (input)
while its motor is energized. After a drive motor trip, the time rate of

change of the pump motor assembly is proportional to the sum of the moments

acting on it and is calculated from the equation

I T (T + T f + T b) (3.26)

where I = pump motor assembly moment of inertia

T =impeller torque

--T =torque due to friction (constant)

Tb = bearing and windage torque

Tb is assumed to be of the form

T C Z (3.27)

where C is an input constant and siRis the rated impeller angular velocity.

The impeller torque is eval-uated" fro m the homologous torque curves and
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Equation (3.25) as a funct~ion of the fluid density and,,flow rate as wel~l. as-

pump angular velocity. For time step n+1, Equation 3.26 is evalu~ated,

explicitly

n+ ~n 1 n n+
Q+T T.i(~ p. Q) nAt n (3.'28)

Pump .Opti ons

The Wall heat 'transfer, wall friction, 'CHF CIcalu'lati on and implicit
hydrodynamics options are'the same for. the PUMP module as for the PIPE
module. In addi ti on the following options are' specified: pump'type, motor

action, reverse speed option, two-phase option and pump curve option.

if the pump motor is energized, its angular velocity. is assumed-.to.be. the

constant "Val ue sp-eci~fie6d. --If -the motor i s- n~ot -en e-rg-ized-, A pump coastdown
C .alculiation- is pe~rfo~rimed' usin hg the' spec ifie6d initial pump speed.

T~h~ere, are, two, pump opti ons a v a.ila~bl~e. .For pump, opti onj 1 (PM PT,,= 1) the

pump speed variation is spec~if ied 'by i~nput. The, pump, i si~ni ti ally_ energi zed
at a con~stant, speed ,specified by input (OMEGA,). The, pump, motor. may be t~ri pped

by a TRIP signal. If a pump trip has occurred, the pump speed is taken from a

table-of pump speed ver sus time- af ter-:tri p-(.a rray SPTBL)..

Pump option 2 (IPMPTY = 2) is similar to option 1 except that the pump
speed is calculated. from.-,Equation (3..28) after a trip has, occurred rather, than

from an -input, tableý. The. relationship betwe en the variou's pump input-
parameters as well as the algorithm for the pump speed calculation are shown
in Table 3.3. The value entered for IPMPTR is the TRIPS identification number

for pump. trip, initiation and NPMPTX is the number of pairs of points in the

pump speed table (SPTBL). If IPMPTR. = 0, the pump will maintain a constant
speed..

If the reverse speed option is specified (IRP =1),, the pump can rotate

in, both the forward and reverse directions. If reverse sp~eed is not allowed
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(IRP =0) , the pump will rotate in the forward direction only. For this case,

if' negative rotation is calculated (after trip with' option 2) the speed will

be set to zero.

If the two-phase option is turned on (IPM = 1), the degraded pump head

and torque will be calculated from Equation (3.21) and (3.25). If the two-

phase, opti on i s turned of f (1IPM =0), only. the, si ngl e-.phase head and torque

homologous curves will be used.

The user may either specify pump homologous curves in the input or use

the built-in pump curves. The built-in pump curves are for the M.OD-i1_.

Semiscale system, pump and are based, on the. data in,,Refs.. 4 through .,6.. These

curves, as-well as the head and ,torque degradation mul ti pl~iers, are shown., in

Figures 3.38 t~hrough 3.43. Since these homologous, curves.,are dimensionless,

they can be, used to. de~scri be- a vari ety of pumps by. specifying as. input the.

rated values for density, head, torque, flow and angular velocity.

There are several restrictions and limi.tations in the -current-vers-ion, of

the pump module. Si nce there i s no pump. motor torque-rversus- speed, model, the

pump speed is assumed at the input value if the motor is energized. The pump
momentum source must beb located'between c'e~lls, 1 and 2 of the pump model.

Finally, tthel' hea'd 'degradati~on 'miul tipli e r,, M(ca), 'and the torque degr adation

multiplier, N(a), 'are 'assumed to 'apply to al operating" states of the pump.

TABLE'3.3.: Pump'Control Input Pa'ram~eters`

IPMPTY IPMPTR NPMPT)GPTBL Pump Speed
Pump Option -Pump Tri p 1. Pa~irs': of Poi nts Speed Table Al,'gorithm

1 x =pump trip X, x OMEGA before
des ired trip

0 no pump trip' 0 SPTBL after
trip

2 x =pump trip x OMEGA before
dlesi red trip

0= no~pum trp 0Code %cal cul ated
after trip
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The PUMP module input consists of the same geometric and hydrodynamic

data and initial conditions that are required for the PIPE module. In

addition, information specific to the PUMP-is required, as described in the

input specifications. (See Section 2.2.6.) The speed table (SPTBL) as well

as the homologous pump-cu rve arrays -must..be input in the foll1owi ng. order:

Here x is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable.
Furthermore the independent variables must be input in a monotonic increasing
order", i.e.,

x(n) > X( n-1) > ... x(2) > x(1).

Linear interpolation is used within the arrays.

3.5.6 Steam Generator

In a pressurized water reactor the steam generators transfer energy from

the primary coolant loop to the secondary coolant to produce steam. The STGEN

module can be-ulsed-, tomo~del. either a- U-.tube..or a o -nce-through type steam

generator. The user specifies the type of generator through the input

variable KIND: 1 = U-tube; 2 = once-through. Although there are two

.different ste'am-generator-designs,.the basic operation is s-imil -ar for both

types. Primary coolant- enters -an-inlet plenum, flows through a tube bank to

exchange heat wi~th a secondary coolant on the exterior of the tube bank, and

is discharged into an outlet plenum. A typical noding diagram for'a STGEN
component is given in Figure 3.44. This figure illustrates the modeling
conventions used for this component. On the primary side, cell 1 and cell

NCELL1 are adiabatic and model the inlet and outletý plenums. respectively, of
the steam generator. The tube bank is represented by a single tube with flow
area, wall area and fluid' volume~of the entire 'tube-bank.

In the STGEN module, the primary side and the secondary side
hydrodynamics are treated separately; with the wall heat transfer the only
coupling between the two sides.. Th~ehydrodyna~mics of the primary side are
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FIGURE 3.44. Nodi ng Diagrams for Once-T~hrough, and. U-Tube. Steam Generators

solved by calling the one-dimensional drift-flux routine,. OFiDI or N~IPS._ *The
tu .be wall temperature for-each-mesh cell.1 is held constant over. the, time step,
but the vapor and i qu~id, temperatures, are treated impl icitly., Next, the

hydrodynamic~s for the secondary s ide are solved in the, same., manner.. Once
convergence has been reached for all, system. -components, a4 final. pa~ss-i-s made
and tube wall temperatures are updated for the current ti'me step.

The ,procedures. for readi ng i nput,_ iniftial ization, of' arrays,. advancement

of the time step, and editing a~re. similar to those described:for.thej PIPE
module (.see. Sec-tion .3. 5.3) .- The.-cal cul ati onal. sequence. for the. STGEN: module
i s i denti cal to that for a P IPE except -that the se~quence, of -callIs i s perf ormed
twice,-- once for the primary si~de. and once-for the-'secondary side.-

Athough the procedure. for, readin~g i~nput, data is similar to-a PIPE

module, there are some differences., The-most obvious differenceý is the-

,speci f ication of four junction.ý numbers .(see Figure 3.44): ,two for. theýýprimary
side connections and two,_ for .the secondary side. Although it'is possible to
connect the secondary side junction~s to..any. one.-dimensional component, the
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most common arrangement is to model the i nl et as a. FILL, and the discharge as a

BREAK. The FILL specifies the -secondary side 'luidi~n~let conditions and flow

rate at the base of the tube sheet. The-BREAK spec.ifies the steam generator

secondary steam dome pressure.

There is no provision for modeling the downcomer in the steam generator

secondary with. the .one-_di~men~si~onal s-team..genera~tor. comp~onent, .so the fluid

state for the boundary FILL must be that of the water -entering the tube bank

and not simply the feedwa'ter, in-let conditions. In some calculations, the

inlet conditions at the lower tube sheet on the secondary side can be readily

deduced. But in many cases, particularly transients where the, behavior of the

secondary system significAntly-i~nfluences the results, this model is not

adequate. The VESSEL component can .be used in such cases to model the steam

generator in much :greater detail, including the downcomer and carryover from

the steam dome.

The number of fluid mesh cells on the primary-side' is specified as-,'

NCELLI, and that on the secondary side is NCELL2. There are some constraints

imposed on the possible combinations of values for NCELL1 and NC.ELL2. For a

'once-through typ'e (KIND =2), NCELL2 NCELL1-2 (i.e., o .n the primary side,

cell 1' i s" the inle t plenum, cells 2 thro .ugh NCELL1-1 model the tube bank, and

cell N CE L L1 is t he -outlet 'Plenuma-.) Ea ch .seco .nd ary' cell' contai'ns (an~d

exchanges heat with) one ýprimary cell. For a U-tube'type (KIND=1), it is

assumed that two active: pimary cells, one 'on the'upflow side of the U-tube
.and the other 'On -the downfl1ow si de, are: c'ontai ned! In' onel active secondary cell

( see Fi~gure 3.44).,.- Thus,e NCELL2 must be gr'eater''th'an 'or' equal" to '(NCELL1-

2)12. The secondary si de cell1s' that are 'greater. than' (NCELL1-12)/2 "are treated
as adiabatic and can be included to modell the volume above the tube bank. (In

.Figure 3.44 these.are' cells'6 through 8 on the-secondary side.)

There must be at least one wall temperature node (NODES) in the primary

tube of a steam generator. Three ýnodes a~re suggestedý for -most cases since

thi s pl aces a node at, each tube surf ace and one at: the tube wall1 center. :The

.tube material is specified with the variable MAT. ' Available mate'rial options
are stainless steel 304., 316 and 317, carbon steel A5D8 and Inc'o'nel 718. `7w6

flags, ICHF1 and ICHF2, are-used to determine if a CHF'calcula~tion is to be
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p6e.rforme-d on the primary and'secondary si'des, respectively. If CHF
cal cul ati ons are desired, these flags- are set equal to 1;, oitherwise they are
set equal to 0.

A CHF calculation must be flagged on the secondary side, or boiling heat
transfer calculations will not be -performed. It is therefore recommended that
the combi1ntati' n ICHF1' = 0 and ICHF2 I be used, since boiling occurs on the
seconKdary side. If in A particular problem boiling and/or dryout is expected

on the 'primary side, however, ICHF1 should be specified' as 1 also-. Either
f ull1y -impl ici t or semi -im plic it hydrodyn ami cs ýmay be selected for' the STGEN
component.

There 'are some special considerations in setting up the geometric input
data in' order to model* the entire tube bundle of a stea'm generator with a

sigl tbe. Th ne uerdus, RADIN, tube'lwall thickness, TH, and
hydraulic diameter', HID, sho~uld'be those'of an actual single tube in the

bude, but the'flow area and celvlme.utcorsodto the-values for-

the: total'tube bank,. 'The user must also specify the heat transfer surface
area i n. each -cellI for both'the primary-`and secondary sides.'Ti is the
effective heat itrans'fe'r surface -area- f-or: all the tubes in each mesh cell' and
can' be used to account for tube fouling factors .or enhanced ýheat transfer from
f ins.i Steam generator .cell1s,1 can be made- adiabatic 'by speci fyi ng zero 'heat

transfer areas.:: .(The-i nlet: and outl et pl enums -..i e.the first and l1ast cell1s
on. the primary-: si de,,. sho~ul d be adi abati c.)

Spec ify ing the heat. tran sf e r'area :f or th e "'on ce- throu ghl' type is
straightforward; it is the total effective heat transfer area for the steam
generator, multiplied by the-fraction:of,"total- tube length-in each mesh"
cell. For. the " U- tube"._ type",h owever,ý- the convention is a-little obscure. On
the primary side the heat transfera area is the-effective interior area _for all

the tubes in each mesh cell. ýThe total heat-transfer to ,-a ýsecondary''side-
fluid cell is the sum of the heat transfer from the up-tubes and the down-,.
tubes in the cell, but the code assumes that the wall heat transfer area
ýspecified in the'secodar cel nludes only that' of the up0-tubes. In the
cal cul ati on, the ef fecti ve heat transfer areas' for the' p-tuibe'sand down-tubes
are assumed to be equal , alnd th~e input' value for wall s;.urface area on the
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secondary side is doubled. Therefore, the user should not specify WA2,as -the

effective surfa~c~earea of both the up and-othe down tubes in a secondary side

fl uid cell1. The val ue entered for WA2 should be the area of only the up-tubes

in a secondary side fluid cell.

The. volumes and flow areas on th e primary side are those determined by,.

considering al~l -the tubes in the bank.. However,, the ,hydraulic diameter ~is

that.-for a singl~e tube.. The volumes and flow areas on the..secondaryside are

the actual geometric values -for each mesh cell. The secondary hydraulic.,

diameter is determi ned. by. standard methods used. in heat Itransfer over tube
bundl es.

Tube wall initial temperatures must also be, specified for each. node in

each cell; an array -with. NCELL1*WDES elements. Even though cell 1 :and cell
NCELLI. are adiabatic,,,tube wall, temperatures must be given, for, both of these.

cells. (They are defined only -to simplify, indexi~ng.,) In the~numbering

conventio n used, temperat~ures begin with cell- 1 and are. specifiJed from
interior (primary, side) to. exterior (secondary side) for each- mesh- cell.
(That is, the temperatures are specifield in the orderj T1 1  T1 , T1
T1,NODES, T,1  :2 2  2 3  .~TOE, etc., The, f~irst, ~n~dex.. i~s the. cell

nube, hesecon~d is the node number.,_.)

.Friction ,factor-correlation ~options .(NFF) and'additive friction losses
.(FRIC).are given separately for the two sides. ;-The possible options for NFF

.are. described with the STGEN component input: instructions. in Section ý2. 2.7.ý',

The homogeneous option (NFF.= 1) is suggelsted -for both the primary -and

secondary sides.

The-output edit for a steam generator component is similar to that~given

for a PIPE component, with primary side variables given first and then

secondary side variables. Also, heat transfer variables are always given.-

Tube wall temperatures are printed for each node of each active meshicell.,

3.5.7,-TEE* Module

The TEE module models the thermalhydr~aulics of three piping branches:,, two

of which lie along a commion l ine. with the- th-ird enteringat some angle..
a from the main axi~s of the ,other two (see.Figure 3.45). Fjrom the standpo~int
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NCELL2
P IPE 2

PIPEA1

FIGURE 3.45. Tee Noding Diagram

of the code, the tee is treated as two PIPEs, as indicated, in :Fi~gure, 3.45.
The angle 0 is from the low-numbered end of PIPE 1 to PIPE 2. The low-

numbered end of PIPE 2 always connects to PI.PE-J1. The straight PIPE segment
is numbered from cell 1 to NCELL1, with the connection to PIPE 2 at

cell JCELL. The branch PIPE segment i s numbered. f rom, the cell1 immiedi atel y
-adjacent to JCELL, beginning with cell 1 and ending with cell NCELL2.

The connection to PIPE 1 from PIPE 2 is treated with mass, momentum and
energy source terms. For PIPE 2 the conditions in cell JCELL of RPIIE1 form
the inlet boundary conditions.. -The time differencing and.i terati on,. procedure
are such that the scalar quantities are conserved (within a convergence

tolerance.) :and the level. of implicitness at the'ico'nnection ensures that 'no
additional stabil~ity limitations apply at a TEE. The levels of implicitness
for the finite-difference equations applied to PIPE 1 and PIPE 2 can be
specified independently usi~ng the input vari~ables IHYDi and IHYD2.. Since the
junction between PIPE 1 and PIPE 2 is always treated partially implicitly, the
velocity at that point is always included in the computation of the time step

stability limit. Phase separation at the junction is 'calculated if the flag
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ISEP is set to one. Phase separation is computed if the void fraction in the
junction cell JCELL exceeds the user-specified value ALSEP.

.Since the TEE is modeled as essential~ly two connected PIPEs, the PIPE

model description in Section 3.5.3 'should. be referenced for additional

information on-the calculational sequence. The sequence for a-TEE includes

separate calculations of the primary and 'secondary sides.

Input and-output.-information for, a TEE component is very similar to that
for a PIPE componenit except that two" PIP"Es ..are invol~ved in a TEE component.

3.5.8 VALVE Module

The VALVE module is used to model the thermal-hydraulic flow in a

valve. A val've is modeled as a -one-dimensional component with at least two
fluid cells, as shown in Figure 3.46. ''The treatment of heat transfer and

fluid dynamics in a valve is identical to that of a pipe, as described in

Section 3.5.3.

The valve action is modeled by controlling the flow area and hydraulic
diameter at a given cell boundary in the component. The following expressions

are used for this purpo'se:

Fl ow Ar ea =AV ILV ;E*FRACT

HydraulIic' Dbiameter =HVLVE*FRACT

JUN 1

CELL'j
_IVS

'JUN 2

FLOW AREA CONTROLLED
-BY VALVE ACTION

FIGU.RE :3.46. valve Noding Diagram
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where, AVLVE and HVLVE are the fully open,, valve. flow area and hydraulic,

diameter, respectively, and FRACT is. the fraction the valve is open.

Five options are provided for controlling- the valve action. Options 1

through 4 open or close the ,va-lve with-a .tri~p. -The acti'on can be

instantaneous or a function of timei.. Option 5 models-a-.check valve with the

open or closed condition determined by a pressure- di fferential between'-the

specified cells and a. setpoi~nt. ý(For this option, the valve openi~ng and

closing is damped to prevent pressure oscillations.) The valve option is
speci f ied by, :the val ue of. the i nput .parameter IVTY. :The .possibl e val ues of

IVTY and corresponding options are shown., n Table.3A.4 -

TABLE 3.4. VALVE.Activation Options

I VTY OPTION

1. Valve is' normally open and is 'closed instantly on a-tri p signal.

2,ý Val ve is normally closed and is opened i nstantly .on a tri p ,si gnal.

3 Valve is normally open and is closed 'on6 a' trip- sig-nal accor .di ng 'to' a
-time-dependent valve table.

4 Valve is normally closed and is opened on a trip signal according to a'
time-dependent valve table.

5 Ch 'eck -valve is--controlled by-a. static pre~ssure-gradient.: 1f IVPG =1,

then DP =P(IVPS - 1) - P(IVPS); if IVPG =2) then OP =,P(iVPS)-
P(IVPS -1).

If DP+PVS >0, the valve opens.
If DP+PVS < 0,, the valve closes.

The. valve opening 'and closing is damped so that f low area and hydraulic
diameter can change by only 1% pe'rý time step., This damps pressure
oscill1ati ons in the system caused. by. the, val ve. acti on.
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3.6 STEADY-STATE CALCULATIONS

The curren .t v .ers ion of COBRA/TRAC does not have a steady-state implicit

solution algorithm. In developing the COBRA-TF code, and later COBRA/TRAC,

the main focus was on the ability to calculate transients', and teproblem of

obtaining the steady state from which the transients were initiate~d was"',ii
largely ignored.':As a result; problems that begin with;a stable s-teady' -state

must be initialized by running a transient'calculation' to obtain a solutioný
for the steady-state conditions of the'system. The duimp/restart capabiIi ty'
(discussed in Section 3.7) makes it possible'to change the boun-darycdondi tions
and characteristics ~of the problem with relative lease. Volume-4, COBRA/TRAC
Developmental Assessment and Data Comparisons, describes a numberobf

calculations that were initialized to steady-state conditions by running a
transient calculation with constant boundary conditions and then restarted
with transient boundary'conditions to si 1mul .ate a blowdown, small break or

similar de-stabilizing occurrence within the system.

-Obtaining a steady-state solution "with COBRA/TRAC is relatively

straightforward. Essentially, the procedure does not differ from that for any
other calcul ati on.* 'There are "a f ew poi nts, however, that the user sho'ul d keep

in -mind in order, to waste ýas little,. computer time as. possible in establishing

the steady state (from which, it is presumed, the transient' of real interest

will be, initiated.,)

1) Turn the pumps on before adding heat to the system. The flow through

the :system should be e'stablished befr any signifi-cant amount. of

energy is added.'

2) Ramp the power up to the steady-state value at a rate that will1 make
boiling in the VESSEL unlikely. (This assumes the steady state is

completely subcooled.) Boiling :and condensing in, the- trans~ient to

steady state can result- in press-ure, oscillations- that-wil 11stlow

convergence to the steady state.

3) Trip set points that might be activated in the course of the transient

to steady-state calculation should not be specified until the desired

steady state has been reached. (New trips can be added on a restart.)
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4) Forcing functions on boundary conditions in the VESSEL must be

specified. in the initial i~nput as constant for. a spec~ific period of

simulation time. The time at which these functions begin, varying

.becomes, by definition, the point of initiation of the transient of

interest.

5) On the restart that initiates the transient from the' steady-state

conditions, the minimum time step should be specified at a value (on

the order of 1.OE-6) and a trip identifier number of .1000 should. be
speci f ied to f orce the code to use. the mi nimum time step si ze.

6) PIPE or TEE components modeling broken pipes that 'are'expeicted .to

experience choked flow in the transient should be converted to the

implicit solution by setting the' flag IHYDRO to 1. (In the transient

to establish steady-state conditions, these component s are not yet

broken, sio it i s more ef f ici ent 'to use the parti al ly Impl ici t

hydrodynamics .(IHYDRO =0) in that part of the 'calculation.).

7)ý' PI PE or TEE components that model broken pipes with choked fl6w should
be renoded (on the restart that initiates the blowdown transient) to

reflect the noding patterns recommended. for choked fl.ow .in. TRAC.-PlA

Development Assessment (Ref. 3).

PMint 4 deserves some additional comment since it de'termi nes how l ong' the

-transient to steady state wil1 -be. I t must -be c~hosen corre'ctl y the' f irs~t

time, since the user cannot alter the. VESSEL input. data .on re~startsi. As 'a

rule-of thumb,' the time-to-steady-state- should be on-the order of the'time it
takes one particle of fluid to circulate twice through the-main flow path o'f
the system. This assumes that the temperatures, both fluid and material ,-in

the system have been initialized close to their steady-state values. If an

appreciable mass of solid .mat~erial must be heated up. to, steady,-state

temperatures, two or three passes through the loop might,.be .required before

stable wall temperatures are achieved-. (The convergence of wall temperatures

may be accelerated using the RTWFP parameter on the time step control cards.)

The time step adjustment recommended in point 5 is needed because the

code calculates the new time step based on the behavior of the system in the
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previous time step. If~the system is at a stable steady state and'a transient

is begun, or if the system is changing extreimelyý riapidly becau se'I of a fast

transient, the'code can calculate a time step .that is too; , large for

stability. 'The code has the capability to "ba~ck up" the' solution numerically

when the time step is too large for convergence., but this is expensi've in

terms -of wasted calcul~ation time and shlould be. avoided where possible.

The renoding 'of PIPEs or TEEs that will experience choked flow is very

important'for blo10wdown transients and must not be omitted. Reference 3

contains detailed recommendations on' how to'.model pipes in choked flow.

Basically, the length of the. pipe in choked flow -is modeled by a large number

of extremely., small nodes, decreasing from the nominal -pipe node length

gradual ly (by- -50% i n each l ength reducti on) to. 0. 1,, 0. 05, 0.025,! and 0. 0083
meters and, in. some extreme cases, even smaller. But these very.small nodes

should not be used. inthe transient to steady state with the, pipe partially
implicit. They will cause. the ti~me-step size to be unnecessarily Courant-

limited, making the transient to steady-state conditions use more computer

time (and-hence be more expensive) than it needs to be.

3.7 USING THE DUMP/RESTART OPTION

The DUMP/RESTART option in COBRA/TRAC makes it possible to run long

.transient calculati~ons efficiently. Long..trans~ients. modeling. large systems

can require. many, hours of computer time to execute-. .,The -DUMP/ RESTART
capabil1.ity, al lows, the user to run the transient as a ,series of. shorter. runs,
each restarting a~t the point the previou's run~ left off.-The user can then,,

monitor the calculation-as it progresses and minimize wasted computer..time

resulting from input errors and computer, system. failures..

TheDUM/RETAR opionis elatively easy to implement. -This section
discusses the three types of restarts a user migh wntoecu;asimpl

restart 1ýwith no changes in the input, ar r estart with'* chang ,es .in the input for
one or'mo're compone'nts; and-a restart with 'new .components added to the system.
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3.7.1 Simple Restart

Every COBRA/TRAC run generates two DUMP files. Data for the one-

dimensional components are written to a file named, TRCDMP, and data for the

VESSEL component are wri tten to a f ilIe named TAPE9. (I fthe graphi cs opti on

is being used, a file named TAPEll is generated al~so. This has nothing to do

with the restart per se,.but TAPEll must also be accessible for restarts if

the gr aphics output option is being used.) These files, TRCDMP, TAPE9 and

TAPE1l, are local files, and the user must do whatever is appropriate on his

system to save them permanently for.-later access.

The dump files TRCDMP and TAPE9 contain data describing the state of the

system for the one-dimensional components and the VESSEL, respectively, at

specific time steps. The line-printer output for the calculation contains,

for each time step written to the dump file,..the following, message:

SAVED A RESTART DUMP AT NNNN XX.XXX

where NNNN is an integer number identifying the time step :and XX.XXX is a. real

.number identifying the corresponding simulation time. Dumps are saved at the

-time intervals specified by input on the time domain cards (see Section 2.4)

every 3600 CPU seconds and at the end of each run. The user may specify any

interval he deems appropriate for .his problem, but since these files can

become quite largeý, excessive dumps should be avoided. The code automatically

ýwrites a time--step to the dump fil-es every thirty, min6utes of CP time in a.

given run and at the 'end of the run:. Fo r most long transients this iJs quite

adequate. The calculation may be restarted from' any time step written to the

dump file, but in most cases the last time step on the file will be the one
used to restart the simulation.

The input file for a re'started run is in general much simpler than that

for the initial run, since most of thie" equired information is stored on the

dump files. But some data must be repeated or changed. An example of a

simple restart file is shown in Table 3.5. The main problem control data (see

Section 2.1) is repeated in the restart input file. On a simple restart this

data is the same as on the initial run, except for the restart time data. In
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TABLE 3.5. Simple Restart Fil1e

semiscale mod3 -steady state( s-07-6)
3749 18.77200

21 22,
1. 10 20
2
1 2 -3 45
6 7 8 9 10

11 12 28 29 ý30
31 16 21: 37. 38'
40
1 0 20.:
4

20 .20'.

8
vessel 40 40

4 **semiscale mod 3 *test s-07-6* cobra/t rac

5
25 3 0 6
23 3 0 7
18 3 . 0 1
19 3 0 :.9
-35. 6, -1 40ý

end,

10 ý300 60
40 6 .41 11 12 1 2 9 16 5
1 '27 5 1' 19 2 37 17 2 37 9 :9 37 9 2

'ý3733 7 3731, 5, 37 .18 ý2 37, 7, 12,.,37 8 -ý12
37 7 6 37 8 6. 37 5 2-37 3 2 35 1 54.
35 -1 -78.. 35 1114;ý 35 1 126. 35 8 54-. 35 8 78.
35,, 8 126. 35 8 1.50Q. 35: -3 162. 35 -4ý 306,. 35 5,- 25.8.
5 17 3 5 9 8 5 9 3 5 1 3. 5 8.2
5 8 6 5 7 8 5, 8 8 5 8 13 5 30 5
6 17 3- 6 9.-, .,8 6 90 3 6 -1 1ý 6. 8 2
6 8 6 6 7 8 6 8 8 6: 8 13. 6 .30 5

35 -7 3. 1 5 2 1 10 2 1 24 3 1 1 2
37 7,, 9 37 8 9 1 12 ,3. 1 19 2 1 10 1
10 3"'37 7 437 '8 4 -535 3 6 35 3

0..le-3- - ..05 19.99999 - 400.
50. 10.0 10.5 10.5
-1.0
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the example, line 3 shows the restart time step as 3749 and the restart time
ýas 18.772.seconds. The one-dimensional component data has-been omitted

entirely since all necessary data is on the dump file.. The VESSEL input

consi sts of the VESSEL component card and one, line to. set the restart fl ag and

reinitialize the VESSEL title array. .(See Section 2.13.ý) A blank line must be
inserted at this point so the code will read the VESSEL data from the restart

fileTAPE8 rather than the input file. The-inputf fr the. VESSEL connecti ons

must be repeated on the restart, since it is not saved o~n the restart file.

The component input is terminated with an END card at the end of th~e

connection input. The code will then look for the data for the remaining

undefined components on the one-dimensional component restart file, TRCRST.

The graphics input data must al so be: repoeated in the restart input file since

it is-not saved to TAPE9. It must be the same as that'specified in te

initial run, except that new components can be added in elements of the' IGRFIT

array that were initially zero. New time domain cards :are-also speci 'fied in

the restart i-nput f il1e.

During ;:ex~ecuti~on of a restarted run, the dump tapes read for the restart

must be avai 1ab.1er -i n l ocal filIes. The VESSEL. restart data-is read from file

TAPE8, so-the app ropriate dump,. file TAPE9 must-be., specified- as TAPE8 for the

restart. Sim~ilarly, the one-dimensional ,component restart data. is read from

.file TRCRST, which must correspond to, the appropriate dump file TRCDMP.* If a

graphics file. is being-created, the current TAPE1l must- be available l ocallTy

also, and must be accessible for both reads and writes.

3.7,.2 Restart wi th Changes to Components-

Only the one-dimensional components may be c Ihanged o'n a r~estart-.' The

VESSEL component input cannot be revised. The inpout file for a restart with

C hanhg es to Components is essentially identical' to that for a simple restart.

The only ifence isthat the input data for the on-iensoa Component

(or components) being changed is specified in the input file. The new input

replaces the data for those components stored in the dump file.

An example of a restart with changes to a component is shown in

Table 3.6. The most common reason for changing a component is the belated

discovery of an error in the original input specifications. In this example,
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it was discovered that the flow rate on the secondary side of the -steam-,

generator component was incorrect, so the appropriate FILL components were re-
initialized wi~th new values for the inlet velocity.

In this case, the modeling change was relatively insignificant. But in

cases where geometry changes will drastically change the flow solution in a

co mpo nen t, the solution'"arrays should be re-initialized 'with values'compatible
with the new ge ometry. ELstimates -of the new va lues can be obtain~ed by hand
calculations with the conditions at the Component's junctions as boundary
condi tion'sý.

Itý is possible to replace a component in a, system wi~th a d~if ferent

.Component o n a restart. .ABREAK could be replaced: by a FILL,.. for exampl~e, if

it were expedient to. change at some point in a calculation from a pressure

.boundary to a flow boundary condition.,

3-.7.3 Restart-with New Components

In addition to redefining or replacing components in a system on a

restart, it is possible -to add new components:. ýThe restart input file, must,
in this Case redefinei'the control'.data,- increasing the total' number~of'.

components, and junctions .and 'adding the "new component numbers to 'the. ORDER

array. The input: forý the new components is specified in the restart input

file before :the "VESSEL restart, data. (Only- one-dimens~ionfal components may b'e

addedi It is not possibl~e td" add a second- VESSEL component in this way.):

An example of a resta~rt fi lei -wit Ih new compon~ents i s shown I In Ta Ibl Ie 3.7.

The number of components in the system has been- increased from 21 to-_29 and

the-number, of junctions from 22 to 29. -In, this example, the new components
model the ECC injection system and the blreak assembly in the Semiscale test-

facility. They are added to. the. system model when the, calculation has -reached

stea~dy state. (see .Section 3.6) on the restart where the., transient is

initiated.
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TABLE 3.6-. Restart with Changes to Components

1

semiscale mod3 -

3749

21

1.

2

1

6

11

31

40

1

steady state( s-017-6)

18.77200

22

10

2

7

12

16

0

0

20

3

8

28

21

4

9

29

37

5

10

30

38

4

-2

8."

20.

20.

f ill 11
.21

1.

5.9 1e6

28

1.,0

30

28

-0. 0. *ý1. 103e-l 495. OOeO

fill1 30

10

4 .26

59. 10e+5

. .01' O. 1.3588e-2 495. OOeO
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TABLE 3.6. -(continued).

vessel 40 40
4 ** semiscale mod 3 *test s.Q7,-6* cobra/ trac "**

5

25 3 0 6

23 3 0 7

18 3 0 1

19. 3 0 9ý

35 6 -1 40.,

end

10 300 60

40 6- 41 11

1 27 5 1

37 33 7 37

37 7 6 37

35 1 78. 35

35 .18 1-2.6. 35

5 17 3 5

5 8 6 5

6 17 3 6

6 -:8 6 6

35 -7 3. 1

37 7 9 37

1 10 3 37

0. le-3

50.

-1.0

12 1 2 9 16 5

19 2 37 17 2 37 9 9 37 9 2

31 .5 37 18 2 37 7 12 ~37 8 12

8 6 37, 5 2 37 3 2 35 1 54.

1 114. 35 1 126. 35 8 54. 35 8 78.

8.150. 35 -3 162. 35 -4 306. ''35, -5 258.

9 8 5 9 3 5 1 3 5 8 2

7 8 5 8 8 5 8 13 5 30 5

9 8 6 9 3 6 1 3 -6 8 2

7 8 6 8 8 6 8 ý13 6 301 5

5 2 1 10 2 1 24 3 1. 1 2

8 9 1 12 3 1 19 2 1 10 1

7 4 37 8 4 5 35 3 6 35 3

.05 19.99999 400.

10.0 10.5 10.5
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TABLE 3.7.* Restart with Added Components

1

semiscale mod3

3838

29

.00100

2

1

6

11

31

40

32

1

4

-blowdown (s-07-6)

20. 014

29

10

2

7

12

16

41

33

0

20

3

8

28

21

42

34

4

9

29

37
417

26

20.

20.

5

10

30

38

18

2

8

pipe

21

0

1.69926e-2

295.

r 9 .00833r 3

*51481e
r 9 2.563e-6r 3

4.67 e-4e

r19 2.7540e-4s

r 3 9.0713e-4e

r19 0.r 3

f 0. e

r19 2.41750e-2s

r 3 3.39852e-2e

r18 4,

0'

6

7 .1374e-3

.025r 3

.7689e-5r 3

6

12 7 7

.05r 3 .lr 2 .25741

1. 9486 e- 41. 5377e-5r 3 3.0753e-5r 2

3. 5e-02e

-4s
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TABLE .3..7.. (continued)

r 3

f

f

f

f

i 18

f

pipe

r 6

r 6

r 3

r17

r 3

f

r 3

r 17

r 3

r 16

f

f

r 3

r 17

f

f

4e

0. e

3. 2e-4e

0.O00e

11

561.8 e

1.64736e+7

561.50 e

19

0

1.6.9926e-2

295.

.51481r 2

.008 33e

4.67e-4r 2

2. 5630e-6e

9. 0713e-4s

9. 6953e-5e

3. 5e-2r17

0.e

3. 39862e-2s

1. llllle-2e

4

1.64789e+07

41

1

7. 1374e-3

1. 64843ei-7e

41

13 14 7

.21481r 3 .lr 3 .05r 4 .025

0. 7689e-51.9486e-4r 3 3.0753e-5r 3 1.5377e-5r 4

0. Oe

-4s

4e
G.e

3. OOe-4e

3.300s

30.78 e
561.7e

1. 64683e+7i 16
561. 50e

1. 646290e7 1. 645760e+7e
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TABLE 3.7,.~. .(continued)

break

break

12

.00833

- 14

.00833

fill

fill

34

1 .

1. 0047e+6

0.

.125800

,53. 1298

1. 66498

67.826 1

1. 7309

224. 3478

35

1 .

7. 6378 e+6

.0.

.08941

24. 4346

ý..46636

49.9994

-.50019.

469.5651

26

0

2. 5630e-6

42

0

2. 5630e-6

33

2

1. 2668e-4

.01727

52. 0865

1. 4898

57. 3036

1. 8776

109. 5652

1. 89793

34

2

1. 2668e-4

'.005780

-23. 3911

.467 12

34.8692'

* 52070

172.1739

. 50952e

26

0

42

0

1.

33

0

0.

51.0428

1.19956

54.6949

1. 7620

'78. 2609

ý1.8286

460.

34

0

0.

22. 3477

.56617

.25. 4781

S. 50 181,

78. 2609

-.497 11

17

0.

.400.

400.

312.

.00493

52. 6080

1. 6641

60. 4340

1. 8364

120.

1. 89e

16

0.

.0057800

23.A91290

..50258'

40. 0865,
..51449

224i. 3478

51. 5646

1.4528

56. 2601

18360'

.1. 8221

312.

22. 8694

27.5650

'5 1222

88.6'956

.50582

.24527 e+6

.24527e+6
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TABLE 3.7.. (continued)

ac curn

4

.3799

.0249

.0656

0. e

-1. e

.2889

le

18

24

.4354

.028565

..0656

.2889

0.

18

f

f

.29564

ý.0 19394

.0656

.2889

..29564e

01 9394e

.0656

.2889
.204358ef

f

f

f

f

1 .

0. e

-312;. e

312. e

4. 313e+06e

O. 0.e

val ye

0
ý32

r 6

15

.0127

295.

5

5. 067 le-4

.1503

2. 5896

4. 92984e-3

1.54058e-4

1. 31218e-3

.0328

.001025r10

0.e

0.r 5

.204358

.03613r10

26.

.0064

0

.0254

.-3006r 2

.1.2 948

2. 464 '92e-3

1.52317e-4r 2

6. 5608.8e-4

5.067 le-4e

0

0.

1.0823

1. 23246e-3

2. 74535e-4

5. 4814126-4

:.0082

i.6474

-.7874e

6..1623e-4

3.28044 e-4

3. 98983e-4e

': .0041

8

7

3.08115e-4

6. 56088e-4

.00205

f

r 4 -1.r 5

.1445

.0254e

0.

.102173
1.

.07225
0.e

.05072
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TABLE 3.7L (continued)

f

f

f

f

r 7

r 7

tee

f

f

f

f

f

r 2

f

f

f

r 3

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

4e

0.e

o .e
G.e

312. r

4. 313e+6r

8

8

2

0

.0127

295.

0

.006350

295.

.4064e

1 . e

2. 0593e-4e

1. 2668e-4e

5.0671e-4r 2

1. 2668e-4e

0.

0. e

0.e

0. e

558.8e

1. 64695 e7e

16

0

3

.0064

1

.0064

5. 0671e-4

.153

16

7

26

28

4. 6400e-4e

0.e

0.

33

.0254

.0127e

4e

.0243078 e

O.

0.

0.

0.

4e

e

e

e

e
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TABLE 3.7. (continued)

f 0. e

f 0. e

f 558.8 e

f 558.8 e

f 1.64695e+7e

f l.64695e+7e
tee 17 17

2 0 7 0. 0
0 3 35 28

.00635 .0064

295.

0 1 34
.00635 .0064

295.

f .3333e

f 1. e

f 4.223e-05e

f 1.2668e-4e

f 1.2668e-4e

f 1.2668e-4e

f 0.e

f 0.e

f 0.e

f 0.e

f .0127e

f .0127e

f 4e

f 4e

f 0.e

f 0.e

f 0.e

f 0-.e
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TABLE 3.7. (continued)

f G.e

f G.e

f 558.8 e

f 558.8 e

f 1.64695e+7e

f 1.64695e+7e

fill

21

1.0

5.91e6

break

22

1.0

0.

6.50e6

220.

6.O0e6e

fill

10

.26

59. 10e+

break

11

1.0

0.

6. 35e6

30.

6.25e6

120.

5. 30e6

28

1

1.0

28

0.0

29

1

1.0

6. 60e6

610.

6.18e6

29ý

8

.1.0

30.

6. 45e6.

320.

1. 1037 e- 1

3

546. OOeO

6. 60e6

120,

6. 10e6

3. p

i p
546.

ip

ip

201

202

204

205

6 .,60e6

6-.42e6

420.

30
1

30

.01 0. 1. 3588e-2 546.

ip
ip

ip

ip

'ip

862
863

865

866

868

4-

31
1

1.0

5. 75 e6

24.

6. 52e6

50.

5.70e6-

405.

31

14

1.0

20.

6. 50e6

34.

6. 10e6

220.

5. l0e6e

3

545.OOeO

5.75 e6

26.

6.38e6

60.

5.45,e6

57. 50e5
22.

6.60e6

40.

6.00~e6

320.
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TABLE 3.7. (continued)

5pri zer

5

8. 00e3

7214.41e-4

.16. 42e-3,

5 2.2760 e-2

5 0.

-1.0

5 .17

r

r

f

r

r

5

8

152. 10e5

3932. 34e-4

8..95e-3

6. 94e-5e

7. 91220e-5e

9. 40e-3e

+1e

.03538

-1. 535e-3

618.2

1.- O~eS

l 93 2.34e-4r 2
4 398.Ole-6r 2

10. Oe+O

0. l0e~e

22.76e-4e

5 +4

.9095

0.
-6. 620e-le

621.7

621.7ef

vesse

.0119

-1. 789 e-3

1. 62431e+7

40
*test s-07-6*

7,.322e-3

-1. 916e-3

609.2

1. 62440e47

4.313e-3e

-1..971e-3

600. le

1. 62447e+7e.62~ ~97e+ý7 1.62414ei+7

40

4 semiscale mod 3 cob ra/trac * cycl e 12 ***

0

5
25

23

18

19

35
end

3

3

3

3

6

0

0

0

0

6

7
1

9
40

10

40

1

37

37

300

.6

27

33

7

60

41

5

7

6

37

37

1.2

19

31

8

1

2

5

6

2

37

37

37

.9

.17

1 .8

5

16

2

2

2

5

37

37

37

9
7

3

9

12

2

37,

37

35

9
8

1

2

12

54.
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TABLE 3.7. (continued)

4
35 1 78.

35 8 126.
5 17 3
5 8 6

6 17 3

6 8 6

35 -7 3.

37 7 9
1 10 3

0. le-7

55.0

0. le-7
55.0

-1.0

35
35

5
5

6

6

1

37

37

1 114. 35 1 126. 35 8 54. 35 8 78.

8 150. 35 -3 162. 35 -4 306. 35 -5 258.

9 8 5 9 3 5 1 3 5 8 2

7 8 5 8 8 5 8 13 51 30 5

9 8 6 9 3 6 1 3 6 8 2

7 8 6 8 8 6 8 13 6 30 5

5 2 1 10 2 1 24 3 1 1 2

8 9 1 12 3 1 19 2 1 10 1

7 4 37 8 4 5 35 3 6 35 3

1-e-6 20.01800 .600.

.40 50.0 5000.000

0.05
.40

40.0
50.0

600.
5000.0
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4.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM

COBRA/TRAC is a complex code that requires some s'ki'll and experience to

6 use correctly. The user guidelines in Section-3 are intended as an aid when

learning to apply the code. Additionally, Volume 4,- the Applications Manual,

contains descriptions and ca'lculat'ional results 'of a large nuimber 'of problems
4 that "have been run on COBRA/TRAC.'

This section provides an example illustrating the process of constructing

a COBRA/TRAC input file for a moderately complex system using the PKL facility

for test K9 (Ref. 7). The COBRA/TRAC model of the system uses most of the

one-dimensional components and exercises many of the modeling features' of the

VESSEL component.- It' doe noo ore xrieeeyfature and option

available in COBRAITRACa) but it Uses enough 'of the co-de caabilitiest

serve as a useful -example.

This section follows the logic generally employed i-n setti~ng up an input

deck 'for a COBRA/TRAC'simulation. It begins with a description of the system

to be modeled and the test conditions to be simulated. The data, are presented

in the form in which they appear in the original reference. (It should be

pointed out, howeve6r', th'a't test "reipbrts -do 'not Iappear to be written* with the.

conv -enience of the code' user in mind, and the ne-e'ded data will seldom be as

neatly summarized or, a's concisely' listed as shown --here. The next step" is to

decide on--an appropria-te se :of COBA/TRAC components to model the system' and

construct the geolmetri c input from the sy stem 6"da~ta. The test parame'ters can

then b~e.converted to' bounhdary conditions on the problem, and the s~imul ati on is

ready 'to' run.

(a) The PWR vessel with UHI, described in Volume 6 of this report, comes as
close as humanly possible to achieving this. The full vessel model will
be a useful guide to anyone wishing to model a large complex system.
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4.1 PKL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION FOR TEST K9

The PKL test facility was designed to model the thermal -hydraulic

behavior of,,a 1300.MWPWR. . A diagram of -thez facility is -shown. in,

Figure,4.1., The. sstem consists of a pressure. vessel , external downcomer, and

three primary coolant loops. ... One loop models two loops of a 4-loop plant, .and

,the.o~ther two, e~ach model a single, l~oop.- Each coolant loop contained a U-tube

steam-.generator and an Assembly simul Ating -the -hydrauli c -resistance of a shut-

down-coolant pump. Detail-s describing the physical geometry of the system,

which are needed to construct the COBRA/TRAC input model, are given in Tables

4. 1 and 4.'2.-*

The pressure vessel contains 340 simulated fuel rods (.337 electrically

heated). The upper a~nd.,lower plenums of the- vessel,..are, scal-ed -to, PWR

dimensions and contain appropriate internals. Figure 4. 2 shows a horizontal.

cross-section of the core and Figure 4.3 shows a verti~cal cross-section of .the

pressure vessel. A diagram of the, external downcomer is shown in Figure 4.4

Relevant dimensio'ns and eileviations are included. Table 4.3 summarizes the

geometric characteristics 'of' the *pressure vessel that are relevant to the

COBRA/TRAC input model.

The material properti-es. of, the,,,compon~ents of the. system are summari zed I n

Table, 4.4. The presslure ves-sel -an~d primary system. ,piping were C~rNi-steel.

The pipe wall thickness, was 4.05 mmin in. the si~ngl.e l~oops, and 41.0 mm'. in. the

:doub~le, lIoop. ,The. heater. rods were composed of ,Ni Cr 80/20 tub~ing (1.0 nmm

thick) and. were filled with: powdered. magnesia.(g) A hel ical coil. of,

ni~chrome wire, (0.2 mmn thick;, coiled on a ~6.0 mm diameter) served As t~he, heat

source. The axial power profile was produced by varying the pitch of the.
heater coil. The seven-step profile is shown in Figure 4.5.

Test K9 starts at the refill phase of a LOCA; i.e., after the blowdown

has occurred, with pressure equalized between containment and the reactor

primary system. Prior to test initiation, the primary system was purged with
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I NOTE:. THIS DRAWING IS
NOT TO SCALE I

FIGURE 4.1. Diagram of PKL Test Facility at Configured for-Test K9
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TABLE 4.1. Geometry of PKL System

Cciownent

Double Loop-
,hot leg

pl enum outlet
pipe, segnent(a)
.hot leg injection line
.pipe segmient (b)
ý900 bend, (R=-0.17m)
,pipe segmlent (c)
pipe enlargement
pi pe segment (d)
400 bend (R:0. 262 m)
pi pei segment (e)

steam generator
i nlet pl enun

entrance
tube inlet

tube bundle (60 tubes),

outlet plenum
tube'e'xit
exit

Loss~ a)
Coefficient

0.5
0.015
0.233~
0.27
0.231
0.025
0.1515

0.021.
0.004:

0.091
.--0.124

0.349

Length(m) Di aieterj m)

0.122
0.448
2.265
0.267
0.21
0.22
1.2
0.184
0.327

0.113
0'113
0.088
0.113
0.113
0.113
0.113/0.175
0.175'
0.175
0.175

Cross-5ct5onal

0.01
0.01
0.0084
0.01
0.01
0.01
0. 01/0. 024
0.024.
0.024
0.024

1649(10-3)
16.9 8 (11D-3)
2.84(10Q4) per titbe
0.087

16. 98( 10-3)
*0.024

0.087
0.27 0.024

-0.019

ý17..49 0.419'

0.07ý5

cold leg;
pipe, sWent(f

3J~bend, (R=0. 262 m)
pipe segment (g)
pipe contraction
pipe segment (h)
flowrate neasuring orifice
pipe segment; (1)
900 bend, WR=0.12 m)
pipe segment (j)
900 bend, WR=0.12 m)
pipe segient (k)
pump simul ator
pi pe segment (1)
i nl et to dxmraner rnzzl e

0.004
0.016
0.015
0.01
0.159
1.5
0.31
0.231
0.119
0.231
.0.38
1.43
0.348
1.0

0.327
0'.138
1.2
0.*22
1.3
ý0.002
2.58
0.267
1.0
0.267
3.18
0.25
2.916

0.175
0.175
0.175/-1
ý0.175/011
0.113
0.1175
0.113
0.113
0.113
0.113
0.113

0.113/0.489

0. 024
0.024
0.024

0.024/0.01
0..01
0.00601
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01/0.0188

(a) For single loops, loss coefficient is computed based on D=0.0808;
for double loop, loss coefficient is computed based on D=0.113.
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TABLE 4.1. TABLE4.1. (conti nued)

Cbnonent

Single Loop A -
hot leg

p1 enun outlet
pipe segiient (a)ý.
hot leg injection ' line
pipe segment (b)',,
90' bend, (R=0.12 mn)
pipe segment (c)
pipe enilargeiient
pipe segiient.(d) )
400 bed R018m
pipe segmient (e)

steaii generator
inlet plenun

entrance
tube inlet

tike bundl e (30 tubes)
outlet pl enun

tub~e exi t
exit

- Los s
Cbefficient Lengthin) ýýDianeter(rn)

0. 5 r.711
0.014 0.Q08
0,302 0.342
01.2.71 -1.563
0.245 0.188
0.057 0.33
0.*132 0.15
0.022 1.2
0.022 0.13

0.005 0.29

0.0808
0.0808
0.0611
0.0808
0.0808
0.08.08
0.088/. 125
0.125,-
0. 125,
0.125

Cross-5econal

0.0051.

0.0042.
0.0051
0.0051
0.0051
0.0051r/0.0123
0.0123
0.0123

col d leg
pi pe segiwnt (f).
300 bend, (R=0.188 in).
pipe segliet (g)
pipe contracti on
pipe segrent (h),
flowrate measuring -orifice
pipe segment (i)-
900 bend, (R=0. 1.2 b),
pipe seglent (j)
9Q0 bend (R=0. 12 Mn)
pipe segment (k)
puip simulator
pipe segment (1)
inlet to cbwicaner nozzl e

O0.106
0.131.
4.36

0.36.4,
0.070

0.005
0.017
0.0218
0.011
0.2.42

0.455

0.242
0.242
0*?45
1. 44P
0. 356'
1.0

17.31

0.125
0.019
0.01§

0.019,
0.125

0.056
0.0123
8.5(110-7)
8.5(103):
0.056
8.5 (10-~
0.0123

0.098

1.15ý
1. 4
0.0016
.2.63,

'0.188

'0.215
2.056

0.125. 0."0123.
0.125- 0.0123:.'
0.125 0.0123.
0.125/0.0808 0.0123/0.0051
0.08M8 0.00511
0.0626 0.003081
0.0 808 0. 0051'
0.080 0.0051:-
0.0808 0.0051'.
0.0808 0.0051
0.0808 0.0051
0.0808, 0.0051
0.0808 0.0051ý
0.0808/0.489 0.0051/0.188
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,TABLE 4.1. TABLE4.1. (continued)

Single Loop B -
hot leg

plenizi outlet
pipe segment (a),~in
hot leg injection ln
pipe segnent (b)'
900 bend, (R=O.l 2Am
pipe segnient(c
pipe enlargeiietý
pi pe segnlent (d),
400 bend, (R=0.188 M)
pi pe segnent (e) ..

Loss
Coefficient Length(m) Di aneterf m)

0.5.
0?014
0.302
0. 271
0.2.45
0.057
0.132
0.'0;22
0.022
0.005

0.08
0342
.1. 563
0.188
0.33
0.15
1.2
0.13,
0.29.

0.0808.
0.0808.
0.061
0.0808.
0. 0808,
0.080.8
0. 08)8/.125
0.125
0.125
0.125

stean generator
inlet plenun

entrance
thbe inlet

tube bundle (30 tut)'es)
outlet plenun

tu~be exit
exit

cold leg
pipe segment (f)
300 bend, (R=0.188 m)
pipe segment (g).'
pi pe contracti on
pipe segnent (h),
flowrate measuring -orifice
pipe segment (i)-
900 bend, (R=0.12v m)
pipe segment ()
900 bend (R=-0.12 m
pipe segment (k)
purp simulator
pipe segment (1)
inlet to cboaicaner nozzle,

0. 106
0.1.31
4.36

0.364
0.0-70

0.00:5
0.017

0.01 ý
0-.242ý
1.5
045
0.245-
0.242
o.'ý4s5
0.1570.

0.3.56.

0.29,

0.15.
1.4
0!0016
2.6Q,
0.188
1.4
0.188
.3.265
.0.215
2.056

0.1t25
0.019
0.019

0.019
0. 125

0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125/0.0808
0.08)8.
0. 0626
0.0808
0.080w8
0.0808
0.0808"
0.008)
0.0808
0. 0808

0.0051

0.0051
0.00512.
'0.0051.
0.0051/0.12

0.0123
0.0123
0.0123

0.056
0.0123
8. 5(10-3)
8.5(10-)
0.056
8.5( i0-3)
0.0123

0.0123-
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123/0 .0051
0. 0051
0.00308.
0.0051.
0:0051
0.0051,
0.0051ý
0. 0051
0.0051
0.0051

46
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TABLE 4.2.

T"b)

Geometry of PKL Steam Generators

ýb. of
Loop Type Tubes Hih (am)

Si ngl e 30
8430

8215

8215

Center Post
Wi dth (nrm)

350,

350

Thickness (mm)
Secondary

Ttte DI aneter (mm)

100

100

383

475Dbtble 60

(a)fra Fe-sheet inlet to top of U-bends
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HEATED BUNDLE
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1800
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HEATED RODS
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FIGURE 4.2. Cross Section of PKL Core
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(BROKEN
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HOT

(UPPER l5m

HALF)M 60

-CORE

(LOWER
HALF)

BEGINNING OF
*HEATED'
LENGTH

LOWER TIE
PLATE

8. 89m

3 30mm

521mm
LOWER

PLENUM
\1 6mm

187'

DOWNCOMER
CONNECTION

227mm

937mm

180mm

Omm

FIGURE 4.3. Vertical 'Cross Section of PKL Pressure Vessel
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e
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.1
7. 375m
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.2m-

FIGURE 4.4. Vertical Cross- Section of PKL External Downcomer
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TABLE 4.3. Geometry of PKL Pressure Vessel

0~ Comrponent

Pressure Vessel
I o~ier plenumn
core

lower tie plate-

upper tie plate-
grid spacers

Loss
Coeffi ci ent DiaTneter(m)

0.489
0.489
0.04747a

0.544

0.099
8.68
8.90
3.98
2.99

(upfl ow)
(dciifl ow)
(upfl ow)
(downfl ow~)

Length(m)

8.89
1 87
4:48(b)

upper pl enuii 0.489 0.186 2.54
upper p1 enum internals-

8 tubes, 35 aim x 1.5 wi
16 tub~es, 42.4 x 2.0 rm

TABLE 4.4. :Material Properties for Heater Rods in PKL Test Facility

magnesia-
Teirperature (0C):

specific heat (W-S/kg K):
density (kg/ni3):

100 300 500
1039 1164 1220

1000 1300
1298 1333

3150

Ni Cr 80/20
Tenperature (0C):

thermal conductivity (W"m-):
specific heat (W-S/kg-K):

,density (kg/ni3): 8300

20
12.1

100 .250 550 800
16.3 21.4 25.6

502

1000 1300
33.8

502 502

(a) includes volume of horizontal section of downcomer pipe.
(b) Measured from lower tie plate to upper tie plate.
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2;T.22 W /cm

6. 41 W /cm 2

I-.
5. 30 W /cm 2

3. 94 W /cm 2

3 900mm

FIGURE 4.5. Seven-Step Axi al Power Profile for PK -L ..Test K9
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steam and thus heated -to the desired initial temperatures. The power to the

heater rods was controlled to produce the desired initial radial and axial

temperature profile in the bundle.

Test K9 simulated a double-ended cold leg break with only cold l egý

injection of ECC_ wakter for the refill and reflood. Table 4.5 lists the.
initial conditions for the test, and Table 4.6 gives the test parameters and

boundary conditions.

4.2 COBRA/TRAC MODEL OF PKL SYSTEM

The PKL system consists of three ioops, but because, the; system Is,

essentially one-dimensional (even in the pres sure vessel) it can be looked

upon as having effectively only two' loops:--an' intact si de and a broken' side.

This characteristic makes it possible to greatly reduce the num~ber of'

computational cells in the COBRA/TRAC model by using only two l oops--one

modeling both the double and single intact loops, the o-ther-the si ngl~e broken:

loop. The system can be modeled, then, bPy jseven main components.: a. pipe. for

the intact loop hot legs, a steam generator for the inta'ct-loop,, a pipe fo r

the intact cold legs, a pipe for the broken loop hot leg, a steam generator

for the broken loop, a pipe for the broken cold leg upstream of the break

assembly, a pipe for the broken cold leg downstream of the break, and a vessel

module for the pressure vessel-*and downcomer. A diagram of the-system model

is shown in Figure 4.6.

The COBRA/TRAC model- of the PKL system can, for convenience, be divided

into three categories. These are the loop piping, the steam generators, and

the pressure vessel and downcomer. The following subsections describe how the

data for the components in each category are converted to COBRA/TRAC input.

In some cases, -the conversion is relatively self-evident, and is explained

only briefly. Some input, however, involves modeling assumnptions and

conventions and are discussed in greater detail.

4.2.1 Loop Piping Components

The PIPE components shown in Figure 4.6 model the hot legs and cold legs

of the intact and broken loops of the system. PiPE2 and PIPE9 each model a
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TABLE 4.5. TABLE4.5.Initial Conditions for Test K9-

System Pressure 4.5 bar

Peak Heater Rod Temperature.-
inner zon-e
middle zone
.outer zone

Bundle Initial Power

Steam Generator Secondary (broken
initial temperature
initial pressure.
initial: water level

57110C
5990C
6000C

(initial power 3.98
(initial power 3.93
(initial, power 3.92

kW/ rod)
k W/ rod)
kW/rod)

1327 MW

l oop)
267.5 0C
53 bar
7.5 m

Steam Generator Secondary
i n itial1'.. temperature-
initial pressure
initial water level

(singlIe intact loop)
270.5
55ý.5 bar-
7. 8m,

Steam , Gene 'rator Secondary (do~ubl e loop)
initial temperature .270.5
in!itial ýýpressure 55.'5
i nii a~l water- level: 7.6 m
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BROKEN LOOP
COLD LEG

PIPE
(PIPE 4)

BROKEN LOOP
,HOT LEG PIPE

(StGEN8)
STEAM

GENERATORý
(SINGLE AND

DOUBLE INTACT
LOOPS) INTACT LOOP

COLD LEG PIPE
(P IP E 10)

BREAK

FIGURE 4.6. Diagram of COBRA/TRAC Model of PKL System.
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hot l e~g, from the, upper plenprum exi,.t to the entrance to the steam generator

inlet pl enum. PIPE10 models the intact loop-cold leg from the exit of the

steam generator outlet plenum to the downc'omer inlet nozzle. PIPE4 models the

segment of the cold leg between the break assembly and downcomer inlet nozzle.

The pipes of the intact loop (PIPE9 and PIPElO)- have" th'e nominal length

of a single loop, but the volume, flow areas and hydraulic diameters of the

cells,,add up to that of the double loop plus the single loop. The COBRA/TRAC

i nput for the PKL model is listed in Table 4.7, and the values for the VOL, FA

and HD arrays show the doubling of the loop model. The cell lengths are

chosen to accommiodate the various bends and angles in the piping, plus-area
changes and other obstructions. Figures 4.7,aqnd 4.8 show diagrams of the PIPE
.cells in the intact loop hot and cold legs,,respectively. The corresponding

DX, GRAY and FR IC array entri es -are -al so g~iven.

The pipes of-the broken loop (PIPE2, PIPE4 and PIPE7) have geometry array

values corresponding to a single loop. The FA array contains.,values 0.0051

.and 0.0123; the HD array contains 0.0808-.and 0.,125--numbers';that correspond

exactly with the values given i~n, Table 4.1.for the, si~ngle qloops. The vol .ume
array (VOL) contains values that correspond to segments of la single loop.
.Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show diagrams of the PIPE" cell s .of .the ._broken loop hot

and cold legs, with the correspondinig DX, GRAY-and FRIC array -entries.

The fluid in the loop piping (both int~act and broken loops) was

initialized-with stagnant steam at the system--operating pressure. That is,
.the pressure array (P) -was set to 4.6(105) N/in2, the velocity array (VM) was

set to zero, and the void fraction array (ALP) was set to 1.0. The liqiud

temperature array, TL, was initialized at the saturation value for the

pressure.

The intact loop piping (PIPE9 and PIPElO) connects in a closed loop from

the vessel upper plenum, through the steam generator (STGEN8), to the

downcomer inlet nozzle. The,.broken -loop piping (PIPE2, PIPE4 and PIPE7) is

terminated by BREAK components simulating the containment tank. These

components are BREAKs #5 and #6, and'supply time-dependent pressure boundary
conditions on the primary system corresponding to the break Pressure table

given in Table 4.6.
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TABLE 4.6. Test Parameters and Boundary Conditions

Containmenit Back Pressure at Break Positi on -

time ( seconds)
pressure (bar)

o 10
4.6 4.36

20 30 40 1 50 75 100) 125
4.18 -3.93 ,3.78 .3.71 3.64 3.64 3.60

150
3.50

200 300 350
.3.39 3.14 3.0

PRvr Per Fbd -

time (seconds)
povAer (kw) 0.

0 1.8 63 75 :10 0
4.0 4.0 3.91 3.75 ,3.62

12 5 150,.
3.51 3.34

200
3.18

250
3.05

300 350
2.87

Cold Leg EEC Injection Pate -

time (seconds)
flowrate (kg/fsec)

0
22.0

1.5 5.0 10. 2 ý,17. 6 24.9 26.0
22.3 20.3 17.5 14.8 13.0 1.9

Temiperature of ECC, Injection %ter -

time (seconds)
teqeratire (.OC)

1 25
50.49 ,5.0.49.

50 75
51.47, 52.34

100
52.4.2

125 150 175 200
,52.731 53.811 ý53.36- 53.52;

225
53.52

250 275 300)
53.60 53.2B 53.36

325 350 375 400 425
53.28 53.36 53.13 53.68 53.44

450 475 500
53.52 53.36 53.44
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40 0 .DX- GRAV

0. 7666 0.128 1-

0.810C

through
e

5 1.0 0 4

a +b 0.810

4 1 ~0. 0.0186.

90 0 BEND
NODE #1

DX 0.66 0. 825 0.-825

GRAV 0 0'

FRIC 0.0306 0.0164

0

0

FIGURE 4.7-. COBRA/TRAC Model of Intact, L oop A-lt Leg Piping, (PIPE'9)
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FRIC GRAV DX NODE
0 -0.866 1

0. 9425 FRIC 0A8173 0 0.5679

0.085 -1.0

1.072

0.0094 -1.0

1. 072

0 -1.0

1. 072

2

3

4

5

6

900,

GRAV 0

DX

PUMP I

0

12 ... .13 14

1.072

0

11 1.0 0

1.072 1.072

1.072

0.8513 -1.0 10 1.0 0

1 .072 1. 072

0 -1.0 9-

1.072 L6.Z.L 8]
BENDI 7 '1960 BEND

1.072

1.0 0.135

1.072

1.0 0

DX GRAV FRIC

0. 1352 0.0

FIGURE 4.8. FIGRE .8. COBRA/TRAC Model of Intact Loop Cold Leg Piping (PIPElO)



f .

6- 0.766 0.0584

0. 8553
c+d+e 0

5 S. 0 0.0121

ab 90 0ELBOI 0. 8553

J- J 4  1.0

NODE # DX GRAV

0. 0389

FRIC
L

"-NODE # -
DX [ .66 - 1.2122'

3

1 .212 2

G.RAV

7T.R IC

0 0 0

0.37 0 .0. 10615

FIGURE 4.9. COBRA/TRAC Model of Broken Loop Hot Leg Piping (PIPE2)
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0.0007
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0 - .
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8 1
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FIGURE 4.10. COBRA/TRAC Model of Broken Loop Cold Leg Piping
(PIPE4 and PIPE7)



4.2.2 Steam Generator Components

The three steam generators in the PKL facility, are modeled with two steam
generator components, STGEN8 and STGEN3. STGEN3 models t he steam generator in
the broken loop, and STGEN8 models the two steam generators from the double

and single intact loops. The steam generators are U-tube type, with 30 tubes
each in the single loop components and 60 tubes in the doubl e loop
component. So STGEN8 models 90 tubes on the primary side, And STGEN3 models

30 tubes.

The input for the steam generator components is listed in Table 4.7. It
is important to note in the geometry input for STGEN3 that the flow area and

*hydraulic diameter of each cell are that of a single tube, while the volume
corresponds to the-volume of all 30 tubes. For-STGEN8, the flow area is that
of one double-loop tube plus one single-loop tube, while the volume

corresponds to the volume of the 60 double-loop tubes plus the.30 single-loop
tubes on the intact side.

The heat transfer areas entered in arrays WAl and WA2 for each steam
*generator component .refl1ect.- the total;,area available within each node length
in all tubes.' IFor-STGEN3,-the WAl array entries are 30 times the inside
surface area of one tube. For STGEN8, the WAl array entries are 60 times the
inside. surface area of a double-loop tube, plus 30 times the inside surface

area of a singl~e-l~oop tube. The, entries 'in the WA2 arrays are calculated
similarly, Iusing--the tube outside diameters. (Note that 'although the primary
tubes pass twice-through each cell of-the secondary side, the entries in WA2

reflect only the surface area of the "up side" of the tubes. The code

automatically doubles the WA2 array values to account for the "down side" half
of the tubes.)

The steam generators are initialized with stagnant steam on their primary
sides. Material te~mperatiures are set to the saturation temperature at the
system pressure. The secondary sides were given an initial liquid level and
fluid temperature corresponding to the data listed in Table 4.5, and an
initial pressure of 5.3MPa.
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The steam generator components. connect to the hot and cold leg piping on

their primary sides. .The secondary sides, however, must be supplied with

boundary conditions. The exit from a secondary steam dome can. be modeled

quite s~imply with a pressure boundary condition that corresponds to the steam

dome pressure. Break component #11 is used on the secon~dary of STGEN3, and,

Break component #13 is used on STGEN8. The input for both of these components
is listed in Table 4.7.

The boundary condition on the steam generator secondary inlet is not so

simple as that for the outlet. The COBRA/TRAC steam generator component

models the secondary only from the-tube sheet inlet to the steam dome,. It

does not model the downcomer or carryover flow paths. So the inlet boundary

condition on the secondary must be a flow boundary that includes: the effects

of recirculation. Even in cases where the feedwater flow to the secondary is

zero, there can be significant flow at the tube sheet inlet, as'a result of

boilihng and recirculation. For this example, the'recirculation flow can be

negle cted, and the secondary side boundary condition' at the tube 'sheet inlet

is modeled as a zero flow condition corresponding to actual test ýconditions.

The F`ILL components #12 and #14 model: these boundaries for STGEN3 and STGEN8,

respectively.

4.2.3 VESSEL Component

The VESSEL component is used to model the pressure vessel and external

downcomer in the PKL system. The channel-spl itting capability is utilized-to

construct the input, which consists of 14 channels. in 5 sections., Channels 1
through 8 model the pressure vessel, and 9 through 14 model the. downcomer. A

diagram of the vessel mesh is shown in Figure 4.11, and the ves-sel component

input is listed in Table 4.7.

The lower plenum is modeled by channel 1 up to the level of the downcomer
pipe penetration, and by channel 2 (which connects axially to channel 1) from
the upper edge of the downcomer pipe penetration to the lower tie plate. The
core from the lower to the upper tie plate is modeled by channels 3 and 4
(connected axially). The upper plenum is modeled by channels 5 and 8
(connected laterally), with channels 6 and 7 modeling the volume directly

above the holes in the upper tie plate. The areas for channels 6 and 7 equal
the total flow area through the upper tie plate, and they have hydraulic
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TABLE 4.7. COBR-A/TRAC In.put File for ::P K L .-Test .K 9

2

pkl re'fill reflood teIs t
seodpass june 1981

14

1.0e-,0.3

k-9 cold leg 2 e~nded break cold leg injec.t .ion D

14

5

2

14

pipe zI

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

f

f

f

if

4

4

4

5

0

.04

2 9 5.

.66 r

.003366r

.0051 r

.0306r

0. r

.808r;

4e

0O.'e

i.e

0. e,

421. 35e

460000.e

2

<0

0

..00635-

.825r.2.

.00421r 2

.0123e

.0164r 1

1

-40

,9-

,2

2

:10

12
.-1

7

<13'

2

2

2

1

.810e

.00996e

0. Or 1 .0186r I 0.0

1

.125e
-.-766e

1
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TABLE 4.7. '(continued)

pipe

r 2

r 2

ri

ri

ri

ri

r 3

f

f

f

f

f

f

pipe

ri

ri

r 2

ri

ri

r 3

r 4

f

f

12

0

.0404

295.

.869r10

* 010689r10

.017r 2

.0063r 1

.0098r 1

-.866r 6

.125r10

4e

0. Oe

1. Oe

0. Oe

42 1. 35e

460000.e

5

0

.074

295.

.66r 2

.010032r 1

.015156r 1

.37r 1

.0584e

0. Or 2

.609r 2

4e

0.e

4

0

0

.00635

1.00688e

.005135e

.0123r10

.0007r 1

0. Or 1

.-1.r 1

.0808e

4

10

.0051e

0. Or 1

.0098r 3

0.0r 5

15 6

.0602r 2

0. Or 1

1.0Oe

'0.0

1. 4143e

9

0

0

.00635

1. 2122r 2

.018425r 1

.01181r 1

0.Or 1

1. Or 1

.942e

9

3

.8553e

.014322r 1

.9449r 1

.0615r 1

6 6

.031069r 1

.036325r 1

.0389r 1

302815e

.0354e

.012 1

.766e
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-TABLE 4.7. ~(continued)

f

f

f

f

pi pe

r 2

ri

ri

ri

ri

ri

ri
r 3

f

f

f

f

f

f

i.e
0. Oe

421. 35e

460000.e

13

0

.0404

.295.

.9425r11

.03424r 1

.0354r .A

0. Or 1

0.Or 1

.8173r 1

-.866r 5

.94248r1 1

4e
0. Oe

1.* e

0. Ge

42 1.35e

46000O.e

10

0

0

.00635

1072e

-03243r10

.036325r 1

.085r 1

.1352r 1

0.Or 1

-1.Or 1

.60884e

10

8

.01625r 1

.03,025r10

.0094r 1

0.Or 1

. 5679e

0.Or 4

4

..:.01516r 1

0.Or 1

.1352r 2

1.Or 3

6

.*0131e

.85 13

0.0

0.Oe
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TABLE 4.7. (continued)

7

5
pi pe 7

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

8

0

.0404

295.

.6

.00306

.0051e

0.e

0.e

.0808e

4e

0.e

l.e.

0.e

421. 35e

460000.e

7

1
.00635

.3

.00153

.15

.000765

.075f

.000383f

.03725e

.00019e

6

s tgen

ri
ri

riO

ri1
f

ri1
f

f

20

1

.019

9

.435r18

.0074r18

.0123r 1

.0188r19

1.0

.125r19

le

.1152r18

1. Qe

0. Qe

3

2
0

.0015

12

.9617

.008180

.017r18

0. Or 1

.707

.019

1. 7674

3

2

0

.435e

.0074 e

.008506

,.0523e

-.707r 9

.125e

.1152e

10

1

,.017e

-1.Oe

6
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TABLE 4. 7. (continued)

f 421.35e

f 421. 35e

f 460000.e

r 8 .9617 .9867e

r 9 .0622e

r 9 .,.0647 .64

f 0.Oe

f 1.0Oe

r 1 .125r 8 .0624 .0592e

f le

f 1. 994e

r 8 0. Or 1 1. Oe

f 0.0Oe

f 540.65e

f 540.65e

f 5300000.e

f 543.65e

stgen 8 8
* 18 2 6 8 6

1 0 0
.0095 .0015

8 14 13
r 1 .1915r16 1.093r 1 .1915e '

r 1 .0107r16 .02789r 1 -.0107e
r 1 .0354r17 .025518r 1 .0354e
r 1 .2399r17 0.Or 1 .5926e
r 9 1.Or 1 .707r 1 -.707r 8 1.Oe

.942r17 .019r 1 .9425e
f le

r 1 .1152r16 6.0063r 1 .12

f 1.Oe

f 0.Oe
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ý--TABLE 4..7. (continued)

f 421-35e

f 421.35e

f 460000.e

f 1.093e

f .1795e

f .16424e

f 0.Oe

f 1.Oe

f .0528e

f le

f 6.7763e

r 7 1.OrlI 0.0e

f 0.0e

f 54J.65e

f .543.65e

f 5300000.e

f .543.65e

,break111

11 0

.9867 .0622 1.*506 5300000.

break 12 12

13 0

1.093 .1795 1. 543.65 5500

fill 13 13

12 1

.9867 .0622 1. 0.0 295.

5300000.

fill 14 14

141

1.093 .1795 1. 0.0 295.

5550000.
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TAOLE 4.7. ,,(continued)

break

break

15

1. 00688

0.0

418000..

50.

364000.

200.

300000.e

7

.03725

0.0

418000.

50.

364000.

200.

300000.e

5

1

.005 135

460000.

30.

371000.

125.

339000.

6

1

.005 1

460000.

30.

371000.

125.

339000.

5

13

1 .

10.

393000.

75.

360000.

300.

6

13

1 .

10.

393000.

75.

360000.

300.

3

548.

436000.
S40.

364000.

150.

314000.

,.3.200010.

20.

,: 37ý8000.

100.

350.

/.'.

3

548.

436000.

40.

364000.

150.

314000.

320000.

20.

ý378000.

350000.

350.

vessel

1-pkl k9 reflo~od

1 28

350.

66..7 1108

2 14 2

1256.548.24

2255.048.24 56..98

948.6924.74

3 79.6484.556.98

1048.6924.74

4 79 '.6484.5 56.98

1148.6924.74

536 5. 3 12-14I.2

1

and

1

refill test

0.0 .3126

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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TABLE 4.7. '(continued)

628. 49114.

728.49 114.

865. 31214. 2

12291.160.4848.69

1348.6924.74

14107 .224.74

3 1

0

0

0

0

4 1

3 5

1 5 624.127.607 0.0 0.0

1

2 6 715.356.517 0.0 0.0

1

3 7 824.127.607 0.0 0.0

1

4 1 14 7.87 30. 0. 1.0

1

5 14 13 7.8724.31 0. 1.0

1

0

4 5 2 1

1 3 2 18.50

1 2

13 9

14 14

2 2 2 18.50

2 3

9 10

3 2 8 10.62990

3 4

10 11

4 2 8 11.55017

.0 0 1 . -2 2

0 0 1.ý 1 -3

0 0 1. 2 -2

0 0 1 -1 5

0 0 1. 4 -1

11

13

14

1

13

2

9
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TABLE 4.7., (continued)

3

10

4 6

11 12

5 5

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

12 12

5

42 82

5 1

4

7

8 12.32

5
.4

4

8

11

1.1673 2.3346 3.6691 4 1
6 1

1 1

7 11

1.0 2

0.5 2

0.5 4

0.5 5

0.5 8

0 12

2

3

3

3

3

0.5 1 4

0.5 2 4

0.5 5 4

0.5 6 4

1.0 1

1.0 1

8 1

1 1

1 1

1

6

7

2 1
1 2

12

.05 337. 1-440.
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TABLE 4.7. TABLE4.7.(continued)

7 4. 016

139. 842

221. 929
9 1

1 hrod

3 1

10 2

1 12

200.

600.

1000.

1400.

1800.
2200.

2 12

200.

600.

1000.

1400.

1800.

2200.

11 1

1 19
74.016

99.881

139. 251

214.054

241.613

0.0

100.
250.

298.8

1056.-2

898-.6

.42323

.1102 0.

196.67

.2385

.2800

.3000

.3080
.311
.3150

518.22

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

11 0

15 3.542
0.0

.6497

1.0554

1.0554

.6497

0.0

.937 5
a7950

93.976

164.842 1

228.818.

0.0 4

1 2.0079

11.4

7.8

4.3

3.0

2.5
2.5

7.77
10.06

12.24

14.40

16.52

18.62

85.088
99. 882

139.252 1

214.055

241.614 C

1.8

300.

672.8

1.19.2

858.2

107. 756
189. 645

23 5.708

831.2

1117.4,

7891.8

2 2

1. 2 1.0541 0. 2 2.0394 0.

127. 441

212. 086

251.52

1020.2

1041.8

298.8

400.

800.

1200.

1600.

2000.

2400.

400.

800.

1200.

1600.

2000.

2400.

0.0

.8726

.1888

.8726

1.0

.9050

.7625

.2625

.2900

.3050

.3100

.3125

.3170

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

.1199

88. 070

115.62

190. 432

229. 802

251. 456
63.

150.
350.

9.5

5.6

3.5

2.7
2.5
2.5

8.94

11.15

13.32

15.46

17.57

19.68

0.00

.8726

1. 1888

.8726

0.0
1.0

.8775
.7175

.88.07 1

115.63

190. 433

.229. 803

.75.

200.

.6497

1. 0554

1.0554

.6497

.977 5

.8350
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TABLE 4.7. (continued)

13

9

0.

17.6

1

5

6

7

8

8

12

12

13

13

14

14

14

4

14

14 2 1 1

C
0. .001

.6727 24.'9

1 3

1 3

9 3

9 3

9 3

1 3

9 3

5 4 1-

9 3

1 3

2 3

1 3

2 3

3 3

1 2

5 0 '0 0

.5909 26.
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.'0

0.0

48.51

0.00
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.10

1'.0136 5.0

.0864 350-.
.9227'10.2

.0864

.7955

90.

0 1 1

4

5

8

12

1 2

0

5

5
6

1 1

3 3
,..0 5

4 0 '-4

6 350

1 2

0

3 4 'ý7 9
.0001

10.

-.001

.1

1.

400.

1800. 3700.

7000.
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diameters equal to the hydraulic diameter of a single tie plate hole. This

modeling convention is required to model effects such as counter-current flow

limiting at the upper tie plate. Only channels 6 and 7 have ,axial connections

to the core (channel 4 below); channels 5,and 8 have zero- flow. boundaries at

their inlet, modeling the solid portions~of the lower tie plate.- 'Channels 5,

6, 7 and 8 have gap connections that permit transverse flow in -the,- upper

plenum. The junction connection with the intact loop hot leg (PIPE9) is

located in',channel 8, and the junction connection with the broken loop hot leg

is in channel 5. The flow boundaries at-the top of the uppe'r plenum channels
are set to zero, so the o~nly flow paths out .of the-vessel are the hot leg

j uncti ons.,

The hor~izontal .segment of the downcomer pipe is modeled by channels 13
and 14. Local flow boundary conditions (supplied 'in group 13) are used to
zero the a Ixial flow in channel. 14 and permit only tranisverse,,.fl ow into or out
of channel 14 through gap connections to channel 1 and to channel 13. Flow
boundary conditions are also imposed on channel 13 t o permit-.axial flow only
at the top of the channel.

The downcomer inlet'structure is modeled with channel 12. A zero flow
boundary condition is used at the top of channel 12. The: jiunction. connections
to the intact and broken loop cold leg pipes (PIPElO and 'PI'PE7, respectively)

are located in channel 12. There is also a special flow source boundary

condition i'n channel 12 to model th~e ECCS injection 'into,.the downcomer.

The material structure of the pressure vessel and-downcomer can be

modeled with unheated conductors (see input group 8),,but"since' the system was

preheated with steam to a stable initial temperature, "thermal inertia effects
were assumed to be small. Only the segment of the priessure vessel enclosing
the core was modeled ,for this simulation. This required two unheated
conductors::- one connected to channel 3, and one connected to channel 4. The
rods in the core are modeled by a single average rod with the'average power
generation rate of the core.ý It is given an initial temperature profile
calculated from the rod temperatures reported in the test data at time zero.

The input data for the VESSEL also includes loss coefficients to model

the grid spacers and tie plates in the core. The graphics input is set up to
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ask for data on the VESSEL, the broken loop hot leg (PIPE2), steam generator

(STGEN3), and cold leg piping (PIPE4 and PIPE7), and the intact loop hot

leg. Table 4.7 lists the vessel input. The correspondence between the PKL

system description for test K9 (see Table s 4.2 and. 4.5) and the COBRA/TRAC

input is fairly obvious.
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